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Prototyping is a crucial step in product design and development, but it is also

known as the highest sunk cost. The top 20 Research and Development (R&D)

department spends 142 billion dollars, yet 40 to 46 percent of this money goes

into developing products that cannot even make to the market. Furthermore, the

lack of comprehensive and widely accepted prototyping strategies and guidelines

challenges the success of design teams in selecting options among a plethora of

prototyping methodologies, techniques, and resources. The first shortcoming of

current prototyping strategies is that they focus on the prototyping experience or

the hands-on prototyping process without paying adequate attention to theoret-

ical guidelines about prototyping factors and theories. The second limitation is

the sparse guidelines of practical ‘know-how’ or what tools to use while building

the prototype. The third shortcoming is that the existing prototyping strategies



do not adequately incorporate the Human Factor Engineering (HFE) guidelines

into the design of human-centered products. To address these shortcomings, this

dissertation aims to formulate a Pre-Prototyping framework that aids designers

in exploring prototyping strategies for human-centered products during the early

design process.

The overall objectives of this study are split into primary and secondary re-

search objectives. Three secondary objectives are developed as building blocks of

the overarching research objectives. First of all, Chapter 2 addresses the first sec-

ondary research objective by exploring how Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs)

affect human performance and what prototyping strategies should be employed to

capture it. Next, Chapter 3 addresses the second secondary research objective by

proposing a computational prototyping method, which assists the designer in ex-

ploring the design space to integrate HFE design principles in the conceptual design

process. Finally, the third secondary research objective is presented in Chapter

5, which explores the levels of human product interaction and the fidelity that

plays a role in prototyping strategies. The secondary research objectives helped

to gain deeper insight into prototyping for HCD based products. These insights

are building blocks to address the three primary research questions and develop

the Pre-Prototyping framework. The methodology to develop the Pre-Prototyping

framework follows a similar step-by-step approach and workflows common to other

prototyping frameworks in the prototyping literature; however, the proposed Pre-

Prototyping framework adds HCD guidelines and proactive prototyping strategies

by injecting HFE design principles. The distinction between this work and the



existing prototyping framework is that the focus is on a Pre-Prototyping strategy

rather than a hands-on prototyping activity. The second distinction is that this

prototyping methodology is developed by focusing on the human-centered design

since most of the existing methodologies concentrate solely on the prototyping

experience.

The proposed methodology comprises Prototyping Categories, Prototyping Di-

mensions, and Prototyping Toolbox along with Human Factor Guidelines. These

different areas are combined in a framework that is currently presented using MS

Excel User-Form. Designers can use this framework via Excel User-Form to concep-

tualize Pre-Prototyping strategies based on the specific HCD requirements. The

proposed methodology is validated by an experiment that conducts 12 prototyp-

ing problems between the Intervention group and the Control group. Independent

t-tests are be performed between the two groups. It is found that participants who

use the proposed framework develop better Pre-Prototyping strategies than those

who do not. In addition to the quantitative test, qualitative analysis is carried

out by capturing the prototyping experience and attitude of the designers. Likert

Scale and screen recordings data are used to gain further insight into participants’

evaluation of the framework. It is discovered that the participants perceived the

Pre-Prototyping framework to be helpful and they agree to use the Pre-Prototyping

framework for prototyping human-centered products.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

1.1 Overall Research Goal

This research aims to formulate a Pre-Prototyping framework that aids designers

in exploring prototyping strategies during the early design. Unlike other proto-

typing studies, the framework proposed in this research focuses on the design and

analysis of human-centered products and workplaces by integrating prototyping

theories and technologies with human factors engineering (HFE) principles. The

prototyping strategies consist of a set of design decisions that dictate what the-

oretical approaches and technology tools need to be considered before the actual

prototyping activities start.

1.2 Motivation

Prototyping is one of the most critical aspects of new product development or

improving existing products [231]. The top 20 companies that are known for their

innovative products spend around 142 billion dollars in their research and devel-

opment (R&D) departments. However, it is found that around 40 to 46 percent

of resources are spent on products that do not even go to the market [66]. For

example, it took about 5,127 prototypes and five years for Dyson to come up with

the most successful vacuums on the market [129]. Prototyping is the highest sunk
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cost in the product development process [54]. However, in the current prototyp-

ing literature, there is a lack of comprehensive and widely accepted prototyping

methodology [54, 166]. The current prototyping methodologies focus mainly on

prototyping activity or hands-on prototyping experience. Most of the existing

prototyping methodologies rely on designers’ intuition or experience in building a

prototype rather than providing systematic guidelines and prototyping best prac-

tices to aid designers in their prototyping quest [144,166]. Another shortcoming of

the existing prototyping methodologies is the lack of fabrication guidelines. The

absence of fabrication guidelines regarding what tools and technologies to use to

build a prototype causes wide variation in the prototype quality even though when

the designers use the same prototyping methods [166].

Another limitation of the current prototyping methodologies is that Human

Factor Engineering (HFE) guidelines are not adequately considered [166]. The

absence or partial consideration of HFE guidelines causes products or workspaces

that do not address human needs and limitations. HFE is a multidisciplinary do-

main that applies theory and practice to optimize human well-being and overall

system performance [103,134]. It aims to reduce human error, increase productiv-

ity, and enhance safety and comfort by applying theory and practice from a wide

range of disciplines to design and evaluate products, services, tasks, processes, en-

vironments, and systems [239]. Although HFE is theoretically positioned as one

of the most crucial components of the product development process, it is often

not built in the early stages of prototyping, and many times incorporated at the

later phases of the design process [79, 90, 140]. A last-minute effort of integrat-
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ing HFE design principles or taking corrective measures on functional prototypes

or products in use is regarded as reactive ergonomics approach [94, 118], which

is usually associated with additional costs and time on the product development.

The traditional reactive approach has several limitations when it comes to ensur-

ing ergonomics requirements at the later stages [27, 91]. First of all, the primary

design decisions and resource allocations are already made; thus, the application

of HFE design principles becomes much constrained and restricted, which creates

design solutions that are sub-optimal from an ergonomics standpoint [31]. These

sub-optimal solutions present in the system, in the form of design deficiencies and

poor human factors, lead to latent or catastrophic failures. Often the human op-

erator gets blamed during an accident rather than the faulty design, which poorly

considered human factors [176]. Secondly, even if the correct measures are applied,

the modifications enforced on the system architecture cause additional ergonomics

problems. On the other hand, the proactive ergonomics approach suggests that er-

gonomics must be built in the design process to reduce or prevent human-product

interaction issues (e.g., the risk of injury, occupational injuries, and discomfort)

preemptively by infusing HFE design principles during the early stages of prod-

uct development [196]. Thus, proactive ergonomics provide a competitive edge to

companies by creating products that potentially have better quality and enhanced

usability [170].

Incorporation of HFE guidelines during product development requires the col-

lection of human-product interactions data which is often not widely available [95].

The human-product interaction can be simulated by creating a physical prototype,
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computational prototype, or mixed prototype to collect data and incorporate HFE

guidelines. Physical prototypes are advantageous in representing form and func-

tionality; however, they are time-consuming and costly to build [40, 47]. Alterna-

tively, computational prototypes cost low and take less time to build, but they lack

representation of the physical interactions between humans and products, which

limit the number of feedback [51,142]. Another concern during prototyping is the

amount of interactivity between the user and the product. Duffy (2007) mentioned

that a physical prototype would be a better choice if a high-level interaction exists

between the user and product. In contrast, when a low-level interaction exists,

then the computational prototype is preferable [88]. What level of interactions to

consider between the user and product lead designers into the dilemma about the

type (physical or virtual), fidelity (low or high), and complexity of prototypes to

build [88]. For example, Camburn et al. (2015) stated that there are no widely

accepted guidelines on prototype building strategies to assist designers [54].

These limitations in the prototyping literature provide the primary motivation

to undertake the current study. This research aims to create a Pre-Prototyping

framework that aids designers to develop prototyping strategies to evaluate and

design human-centered products and workplaces during the conceptual design pro-

cess. The prototyping strategy includes both theoretical prototyping guidelines and

practical fabrication guidelines. The proposed framework integrates prototyping

theories, prototyping best practices, HFE principles, and computational HFE tools.

It is found that there are not adequate prototyping theories and best practices re-

lated to the HFE and HCD based products. Additionally, there is a lack of HFE
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computational tools for designing and evaluating HCD based products. Hence,

before the endeavor of developing the proposed Pre-Prototyping framework can be

taken, the groundwork of developing the fundamental blocks of prototyping find-

ings related to HCD and computational HFE tools needs to be developed. For this

purpose, computational HFE tools such as Digital Human Modeling (DHM) are

one of the fundamental elements of the proposed framework. Several studies are

carried out to better understand the role of types of prototypes, levels of prototype

fidelity, levels of human-product interactions, development of HFE computational

tools based on Digital Human Modeling, and comparisons between different types

of prototypes related to HCD based products. These studies led to the creation

of various prototyping tools and prototyping findings used in conjunction with

existing prototyping and HFE literature to develop the proposed framework.

1.3 Research Challenges

Designers often refer to anthropometry and HFE guidelines while designing human-

centered products. Many human-centered design activities include assessing and

evaluating products based on human performance. The feedback, required to mea-

sure human performance, can be captured from prototyping studies that represent

the human-product interactions. While creating prototypes to collect feedback,

the designers experience several challenges, which are as follows:

1) What prototyping guidelines should be followed to create prototypes?

2) What is the type of prototype: physical, computational, or mixed?
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3) What should be the fidelity level of the prototype?

4) Does the human-product interaction level affect prototyping strategies? How

can the human-product interaction level be addressed during prototyping?

5) Does the type of ergonomic assessment affect prototyping strategies?

6) What prototyping strategies should be adopted to capture human perfor-

mance in the presence of various performance shaping factors (PSFs)?

7) How the human factor guidelines can be integrated earlier in the design

phase and not just as a post-design ergonomic checklist?

8) What tools and technologies should be used to create the prototype?

9) What should be the prototyping strategy to address the psychological as-

pects of human performance ?

These research challenges are not comprehensively addressed in the literature.

Also, there is either none or a limited set of prototyping guidelines that focuses ex-

plicitly on human-centered design challenges. For example, Camburn et al. (2015)

stated that existing prototyping strategies are not widely accepted due to their lim-

itations [54]. Menold et al. (2017) mentioned that existing prototyping frameworks

are incomplete and have two critical gaps, not considering the human-centered de-

sign and practical evaluations [166]. In addition, Lauff et al. (2019) note that

current prototyping strategies are difficult to implement into practice [144].
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1.4 Research Questions, Objectives and Hypothesis

Due to the above theoretical and practical gaps found in the prototyping literature,

particularly from the human-centered design perspective, the following research

questions (RQ) and research objectives (RO) are formulated within the scope of

prototyping strategies during the conceptual design of human-centered products.

The research questions are divided into primary research questions and secondary

research questions. The primary research questions deal with formulating the

methodology to create the prototyping framework. The secondary research ques-

tions deal with prototyping tools and prototyping findings, which serve as building

blocks for the underlying methodology that focuses on creating the conceptual

prototyping framework.

1.4.1 The Primary Research Questions

Primary Research Objectives (PRO) and Primary Research Hypothesis (PRH)

associated with Primary Research Questions (PRQ) are summarized below.

• PRQ 1. What prototyping findings (best practices) and guidelines should be

used for prototyping human-centered product?

– PRO 1. Extract prototyping findings from literature and form theo-

retical prototyping guidelines.

– PRH 1. Designers who use the proposed theoretical prototyping guide-

lines will conceptualize better prototypes (related HCD based products)
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than those who do not.

The outcome is a template or checklist that assists designers in selecting pro-

totyping guidelines based on the ergonomic evaluation of the product and the

availability of resources.

• PRQ 2. What prototyping tools and technologies should be used to create

prototypes for human-centered products?

– PRO 2. Extract practical tools and technologies from literature to

build human-centered prototypes.

– PRH 2. Designers who use the proposed prototyping toolbox will

conceptualize better prototypes than those who do not.

The outcome is the prototyping toolbox. The prototyping toolbox is an in-

ventory of prototyping tools and technologies that can be used to fabricate the

required prototype.

• PRQ 3. What is the methodology to develop the Pre-Prototyping framework

for HCD based products?

– PRO 3. Create a framework that combines both the theoretical proto-

typing guidelines and practical prototyping tools to create a prototyping

strategy.

– PRH 3. Designers who use the proposed prototyping framework will

conceptualize better prototypes than those designers who do not.
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The outcome is a framework to create prototyping strategies.

1.4.2 The Secondary Research Questions

The primary research questions PRQ1 (prototyping findings) and PRQ2 (Prototyp-

ing tools) can not be addressed just by compiling the existing prototyping findings

and prototyping tools. Hence, the secondary research questions are formulated

to uncover new prototyping findings and tools about human-centered prototyping

literature. Secondary Research Objectives (SRO) and Secondary Research Hypoth-

esis (SRH) associated with Secondary Research Questions (SRQ) are summarized

below.

• SRQ 1. What type of prototype (computational or mixed) should be used

to capture the effect of Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) (fire and smoke)

on human performance (vision, posture)?

– SRO 1. Understand how PSFs affect human performance and what

prototyping strategies should be employed to capture the human per-

formance.

– SRH 1. Mixed prototyping approach is better in capturing human

performance than that of computational prototypes when exploring the

effects of PSFs (fire and smoke) on human performance (posture and

vision).

The outcome is guidelines on how to incorporate PSFs in prototyping strategies
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to predict human performance.

• SRQ 2. How to use digital human modeling (DHM) research and digital

prototyping tools to create a surrogate model and explore the design space

for human-centered products?

– SRO 2. Create a computational prototyping method that assists the

designer in exploring the design space to integrate human factors in the

conceptual design process.

– SRH 2. The proposed computational prototype using CAD, DHM,

and surrogate modeling explores a more extensive design space than

the computational prototypes, which uses only CAD and DHM.

The outcome is using DHM and surrogate modeling to create a computational

prototyping strategy.

• SRQ 3. How does the human-product interaction level, prototyping fidelity

level, and type of ergonomics analysis affect the prototyping strategies of

human-centered products?

– SRO 3. Understand the levels of human-product interaction, level of

fidelity, and ergonomics analysis plays a role in prototyping strategies.

– SRH 3. Products that compromise higher human-product interaction

should be prototyped using higher fidelity prototyping methods.
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Table 1.1: Primary and Secondary Research Hypothesis

Hypothesis Chapter
Secondary Research Question and Hypothesis (SRH) 1 2
Secondary Research Question and Hypothesis (SRH) 2 3
Secondary Research Question and Hypothesis (SRH) 3 4
Primary Research Question and Hypothesis (PRH)1 5 and 6
Primary Research Question and Hypothesis (PRH) 2 5 and 6
Primary Research Question and Hypothesis (PRH) 3 5 and 6

The outcome is to understand the relation among human-product interactions, the

fidelity level of prototypes, and ergonomics analysis of the task and how they can

be taken into account during developing prototyping strategies.

1.5 Road-Map

The primary and secondary research questions are answered in the subsequent

chapters as shown in Table 1.1.

Figure 1.1 shows the roadmap for the work presented in this dissertation. Chap-

ter 1 presents the overall goal, motivation, and research questions. Chapter 2

addresses SRQ 1 by developing prototyping findings related to PSFs. In Chap-

ter 3 the SRQ 2 is answered by developing a design exploration method catered

towards human-centered design by using DHM, Surrogate modeling, and Opti-

mization tools. Finally, SRQ 3 is addressed in Chapter 4 by investing the relation

among human-product interaction, prototyping fidelity, and type of ergonomics

evaluation.

After SRQ 1, 2, and 3 are addressed, the PRQs are explored in Chapters 5 and
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Figure 1.1: The Road-Map of the Dissertation
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6, and the methodology to develop the prototyping framework is presented. The

methodology contains prototyping guidelines and tools extracted from the state-

of-the-art literature review about prototyping and HFE. It also includes findings

developed based on the information presented in Chapters 2, 3, and 4. These

guidelines and tools are analyzed and synthesized to form the proposed prototyping

framework. Chapter 5 and 6 demonstrate the efficacy of the prototyping framework

using multiple prototyping problems. A human subject experiment is carried out

to confirm the validity of the prototyping framework, i.e., PRQ 1, 2, and 3. Finally,

in Chapter 7, the conclusions, limitations, and future work is presented.
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2.1 Abstract

Human error is one of the primary reason for accidents in complex industries like

aviation, nuclear power plant management, and health care. Physical and cognitive

workload, flawed information processing, and poor decision making are some of the

reasons that make humans vulnerable to error and lead to failures and accidents.

In many accidents and failures, oftentimes, vulnerabilities that are embedded in

the system, in the form of design deficiencies and poor human factors, lead to la-

tent or catastrophic failures, but the last link is a human operator who gets blamed

or worse, injured. This paper introduces an early design human-performance as-

sessment framework to identify what type of digital prototyping methodologies are

appropriate to detect the deviation of the operator’s performance due to an emer-

gency condition. Fire in a civilian aircraft cockpit was introduced as a performance

shaping factor. Ergonomics performance was evaluated using two prototyping

strategies: (1) a computational prototyping framework, includes: digital human

modeling, and computer-aided design; and, (2) a novel mixed prototyping frame-

work, includes: motion capture, digital human modeling, virtual reality. Results

showed that the mixed prototyping framework can simulate emergency scenarios

with increased realism, also has the potential to incorporate subjective aspects

of ergonomics outcomes, overcoming the underlying lack of design knowledge in

conventional early design methodologies.
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2.2 Introduction

Although safety-critical systems undergo rigorous testing and validation, costly

and sometimes fatal accidents still occur. Classical studies in accident investigation

and risk assessment have a long history of publication records addressing the root-

causes of many accidents in complex systems such as health care, aviation, and

power generation which occurred due to lack of creating a safe and accident-free 34

environment [180]. Human error has been identified as one of the primary causes

for performance losses, accidents, and failures in complex systems [121, 158, 189].

For example, the National Academy of Medicine, formerly called the Institute

of Medicine, reports that one medication error occurs per hospitalized patient

per day [4]. Medical errors occurred in 2013 was ranked as the third leading

cause of death in the US [158]. According to the report of the World Health

Organization, the primary contributing factors for medical errors are human errors

made by medical staff and workplace design or poor ergonomics [4]. Similarly,

in the nuclear power sector, human error is identified as the primary reason for

the majority of accidents. The Institute of Nuclear Power Operation (INPO)

analyzed 180 significant event records that took place between 1983 to 1984. The

analysis revealed that 92% of the time the root cause was human-related issues,

where human performance-related problems and design deficiencies constitute the

majority of the problems, 52%, and 33% respectively [190]. A similar trend in

human error can also be found in the aviation sector. A number of studies have

pointed out that between 60% to 80% of aviation accidents are found to be either
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directly or indirectly related to human error [116,150,207].

In order to reduce the human error and accidents associated with it, a compre-

hensive understanding of how human error occurs in human-product interactions

must be identified. However, a universally accepted definition of human error does

not exist yet [198]. One of the most widely accepted definition is given by Reason

(1990) as “a generic term to encompass all those occasions in which a planned

sequence of mental or physical activities fails to achieve its intended outcome,

and when these failures cannot be attributed to the intervention of some chance

agency” [191]. Thus, human error model must not just be classified as errors cre-

ated by individuals in a personal level but also errors caused in the system level by

various decision-makers, including policy makers, managers, and supervisors [192].

In addition, one needs to acknowledge that the human error stems from both the

physiological and psychological limitations of humans [30]. Fatigue, workload, cog-

nitive overload, flawed information process, and poor decision making are some of

the reasons that make human vulnerable to error and lead to failures and acci-

dents [117]. However, in many accidents and failures, oftentimes, vulnerabilities

that are embedded in the system, in the form of design deficiencies and poor hu-

man factors, lead to latent or catastrophic failures, but the last link is a human

operator who gets blamed or worse, injured [176].

In complex industries workers go through training, often loaded with procedural

knowledge, and asked to follow checklists or guidelines so that tasks don’t result in

incidents [244]. However, it is reported that even when performing a routine task,

such as normal start-up and shutdown procedure of a nuclear power plant, workers
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occasionally feel overwhelmed or burned-out [128]. In the aviation and health care

sector, operators often deal with emergency procedures on a daily basis. These

situations can range from monotonous and trivial emergency response activities to

life-threatening and time-critical events [53]. For example, even though pilots and

flight crew are meticulously trained to handle emergency situations, shortcomings

that are evident in their responses decrease the safety [52]. A study showed that

nineteen out of twenty-two times pilots are able to successfully cope-up with the

textbook emergencies. However, only six out of eighty-five times they are able

to successfully manage non-textbook situations [53]. This staggering observation

shows that pilots can successfully apply their experiences gained from the flight

simulator to avert familiar real emergency situations; but, when an unfamiliar

emergency occurred, over 92% of the time they failed to successfully handle the

situation.

Consider the example of a recent airplane crash happened on March 12, 2018,

which is recognized to be one of the worst accident in the history of Nepal. The

US-Bangla Airline Flight 211 took off from Dhaka, Bangladesh with four crew

members and sixty-seven passengers, and crash-landed in Kathmandu-Tribhuvan

Airport, Nepal [10,187]. The airplane was cleared to land on runway 02 but it was

aborted by the pilot and requested to land from the opposite direction (runway

20). The controller denied the landing on runway 20 due to the traffic, and asked

the pilot on which runway to land. The pilot requested landing on runway 20 and

the controller cleared the airplane to land on runway 20. The pilot affirmed that

runway is visible and proceeded with landing on runway 02. The controller also
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affirmed for landing on runway 02, though initially, pilot wanted to land on runway

20 and controller also cleared runway 20. The airplane touched down 1700 meters

past the threshold on runway 20 and veered off to the left bank and ran through

the inner perimeter fence of the airport. A fire erupted and all crew members along

with forty-seven passenger died [187].

A complete official report on the cause of the accident has not been published

yet. However, the preliminary report indicates a misunderstanding occurred be-

tween the pilot and the air traffic controller on which runway to land. It is also

reported that there was a thunderstorm and cumulonimbus cloud 2500 feet above

the airport and the pilot initially did not have the runway in sight [187]. The

Kathmandu post of Nepal allegedly reported that the pilot was mentally stressed

and reckless which caused the accident [2]. While the CEO of US-Bangla Airlines

said to the Daily Star news of Bangladesh that the negligence of the controller to

give specific instruction on which runway to land caused the crash [9]. Although

the investigation is still going on, the preliminary report and some of the alleged

claims address the role of human factors. This accident underlines the fact that in-

stead of blaming individuals, efforts should be spent in trying to understand why a

particular act or behavior seemed to be right to the individual at that time [75,76].

The same view is also shared by Reason (1990) in Human Error: “Rather than be-

ing the main instigators of an accident, operators tend to be inheritors of system

defects created by poor design, incorrect installation, faulty maintenance, and bad

management decisions. Their part is usually that of adding the final garnish to a

lethal brew whose ingredients have already been long in the cooking” [191].
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In this paper, we introduced an early design human-performance assessment

framework to identify what type of prototyping methodology is appropriate to de-

tect the operator performance during a routine and an emergency situation. We

particularly focus on an incident or scenario that results in a deviation from the

procedural tasks and demand increase in cognitive load. As mentioned earlier in

the paper, workers and operators employed in complex and safety-critical jobs,

where the probability of the injury or fatalities are high, are trained to follow

specific formal procedures with the goal of mitigating unfavorable outcomes. How-

ever, previous research on non-textbook emergencies shows that failure to handle

emergency procedures is high. In this study, digital prototyping methodologies

are explored, and a novel prototyping methodology for capturing human perfor-

mance in an emergency situation is introduced. Additionally, various performance

shaping factors (PSFs), for example, poor visibility due to lack of lighting, are

introduced to evaluate how the presence of PSFss affects the human performance

and perceived cognitive load [135, 223]. Although there are various human fac-

tors assessments techniques are available in the form of guidelines, checklists, and

surveys to measure human performance, the framework proposed in this study

provides the opportunity to capture individual ergonomics differences early in de-

sign, computationally. Thus, it allows decisions regarding human factors to be

incorporated during the conceptualization of products, processes or environments.

The remainder of the paper includes the literature review on the current state

of the art of the computational human performance tools, types of prototypes,

and simulations tools that are used to capture human interactions and performance
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with a product or within a workplace. A brief literature review of current practices

in simulating emergencies is also provided. The proposed methodology to capture

human performance is given in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 and Section 2.5 contain

the specific case study we developed and results associated with the ergonomics

outcomes. Finally, a discussion about the results and the conclusions about the

study is given in Section 2.6 and Section 2.7 respectively.

2.3 Literature Review

The definitions and understanding of human performance and human-centered pro-

totyping within the computational design are varied, depending on the domain of

interest and the context of the design. For example, prototyping an user-interface

may not require consideration of biomechanics and physical ergonomics, but the

design of an exoskeleton or a wearable must address both the cognitive and phys-

ical capabilities of humans. The theory and methods used depends upon the

context. While it is important to understand the terminology, it is equally impor-

tant to acknowledge that providing exhausted coverage on human performance and

human-centered prototyping is beyond the scope of this paper. Brief theoretical

background information on the state-of-the-art design methodologies are provided

within the context of computational ergonomics, specifically focusing on design

and packaging of control rooms, workstations, and cockpits. This section is split

into two main sub-sections with the goal of providing brief literature on human

performance from the ergonomics perspective and a review of prototyping methods
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used in human-centered design studies.

2.3.1 Human Performance

Before presenting the literature on how to capture human performance, it is impor-

tant to understand what human performance means, especially from the human

factors engineering viewpoint. In general, performance is defined as outcomes,

results, and accomplishments achieved by a person, group, or organization [197].

The study of human performance includes analyses of the processes that underlie

the acquisition, maintenance, transfer, and execution of skilled behavior. It con-

siders the fundamental human capabilities involved in understanding and acting

on information arriving through senses [223]. Human performance can also be

studied from the biomechanics and physiology perspective [62]. The factors that

affect human performance, both carry cognition and physiology attributes, and

they are known as performance shaping factors (PSFs) [135]. Some of the key

human-performance shaping factors include:

1. Work environment such as noise level, illumination, temperature, and hu-

midity.

2. Design of controls surfaces including the arrangement of controls, informa-

tion, and control-display relationship.

3. Workstation layout and space, accessibility in normal working conditions,

and escape routes during emergencies.
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4. Industrial signing and labeling such as visibility and legibility of labels, lo-

cation, and information transmission.

Items listed above include only a limited set of PSFs that can have significant

effects on human performance both as individual entities or as a group. For exam-

ple, in the design of a control room or a cockpit packaging study, having the right

amount of illumination and the intuitive arrangement of controls as well as provid-

ing adequate working space and good accessibility are some of the entities that can

positively affect the ergonomics outcomes. In contrast, absence or scarce represen-

tation of any PSFs would cause ergonomics issues regarding human-performance.

Another factor that influences human performance is the information process-

ing capability of humans. The information processing is modeled as the three-stage

process consisting of the perceptual stage, cognitive stage, and action stage [223].

The perceptual stage includes processes that operate from the stimulation of the

sensory organs [241]. The cognitive stage includes the process such as information

retrieval from memory, comparing displayed items, arithmetic operations, and deci-

sion making. Errors can occur in the cognitive stage due to a limitation in cognitive

resources such as attention span, information retrieval, information analysis, and

synthesis. Human factor specialists and designers should design the workplaces

and tasks in such a way that the task should demand minimal cognitive workload

from the user, and should not go beyond his/her cognitive capabilities. After the

perceptual and cognitive stage, the user reacts or provides a response by perform-

ing an action [223]. To summarize, optimum human performance, both at the

physical and cognitive level, lies at the heart of how the external factors used in
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the design of environments, products, or workplaces are blended, appropriately,

with the consideration of the physical and cognitive capabilities and limitations of

humans.

2.3.2 Prototyping in Human Centered Design

The terms “concept” and “draft” are used synonymously with prototyping to define

an early version of a product that is released for the purpose of testing and analysis

before finalizing the production requirements. The intention behind prototyping

in human-centered design is to evaluate the usability and ergonomics of the overall

concept to users before committing time and money into product development.

Prototyping is a crucial and one of the most time and resource intensive phases of

the product development process where engineers utilize concepts to agree on the

form, fit, and functionality of a design before manufacturing and product decision

are taken [182]. It’s hard to come by an exhaustive list of prototyping methods

since there is an endless number of techniques to build concepts ranging from

cardboard modeling to additive manufacturing. Prototyping techniques within

the engineering domain, perhaps, can be classified based on the variety, fidelity,

and complexity to distinguish or compare different prototyping needs [133, 212,

219]. The first level of classification is regarding variety and describes whether

the prototype is a physical or computation or a mixed model. The second level

of classification focuses on the complexity of models or in other words whether

the whole system (e.g., a complete car) or a sub-system (e.g., an engine block)
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is prototyped. The last level of classification is based on fidelity which focuses

on how accurately the prototypes represent the final product [212]. This would

include how the qualities of visualization (e.g., material textures) and functions

(e.g., articulation and motions) generate a result very similar to a final or actual

product. Within the human-centered design domain, along with modeling and

drafting the mechanical aspects of a concept variant, designers require to evaluate

the human performance and determine the level of human-product interactions

within the prototyping stage [82].

There is a vast amount of literature on the skills and technologies used for

prototyping, but the reasoning behind why, how, and when to employ prototyping

is rarely asked in the design practice [225]. There is also a limited theoretical

and practical frameworks available in computational human factors engineering

domain to holistically assess mechanical and human aspects of prototyping early

in the concept development. Creating the right type of prototype at the appropri-

ate stage of the design process can help the designer to extract more information

about human performance and improve the performance quickly and inexpen-

sively [212, 224]. Starting by Section 2.2.2, we provide a summary of some of the

best practices and the state-of-the-art prototyping approaches used for evaluating

human performance.
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2.3.2.1 High Fidelity versus Low Fidelity Prototyping

It is found in the literature that the early use of prototyping activities primarily

focused on the physical aspects of conceptualization such as generating layouts, di-

mension, plans, and drafts via building physical models. With the advancements

of computer technology, prototyping activities started to take a shift from physi-

cal construction to computational models [110]. One of the main concerns while

developing a prototype is whether to build high or low fidelity prototype using

either physical or computational models [230]. There are different views on what

type of fidelity to choose during the prototyping process, but the final decision

often depends upon how much resources can be allocated and how realistic the

draft models needed to be both in terms of visualization and functions [110, 230].

For example, a low fidelity physical prototype made from cardboard and foam is

used during the conceptualization of a domestic lighting controller to identify po-

tential usability problems. This time and cost-effective approach help designers

to identify a majority of the design problems and the revised design significantly

reduced the number of the problems by 70% [110, 237]. However, a high fidelity

digital prototype of the same lighting controller revealed 29 additional (or 100%

more) problems when compared to the original low fidelity prototype. It is re-

ported that the instant visual reaction and more realistic interaction helped to get

more feedback from the user. Thus, revealing more problems but at the expense

of greater time and cost [110]. Often, low fidelity prototypes that are rough and

quick to make but represent the main attributes of a design are preferable to time-
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consuming high fidelity prototypes [46]. However, it is also found that low fidelity

prototypes might not evaluate the physical attributes such as tactile, auditory,

and visual feedback properly which are key factors in design studied that require

humans (users, operators) in-the-loop [142].

2.3.2.2 Physical versus Computational Prototyping

Physical prototypes are generally created for the purpose of exploring design, com-

municating ideas, verifying the design criteria, and integrating specifications into

the later design activities [225]. It is an effective way to experience the shape,

composition, and functionality of a design. Traditionally, ergonomics analysis of a

product is executed by creating a physical mock-up of a product (or a work environ-

ment) with specific attributes to be tested along with gathering human-subjects for

data collection to find ergonomics discrepancies [28]. On the other side of the spec-

trum, it is found that physical prototyping is time-consuming to build, very costly,

inflexible, and prone to error for data collection. For example, a typical ergonomics

study in the car industry focusing on the three-dimensional physical prototyping

of a seat-buck made from wood and metal can take up to six months to build. Fur-

thermore, each round of design modification requires creating another new physical

prototype, thus adding a lot of resources excess cost in terms of time and money to

the development of the car design [40]. The disadvantages of high cost and time to

build a physical prototype can be avoided by using computational models - often

referred to as digital prototypes. Computational modeling in the context of proto-
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typing is defined as a method to represent a series of static or dynamic graphical

images via Computer Aided Design (CAD) models created in the form of mathe-

matical representations that are stored in the computer memory. The CAD models

represent the actual form and working functionalities of a concept product within

a computer software that allows designers to generate multiphysics simulations or

test the structural integrity of the concepts [252]. Computational prototyping has

the potential to reduce the development cost by reducing the number of additional

resources required for building costly physical prototypes. It is often regarded as

a quick and cost-effective early design strategy to identify design flaws early in the

design process. Thus, it brings the capabilities of minimizing time-to-market and

increasing the quality of the final product [51]. However, computational or digital

prototypes lack immersive experiences and user feedback (haptics) that contribute

to sensory perception. Since there is no real users in-the-loop, a lack of interaction

between the designer and user restrict the amount of information about the user

feedback [142]. Thus, in the context of ergonomics, computational prototyping has

a limited capacity to offer a comprehensive ergonomic evaluation.

2.3.2.3 Mixed Prototyping

Mixed prototyping is known as a virtualization technique that can blend both

the capabilities of physical and computational prototyping by incorporating the

advantageous features from each side and compensating the limitations by offering

a more interactive experience. Bordegoni et. al. (2009) defines this technique as
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’an integrated and co-located mix of physical and virtual components usually seen

by means of a see-through head-mounted display (HMD)’ [44]. Various studies

showed that the key difference in mixed prototyping is not the use of advanced

computer-based 3D modeling and projection techniques but the interactive and

immersive technologies that enable human-product interaction which open novel

venues to create prototyping strategies to add visual realism, auditory realism,

tactile realism, functional realism [44, 175]. For example, a study focusing on the

development of a novel multi-model interface called Immersive Modeling System

(IMM) demonstrated that users wear HMDs to interact with a virtual object while

grasping and manipulating the physical object with controllers. In this study, IMM

is used to test the usability of a concept MP3 player and a game phone. Although

users found that the interface provides more natural, intuitive, and comfortable

interactions with the 3D product model within an immersive way, authors reported

that within the IMMS interface, there can be a dissociation between tactile and

auditory realism. In addition, limited or poor haptic feedback still causes some

of the realism to be disregarded [36, 149]. Virtual prototyping offers a highly

interactive experience in terms of visibility of the appliance or product but the

accessibility and feedback are still limited. In a different study, Barbieri et. al.

(2016), evaluated the effectiveness of the mixed prototyping approach within the

context of usability of a washing machine interface. The physical prototype of

the washing machine included features that allow users to configure the interface

through changing knobs and buttons and allowing to represent different interface

designs rapidly [47]. Although this approach is suitable for a system composed of
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conventional physical elements such as knobs and buttons, it is limited for digital

applications where design interfaces are based on touch screens. Thus, it would

become difficult if not impossible to represent various interfaces with only one

physical prototype [36]. As a conclusion, within the human-centered design realm,

the majority of the prototyping practices are heavily focusing on the usability

testing and techniques used to build an interaction often vary drastically depending

upon the design context (knobs versus touch-displays). Thus, even with the mixed

prototyping approach what type of interaction method is used or how much of the

concept design must be represented physically depend on designers’ skill set and

expertise, because most of the prototyping literature does not provide guidance,

and even reasoning, regarding the fidelity, type, and at what design stage the mixed

prototyping should be done.

In the next section, we will provide a summary of digital human modeling

(DHM) as a computational prototyping technique from a human-centered design

perspective, specifically focusing on human factors engineering and ergonomics

of product development. DHM is often not covered within the human-centered

prototyping publications but mostly treated as an ergonomics evaluation method

within the embodiment phase of the product development. However, the real value

of the DHM approach is in its capability to represent high-fidelity human attributes

with visual realism and biomechanics early in the design phase.
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2.3.2.4 Digital Human Modeling

Digital Human Modeling (DHM) refers to the development of advanced visualiza-

tion, simulation, and ergonomics evaluation techniques and technology integration

to create computational human models [186,250]. DHM research brings visual and

mathematical representation of humans with musculoskeletal and some cognitive

characteristics within a computer or virtual environment [59, 214]. DHM is often

used as a post-processing analysis method, based on a software application, to

assess usability and ergonomics of 3D CAD concept products. The development

of DHM research started around late 1960 and software tools are split into two

major categories: physical and cognitive.

Physical DHM primarily focuses on the visualization and mathematical rep-

resentation of musculature and skeleton of humans in a computer environment,

including traditional domains of ergonomics, biomechanics, and physiology. The

physical human models are often used evaluating the risk of injury based on the

empirical motion and musculoskeletal data collected from human-subject stud-

ies. Body limbs are constructed as segments, and each segment is linked through

ergonomic and anatomical mathematical models and constraints. Variation in

populations and people are represented through anthropometric libraries which

encompass anatomical and physiological data. Analysis methods developed in this

area are based on biomechanical and statistical ergonomics models which evaluate

applied forces on different body joints and segments. Software platforms often con-

sist of 2D and 3D human-body representations, and able to generate ergonomics
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analysis based on previously established occupational safety, energy expenditure,

posture, vision, and reach evaluations. These models are linked to ergonomics eval-

uation methods such as the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

(NIOSH) lifting index and Rapid Upper Limb Assessment (RULA). Some of the

physical performance assessment that can be accomplished within DHM software,

including reach zone, obscuration percentage, joint comfort, and task time esti-

mation. It is used in various sectors such as an automobile, aviation, assembly,

medical, etc. [16, 68,101,143,211]

The second type of DHM is focused on predicting the perceptual-cognitive

aspects of human performance, mainly referred to as cognitive DHM or human

performance process models, which focus on cognitive aspects of task execution.

For example, models in this area attempt to predict the time required to execute

a task or task performance under normal and high cognitive loads [57]. The goal

of bringing cognitive capabilities to current DHM software is to increase the like-

lihood of identifying designs that increase mental workload, tiredness, monotony,

and wear-out. Computational assessment tools that are currently under research

target emergency management, game development, aviation, armed forces, and

the manufacturing industries [214]. These tools are the computational versions of

previously established human-system assessment methods, including Micro Saint,

NASA TLX, CASHE Performance Visualization System [114, 146, 214]. Because

of its abstract nature, variation in individuals and populations, and complexities

and associated with human perception and cognition, the cognitive DHM is not

as well-developed as the physical DHM [214]. This is the prominent reasons be-
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hind why the physical DMH models are more popular and adapted in the industry

compared to cognitive models. Commercial DHM software lacks the automated

cognitive evaluation tools because of the complexities associated with the cognitive

aspects of the work. Also, each tool needs to be tailored to individuals since it

is challenging to outline standardized procedures for the general population and

task-specific scenarios. For example, psychophysical measures and their effects on

individuals’ mental load capacity or physiological stress differ a lot in population.

2.3.2.5 Prototyping Strategies for Evaluating Human-Product In-

teraction During Emergency Situations

An emergency is defined in Oxford dictionary as, “a serious, unexpected, and often

dangerous situation requiring immediate action” [1]. Responding to an emergency

is associated to increase in the workload, in many instances, not only just in the

cognitive but also physical fatigue, and pushes humans to execute sub-optimal or

even wrong actions [53, 116]. In aviation as well as many safety-critical complex

industries, operators trained to rely on predefined emergency response plans in

the form of procedures or checklist. For example, it is reported in the Aviation

Safety Reporting System (ASRS) that over 86% of the time pilots successfully han-

dle an emergency event in a text-book practice. However, during a non-textbook

emergency event, only 7% of the time pilots are able to handle the situation suc-

cessfully [53]. Therefore, it is important for operators to be trained in simulated

conditions or scenarios that closely replicate real emergency situations. In addi-
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tion, data gathered from these scenarios can inform engineers during the early

design decision-making to have an optimized human-system integration.

In addition to aviation, other sectors such as healthcare, police department, fire

department, terrorism, etc. also faces the challenges of emergency situation [132].

Professionals are trained in an educational setting to better prepare them on how

to respond in an emergency situation. One effective approach to train profession-

als in emergency response is to use the live simulations [131, 132, 162]. It is the

final step that the professionals go through to achieve the necessary competence

to respond in emergency situations [132]. Jenvald et al. (2004) proposed an ap-

proach that has three factors such as modeling and simulations of the system, data

collection, and visualization. The author mentioned that these factors are neces-

sary to provide realism and unbiased observations. Live simulations are considered

as ’gold-standard’ for training professionals in emergency response, however, it is

very costly, time-consuming and disruptive [67, 127]. Hence, other methods such

as virtual reality are used and it is found to be accurate and an inexpensive alter-

native for emergency response training [67, 127]. Ingrassia et al (2015) performed

a comparison study between virtual reality and live simulation for assessing med-

ical students ability to carry out mass causality triage. It is reported that virtual

reality simulation is equivalent to live simulation [127]. Another study found out

that training medical students using electronic simulation tool increase their triage

speed and score compared to the medical students who are not trained using elec-

tronic simulation tool [99]. Though there are different prototyping approaches such

as virtual reality, live exercise, electronic simulation, etc., to evaluate emergency
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response, however, there are no widely available approach [98]. It is because live

exercise can be accurate but time-consuming and expensive and on the other hand

virtual reality can be inexpensive but lacks realism or may not be applicable in all

emergency situations.

The lack of methods and guidelines on the type, fidelity, complexity of pro-

totypes from a human-centered design perspective is especially problematic when

prototyping an emergency. At the early stages of product conceptualization, en-

gineers can leverage from a flexible prototyping method that has the capability

of representing the product (e.g., cockpit controls) or works environment (e.g.,

cockpit) while keeping the users in-the-loop. This approach can help engineers to

explore more on the human-performance - beyond the capabilities of what non-

textbook emergency procedure can provide. An ideal prototyping environment for

human-centered design must be replicating emergency situation in high fidelity

and allow designers to extract data about how the human operator and design

attributes work together. This is usually achieved by creating physical prototypes

and by employing human subjects. However, employing human subject is dan-

gerous in many emergency situations and creating a physical prototype is most of

the time is costly and time-consuming, and sometimes infeasible. On the other

hand, computational prototyping for emergency situation might not be applica-

ble because of the limitations associated with human aspects of data collection.

However, it is still critical to develop prototyping methodologies that are flexible

enough to create a variety of non-textbook emergency situations. It is equally im-

portant to provide prototyping guidelines that summarize what method is best to
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use based on the variety, fidelity, and complexity of the human-system interaction.

Other important properties are that the prototyping method must not compromise

human safety and it could extract reliable information about human-performance

within a short amount of time, cost-effectively.

2.4 Methodology

A large growing body of literature investigated in Section 2 shows that most

of the simulations or prototyping strategies to evaluate human performance is

based on the usability testing approach, which often involves physical prototyping

and human-subject data collection. Most of the studies in the field of human-

performance analysis within human factors engineering have predominately fo-

cused on the techniques used in the usability assessment, including experimental

design, testing protocols, data analysis, and validation. To date, there hasn’t been

a comprehensive guideline on the type, variety, and complexity of what type of

prototypes to be built based on the human-centered design needs. High cost and

excessive time spent in building full-scale physical prototypes hinder the use of

physical prototyping as an early design solution; thus, resulting in sub-optimal

products or workplaces. On the other hand, virtual or computational prototyping

to evaluate human performance is not as resource intensive as the physical proto-

typing but it lacks fidelity. A prototyping strategy for evaluating human-product

interaction for emergencies is necessary to correctly assess human performance.

Although physical prototypes are resource intensive, they can produce high fi-
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delity human performance assessments. However, emergency situations often in-

volve hazardous activities and environments, which increases the risk of injury or

threaten the safety of human subjects. On the other hand, the digital or computa-

tional prototypes does not suffer from the safety concerns since no human subject

is employed; however, the issue of low fidelity (because of no feedback from the

human subjects) is a significant hurdle. There is a need for a virtual or computa-

tional prototyping methodology that is capable of predicting human performance

in an emergency situation with high fidelity [214]. One solution, proposed in this

paper is a mixed prototyping approach which simulates an emergency condition

while keeping the human-subject in-the-loop. However, since mixed prototyping

takes elements from both the physical and virtual prototypes, it comes with the

advantages and disadvantages that are inherent to physical and virtual prototyp-

ing. Also, there is a pressing need for exploring mixed prototyping capabilities

in terms of human-performance assessment in early design of products. There

is a little or no comprehensive guidelines provided, such as (1) what portion of

the product or workplace needs to be physically made; (2) what portion should

be computationally represented; and, (3) what are the resulting fidelity level will

be. So the designers are in a dilemma on what type of prototypes or simulations

should be used to assess human performance, especially in product development

scenario where emergency situations need to be modeled or simulated. Figure 2.1

shows a visual guideline on what type of prototypes to be built to assess human

performance in for an emergency modeling early in the design process.

In Figure 2.1, prototypes are classified based on the variety (computational,
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Figure 2.1: Types of Prototypes for assessing human performance in Emergency
Situation adapted from [25]

physical, and mixed) and level of fidelity (high and low) in the horizontal axis.

The prototypes are further classified according to the emergent properties of the

product or workplace in which the human users or operator is working as shown

in vertical axis. The emergent properties of a product can be predictable if the

functionalities or behaviors of the product is known - through prior experience or

intuition. For example, one can predict the outcome of what could happen when

pressing the on/off switch or using the setting to increase or reduce the rotation

speed on a home blender. In contrast to a simple home blender, products with

novel or not previously known complex set of functionalities (e.g., an airplane

cockpit or a control room of a nuclear power plant) can reveal an endless amount

of outcomes which are not available to operators’ intuition. Additionally, the

behavior of complex products can be tightly coupled to the external factor such
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as the ambient temperature, illumination level, percent visibility, and air flow

direction. These factors may have additional influence on the system level which

makes it hard to predict the final behavior.

Throughout the rest of this paper, a case study taken from civilian aviation was

modeled as an emergency testbed scenario. The case study was explicitly selected

to explore what type of prototyping methodologies can assist designers to evaluate

the human performance within nominal and emergency operating conditions. More

details on the case study and the prototyping methodologies are provided in Section

4. Human performance assessments in this research were evaluated using two types

of prototyping methods:

1. A computational prototyping approach created by integrating CAD and

DHM.

2. A mixed-prototyping approach created by integrating human subjects, CAD,

a marker-less motion tracking device and a VR simulation via HMD.

Prototyping methods used in this study are represented in Fig. 2.1 with square

boxes in red color. The primary goal of our research is to develop prototyping

methodologies for early design evaluation of human-performance, specifically fo-

cusing on the conceptualization phase of product development. Thus, a physical

prototyping approach, including the construction of an actual physical workplace

with real smoke and fire experiments were out of the scope. Instead, our goal was

to provide a schema on prototyping strategies that are explicitly focusing on the

conceptualization of early design alternatives that require “quick-and-dirty” deci-
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sion making, yet, still providing good fidelity. Thus, we focused on computational

and mixed-prototyping strategies as areas to explore.

2.5 Prototyping Case Study - Modeling Fire Emergency in A Civil-

ian Cockpit

The emergency situation studied in this paper was taken from an actual emergency

case study where smoke and fire in a cockpit develops due to a faulty, loose heater

screw in a few numbers of Boeing 7X7 airplanes [3, 5]. The faulty heater causes

fire to erupt in the cockpit, fills the cockpit with smoke, shatters inner ply of the

windscreen. For example, a flight from Puerto Rico to Philadelphia in 2008 was

diverted to Palm Beach, Florida to make an emergency landing. During this emer-

gency situation, pilots initially put on the oxygen mask and checked the instrument

panel, switched-off the auxiliary power on overhead panel, then used the fire extin-

guisher to kill the fire and smoke [3]. In this paper, the emergency situation was

created within digital modeling by adding artificial smoke and fire to the prototyp-

ing model as performance shaping factors (PSFs). The emergency conditions were

simulated using two types of prototyping methodologies to understand what type

of prototype is suitable for replicating human performance during an emergency

situation. We used computational and mixed-prototyping methodologies that take

into human attributes via DHM to assess performance parameters such as joint

angles and percent vision obscuration. A 3D CAD replica of a Boeing 767 cockpit,

shown in Figure 2.2 (a), used in both prototyping methodologies.
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Figure 2.2: (a) Partial CAD model of Boeing 767 and (b) Computational Proto-
typing using CAD and Siemens Jack

2.5.1 Computational Prototyping Study

As mentioned earlier that pilots are trained to go through procedures or checklist

to address emergencies. In our case study, the sequence that pilots followed started

with putting the oxygen masks on, followed by checking the instrument panel and

reaching to the overhead panel to push the kill switch. Thus, the detailed envi-

ronment model that includes the necessary components of the CAD model which

makes up the cockpit model such as the fuselage, oxygen mask compartment, in-

strument panel, overhead board, pilot seat, and yoke are shown in Figure 2.2 (a).

The CAD model was then imported into Siemens’ human modeling and simulation

platform called Siemens Jack [6]. Within the Jack software, a digital manikin rep-

resenting the pilot was created through the Anthropometric Survey of US Army

Personnel (ANSUR) database and inserted in the cockpit as can be seen in Figure

2.2(b). The digital manikin was custom scaled to fit the human subjects used in the

mixed prototyping study, which ensured that the same anthropometry was used

throughout the prototyping studies. In the computational prototype, CAD smoke
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model was built as a translucent sphere/bubble which roughly represents the typi-

cal area smoke could occupy in the cockpit. Figure 2.2(b) shows the computational

prototyping setup, including cockpit model, manikin, and smoke bubble. Through-

out the computational prototyping study, two human-performance measures were

used:

1. Joint angles (head and upper arm flexion) during the reach posture, specifi-

cally when reaching the oxygen mask, instrument panel, and kill switch.

2. Vision performance evaluated based on percent obscuration zones.

2.5.2 Mixed Prototyping Study

The mixed prototyping setup was created by utilizing the same CAD model from

the computational prototyping study as shown in Figure 2.2 (a). Different than

the computational prototyping approach, the CAD model was imported into a VR

platform named SimLab VR Viewer [7]. In this study, an actual human-subject

was coupled with the Jack interface through a markerless motion capture system.

A human-subject with 167 cm in height and 72 Kg in weight was created in Jack.

The objective of this setup was to enable an actual human-subject to drive the

Jack manikin while navigating through the CAD model and interacting with the

cockpit elements via HTC VIVE virtual reality system [174]. Throughout this

study, the human-subject sat on a physical chair whose position was calibrated

and corresponded to the virtual pilot seat in the VR simulation. Meanwhile, the

human-subject carried VR wands on both hands that were aligned to the position
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Figure 2.3: Mixed Prototyping using CAD, SimLab, VR and Human Subject

of the virtual yoke. This setup mimicked an actual cockpit usage scenario where

the human-subject sat on the pilot seat and used the yoke to interact with the

cockpit elements. Similar to the computational prototyping study, the emergency

condition was modeled by using artificial smoke. However, the smoke was a dy-

namic graphics simulation which was moving around as opposed to the stationary

CAD smoke sphere/bubble used in the computational prototype. The difference

was primarily due to the fact that the VR platform allows the dynamic represen-

tation of modeling elements wherein only a generating static CAD modeling was

possible in Jack to represent the smoke effect. In addition to the smoke effect,

a fire effect was also added by simulating a virtual fire within in the cockpit as

shown in Figure 2.3. The dynamic effects of smoke and fire built in the mixed

prototyping study via VR integration closely resembled the real smoke and fire in

a cockpit, thus increasing the fidelity as well as the interactivity when compared

to the computational prototyping methodology.
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2.5.3 Experimental Setup

The effect of two different prototyping strategies (computational and mixed pro-

totyping) and their capability on capturing human-performance measures in nor-

mal/routine and emergency work conditions were compared. The CAD model rep-

resenting a civilian airplane cockpit in Figure 2.2(a) was used both at the routine

and emergency condition. For injecting emergency into the work environment,

artificial smoke and fire were added to the prototyping setups as performance

shaping factors (PSFs). Only an artificial static smoke was used in computational

prototyping, whereas a dynamic smoke, as well as a fire simulation, was added

to the mixed prototyping setup. In both conditions, a specific sequence of reach

tasks that pilots had to go through in the case of smoke or fire emergency in a

cockpit was followed, including reaching oxygen mask, reaching instrument panel,

and reaching kill switch in the overhead panel. In the computational prototyping

study, the reach task sequence was executed by manipulating the posture of the

DHM manikin-based on the inverse kinematics method each step at a time. In

contrast, during the mixed prototyping study, a human-subject coupled with the

DHM manikin went through the reach sequence in an immersive way via VR head-

set. A markerless motion capture device built via the Kinect sensing technology

was used to drive human manikin in DHM through capturing changes on the upper

body joint angles. There wasn’t any need for a motion capture setup during the

computational prototyping strategy because the DHM manikin motion is based on

the inverse kinematics controls in Jack software.
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Figure 2.4: Assessing Human Performance in Normal and Emergency Situation
using Computational Prototype

Throughout this study, two ergonomics analyses (joint angles and vision) were

performed to measure human-performance. In addition, a NASA-TLX cognitive

workload assessment was performed during the mixed prototyping study to capture

perceived workload of the human subject. The joint angle measurements were cal-

culated based on the change in posture at each reach task. The vision performance

parameters of pilots were evaluated through obscuration zone analysis technique,

which measures the percent area of the binocular vision blocked by the presence

of the cockpit elements or by PSFs - the artificial smoke and fire. The percentage

area was measured by computing how much of the graphic rays (highlighted in

yellow in Figure 2.4), which are protruding roughly at the eye-center, reaches to a

target plane located at a specific area of interest.
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Table 2.1: Human Performance During Routine and Emergency Procedure using
Computational Prototype

Reaching Task Angles Routine◦ Emergency◦ (Smoke)
Oxygen Mask Head 28.6 28.6

Upper Arm (Left/Right) 3.5 3.5
Instrument Panel Head 16.2 16.2

Upper Arm (Left/Right) 53.4 53.4
Kill Switch Head -5.8 -5.8

Upper Arm (Left/Right) 126.5 126.5
Vision Coverage Percentage 99.55 99.55

Table 2.2: Human Performance During Routine and Emergency Procedure using
Mixed Prototype

Reaching Task Angles Routine◦ Emergency◦ (Smoke) Emergency◦ (Smoke and Fire)
Oxygen Mask Head 0.867 3.500 5.200

Upper Arm (Left/Right) 5.467 0.600 2.100
Instrument Panel Head 12.667 19.667 6.300

Upper Arm (Left/Right) 33.500 22.433 18.433
Kill Switch Head -0.133 0.100 1.900

Upper Arm (Left/Right) 35.700 17.933 15.833

Table 2.3: ICC and Descriptive Statistics for Various PSFs using Mixed Prototype

Intra-Class Correlation (ICC)
95 % Confidence Interval(CI)

Lower - Upper
Sig. Mean Variance

Routine - Emergency (Smoke) 0.867 0.215 0.981 0.022 12.69 183.18
Emergency (Smoke) - Emergency (Smoke and Fire) 0.877 0.263 0.982 0.019 9.5 78.95

Routine - Emergency (Smoke and Fire) 0.791 -0.098 0.969 0.038 11.48 154.7
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Figure 2.5: Assessing Human Performance in Normal and Emergency Situation
using Mixed Prototype

2.6 Results

2.6.1 Observations and Outcomes - Computational Prototyping Study

Figure 2.4 summarizes the computational prototyping setup including simulation

screen captures that present reach tasks within normal and emergency conditions.

Each column represents specific reaching tasks (reaching oxygen mask, instrument

panel, and overhead kill switch) that the pilot (DHM manikin) executed during

the reach simulations. One can see that in the normal/routine setup the DHM

manikin went through the procedures without the presence of smoke. However, in

the emergency scenario, DHM manikin performed the same sequence of tasks in

the emergency situation where the effect of smoke was injected into the simulation

environment via a transparent sphere/bubble. The last column on the right-hand

side of Figure 2.4 shows how the vision analysis (obscuration zone via percent
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visibility) was performed within DHM environment with and without the presence

of the artificial smoke sphere/bubble. Table 3.1 provides a summary of joint angles

and a comparison of the data between normal and emergency conditions using only

computational prototyping method.

2.6.2 Observations and Outcomes - Mixed Prototyping Study

In the mixed prototyping study, the exact sequence of tasks carried from the com-

putational prototyping study was repeated by the human subject who went through

the tasks via VR setup and the change in the upper limb posture was recorded by

the motion tracking device. The motion data, in real-time, was linked to the DHM

analysis toolkit to generate joint angle outcomes. Figure 2.5 summarizes the mixed

prototyping setup including simulation screen captures that illustrate reach tasks

performed in normal/routine conditions and emergency conditions. Different than

the computation prototyping study, an additional level of emergency PSFs (fire)

was introduced on top of the emergency condition with artificial smoke. Each sub-

ject trial was randomized and the reaching tasks were repeated three times. The

summary of the average posture angles is shown in Table 2.2. The Intra Class

Correlation between joint angles in three different reaching tasks and descriptive

statistics are also provided in Table 2.3. The NASA-TLX workload assessment for

the routine, emergency (smoke), and emergency (smoke and fire) conditions using

mixed prototype are presented in Table 2.4.

The objective data provided in Table 3.1 and 2.2 is analyzed using Intra-Class
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Table 2.4: Perceived Workload Assessed Using NASA-TLX

Mental Demand Physical Demand Temporal Demand Performance Effort Frustration Overall Rating
Routine 65 40 65 25 70 35 53.33

Emergency (Smoke) 75 30 75 45 75 70 68.67
Emergency (Smoke and Fire) 95 30 95 60 75 70 82.67

Correlation (ICC) test as shown in Table2.3. A value of 1 represents a perfect

match, and a value of 0 represents no match. In similar ergonomics studies, a

correlation range and guidelines between 0.8 to 1.0 was recommended as a good

test-retest reliability range [81,97,220].

2.7 Discussions

Human performance measures estimated in terms of reach angles differ between

computational and mixed prototyping studies. Joint angles measured at each reach

task in the computational prototyping study yielded identical values no matter

how many times each task was replicated. The inverse kinematic manipulation

option within the DHM software generates exactly the same posture each time the

manikin was manipulated to reach the targets (oxygen mask, instrument panel,

overhead kill switch). In our case, the end-effector, the tip of the right-hand index

finger (distal phalanx), was manipulated manually via kinematic controllers in the

Jack interface to reach control buttons or knobs at known reach targets. Since the

starting posture of the manikin is fixed (standard airplane operating posture) and

the end-point of the structure is known (reach the target - oxygen mask); thus,

the range of possible trajectories or solutions converge into a single solution set -

identical joint angles. One can see from Figure 2.4 and Table 3.1 that the posture
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angles and vision are exactly the same and they do not differ between the normal

and emergency conditions. In contrast, data collected during mixed prototyping

study provided more enriched data in terms of a range of joint angle values. This

is because a human-subject coupled with the motion capture device was indepen-

dently driving whole-body posture of the DHM manikin, not just manipulating

the end-effector. Thus, the whole-body kinematics analysis generated a range of

possible solutions since each reach motion attempted by the human-subject results

in a novel trajectory. A similar observation was made in the context of obscuration

zone analysis. In computational prototyping study, percent obscuration analysis

revealed identical results since the manikin was surrounded with stationary smoke

which was dispersed homogeneously within the cockpit. Thus, the effect of the

static smoke on binocular obscuration did not vary with a change in posture. In

the mixed prototyping study, the dynamic smoke simulation cause areas of light

and heavy smoke throughout the cockpit, and in times it made the human-subject

change his posture to glance at the instrument panel. Also, injecting an artificial

fire into VR simulation as an additional performance shaping factor on top of the

smoke in mixed prototyping study resulted in different joint angles. Figure 2.5

shows as the situation change from normal to emergency with “smoke” to “smoke

and fire”, the posture of the human subject changes slightly. A slight increase in

the head flexion angles was observed while reaching oxygen mask and kill switch.

In contrast, the human-subject perceived a different trajectory for reaching the in-

strument panel, and a significant decrease in the head flexion angles was noticed.

One can see the upper arm flexion angle only increased in while the subject was
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reaching to the oxygen mask. A slight decrease in the upper arm flexion angle can

be seen when reaching the oxygen mask and kill switch tasks Table 2.2.

In this study, Intra-Class Correlation (ICC) scores ranged between 0.79 to 0.867

as shown in Table2.3, which demonstrates a good test-retest reliability of the mixed

prototyping methodology. In addition to the statistical analysis of the objective

data, the subject’s perceived mental workload assessment, based on the NASA-

TLX analysis was summarized in 2.4. The cognitive assessment via NASA-TLX

provided an additional layer of information about the subject’s understanding of

the environment or tasks since DHM simulations in computational prototyping

method lack the subjective input and do not allow replication. As noted earlier,

due to the limitations of the inverse kinematic manipulation approach, there is

no room of generating different trajectories or reach patterns; thus, making DHM

incapable to incorporate subjective aspects, as well as cognitive aspects, of human

performance early in design. As can be seen in Table 2.4 that the overall mental

workload rating is highest in the emergency condition where both fire and smoke

were present as PSFs, the emergency condition only including the smoke perceived

second. Routine condition revealed the lowest overall rating. The mental demand,

temporal demand, and frustration ratings were also highest in emergency condition

with ”smoke” and ”fire” followed by the emergency condition of only ”smoke”.

Similarly, performance success received the lowest rating in routine condition when

compared to emergency conditions.
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2.8 Conclusion and Future Work

The findings of the study indicate that a mixed prototyping approach is more

suitable in capturing human performance in an emergency situation in comparison

to a computational prototype. Performance shaping factors such as smoke and fire

create a sense of emergency which drives the human subject to act differently by

causing a change in human posture. The change in human posture was measured by

coupling a motion capture system with DHM software, and the perceived workload

was assessed using NASA TLX.

This research is proposed as a pilot study of a mixed prototyping framework

with the goal of assessing whether coupling DHM, motion capture, and VR tech-

nologies can capture human-performance within emergency conditions early in

product conceptualization. Although only one human subject was used in this pilot

study, the novel prototyping setup and the outcomes of this study provide impor-

tant insight into human performance assessments strategies for concept product

development and computational ergonomics. In addition, the Kinect-based motion

capture system that was coupled with the DHM does not provide a very high fi-

delity data capture solution when compared to marker-based optical multi-camera

tracking systems. Also, we only focused on the static aspects of the tasks and did

not analyze the dynamics aspects of reach. A more comprehensive posture analysis

with dynamic aspects would reveal further on how the emergency conditions affect

the posture human-performance. However, an exhaustive empirical ergonomics or

cognitive study goes beyond the scope of this paper. The goal of in this paper
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is to inform designers about an alternative early design method that uses state-

of-the-art computation method for human-performance assessments. In contrast

to embodiment or production planning phases of the design process where fine-

tuned analyses and experiments are sought, most of the early design efforts focus

on ideation, concept development, and filtering infeasible ideas. Thus, a develop-

ing “quick-and-dirty” human-product interaction framework is more prominent at

early design process than comprehensive design evaluation methodologies.

The future study of this paper is to perform a comprehensive study by em-

ploying additional human subjects, physical prototypes and higher fidelity motion

capture which can be used to validate the study. The physiological validation, i.e.

reaching posture validation can be achieved by comparing the reaching posture

obtained using mixed prototype with the reaching posture obtained by higher fi-

delity physical prototype for a group of human subjects. The reaching postures ob-

tained from the two types of prototypes can be statistically analyzed to determine

whether there is a significant difference present or not. If the reaching postures

are not significantly different then the physiological results of the mixed prototype

are validated. Additionally, the psychological validation can be done subjectively

and objectively by comparing the workloads from the mixed prototype and higher

fidelity physical prototype. NASA TLX can be used to subjectively assess the

perceived workload of the human subjects who are exposed to either mixed pro-

totyping or physical prototyping. The workload can be measured objectively by

observing the ocular, respiratory response, brain and cardiac activity [122]. If the

psychological result obtained from the two prototypes are not statistically differ-
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ent then the mixed prototype is validated. Furthermore, since this study indicates

what type of prototype can capture human performance, authors intended to de-

velop a future study on how mixed prototypes of different fidelity can affect human

performance.
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3.1 Abstract

Embedding ergonomics in the design process is often delayed as it requires building

physical prototypes and human subject data collection. This causes retrofitting or

expensive late design changes which increase overall cost and time-to-market. This

paper presents a computational design methodology that employs Digital Human

Modeling (DHM) research and the surrogate modeling technique to integrate er-

gonomics early in design. The goal of this methodology is to provide a proactive

ergonomics assessment toolset that allows designers to identify the effects of design

variables on human performance, computationally. In this research, a design space

exploration study was conducted to evaluate the ergonomics of a concept aircraft

cockpit model built based on a set of flight deck layout variables. Variability in

the pilot’s anthropometry was added through accommodating the extremities in

population-based on computational human manikins. A genetic algorithm with

the surrogate model was used to search the concept variants that meet ergonomics

objectives. The results show that the proposed proactive ergonomics approach

allows designers to explore the design space and evaluate trade-offs between the

competing design objectives early in design. Our computational ergonomics ap-

proach, based on the cockpit packaging study, demonstrates the advantages of the

DHM based surrogate modeling during product conceptualization.

Keywords: Human Factors Engineering, Design, Digital Human Modeling,

Surrogate Modeling, Design Space Exploration
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3.2 Introduction

Injecting human factors engineering (HFE) and ergonomics design principles into

the product development process improves the overall quality and reduces produc-

tion costs [58, 78, 89]. A study conducted by interviewing five Swedish companies

by [94] about the obstacles and needs of proactive ergonomics measures early in

product development showed that 58 out of 64 design engineers agreed that poor er-

gonomics practice creates inferior products. However, one of the main roadblocks

to integrating human factors early in the design process is the need to create a

physical prototype to collect human subject data [95]. For example, prototyp-

ing a wooden or metal seating buck model can take up to six months, whereas

a computational prototype can be built in a much shorter time [40]. In addition

to the time and finances related limitations, collecting human subject data via

physical prototyping becomes dangerous (e.g., facilities with hazardous material

handling), infeasible (e.g., outer space habitation design), or not readily available

(e.g., submarine design) [58].

The advancement in computational power and graphical visualization has cir-

cumvented some of the limitations of high-fidelity physical prototypes and hu-

man subject data collection by introducing computational prototypes and digital

manikins [58,89,214,250]. For example, Digital Human Modeling (DHM) research

brings computational design support tools for engineers to perform ergonomics

assessments early in design [16, 79, 214]. There are many DHM software such as

Siemens Jack [188], RAMSIS [50], 3DSSP [96], Santos Pro [14], HADRIAN [159]
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that are commercially available. Likewise, many industries such as aviation [168],

automobile [240], assembly, and manufacturing [251], consumer goods [69], health-

care [49] have embraced DHM and uses computational manikins in their product

design processes.

Literature shows research related to DHM can be divided into two parts. The

first part is about developing the scientific understanding (anthropometry, pos-

ture, biomechanics) and algorithms that can be used to create, and/ or, improve

the functional capability of DHM tools [14, 48, 193, 247]. The second part focuses

on the application of DHM in the product design process. This paper concentrates

on the second part. Literature related to the application of DHM heavily ponders

on the ergonomic evaluation of products. Numerous prior work showed that DHM

is used solely as an ergonomic assessment or a check-gate tool. Typical examples

include furniture design [209], material handling tasks in vehicle assemblies [109],

snow shovels [242], pedal thrasher [138], and automotive manufacturing [173]. Once

an ergonomic discrepancy is discovered in these cases, engineers suggested design

changes based on their expertise or intuition. This approach results in a poor

evaluation of the concept alternatives, and engineers often end up under-exploring

the design space and creating sub-optimal products. However, DHM provides a

broader set of design support tools, which enable designers to use the computa-

tional manikin approach within a more holistic perspective. In this paper, we

propose that DHM should not be used solely as an ergonomic assessment tool but

as a part of the entire design process. Our DHM-based design approach promotes

that the ergonomic assessment data can be used to identify critical design vari-
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ables, create meta-models, and design objectives that can be used for systematic

design exploration.

This paper’s motivation is to demonstrate an alternative computational method

that helps designers systematically apply HFE design principles during the early

stages of the design process. In this research, we propose a computational design

methodology based on Digital Human Modeling (DHM) research [58, 89, 170] and

surrogate modeling technique to evaluate concept designs for ergonomics research.

A surrogate model based on DHM simulations is built to generate a design space,

including design variables and human factors requirements for a cockpit packaging

design study. The meta-model is explored to identify design alternatives where the

human performance measures are optimal. Thus, this research aims to explore a

computational human factors design framework where concept designs are system-

atically screened earlier, and ergonomically weak or infeasible design points are

pruned before committing to physical prototyping.

The summary of the design methodology, the computational validation study,

and a cockpit packaging design study taken from the aviation domain were delved

into providing a conceptual template about how DHM can successfully support

early design HFE assessment efforts. The cockpit packaging study demonstrates

how it supports designers to make better decisions regarding ergonomics early in

the conceptualization stage — before any costly physical prototypes are built, or

design commitments are made.
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3.3 Literature Review

3.3.1 Digital Human Modeling (DHM)

DHM is defined as the research domain that is dealing with the development of

advanced visualization, simulation, and ergonomics evaluation techniques and tech-

nology integration to create computational human models [186, 250]. DHM offers

designers the capability to visualize and evaluate some of the ergonomics per-

formances early in the design with the integration of 3D computer-aided design

(CAD) models [58, 214]. This proactive approach has the advantage of reducing

the need for full-scale physical prototyping and eliminating some of the extensive

human-subject data collections. DHM also enables designers of various disciplines

to incorporate HFE principles early in the design to evaluate the safety and com-

fort of concept designs. Commercially available DHM software has data import

features where designers can bring CAD models and create manikins with dif-

ferent anthropometric characteristics [58, 170]. By bringing the CAD models of

a prospective workspace with a computer-rendered avatar, designers can assess

ergonomics issues such as fit, reach, and vision-obstruction zones [61]. Though

DHM offers many capabilities to designers it also has some limitations. One of the

limitations is if the simulations are not done properly and the results are not ana-

lyzed by designers having some knowledge of the human factors, then the results

might be misleading. Some other areas where DHM can be improved is fidelity,

simulation of a complex task, consideration of aging and disabled population, com-

fort/discomfort measurement, seamless integration of CAD and DHM, cognitive
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analysis, etc. [58,60,136,214].

Although DHM research brings advanced visualization and simulation tech-

niques to the human factors domain, it is mostly used only as an ergonomic

assessment tool (i.e., whether a product or workspace meets the ergonomics re-

quirements) — rather than being employed as an actual design methodology

[77, 82, 126, 211]. This limited approach puts a constraint on ergonomists’ early

design stage capabilities and restricts the goal of designing with computational

human models.

In this study, we employed DHM as the actual ergonomics design interface

to bridge the digital CAD models and performance measures without the need

for constructing physical prototypes. Thus, the early design approach promoted

in this study demonstrates how DHM tools can be applied during the concept

generation process to inject HFE design principles into the products.

3.3.2 Human Factors in Early Design Process

There have been numerous human-centric design methodologies introduced, such

as Human-Centered Design (HCD) [108] and Design for Human Factors (DfHF)

[226], to integrate HFE techniques early in the design. However, none of these

methodologies focus on injecting HFE as early as the concept design review stage.

They often target the embodiment phase of the product development cycle - after

essential design parameters are already agreed upon for functional prototyping.

Recently, there has been an interest in developing computational design method-
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ologies to make digital manikins to be part of the early design process. For exam-

ple, Modified Virtual Build Methodology [88] and Human-in-the-Loop Design [82]

demonstrated how DHM research enables human factors interventions earlier, on

digital models; thus, providing the advantage of assessing human-product inter-

actions prior to physical prototyping. These methods utilized Motion Capture

(MoCap) technology to capture human-subject data and validate assumptions for

measuring discomfort and joint stresses based on the postural readings. Another

computational ergonomics approach is the Virtual Build (VB) methodology, which

was first demonstrated by Ford Motor Company. It was proposed as a working

platform for integrating Digital Human Models (DHM), MoCap, and Virtual Envi-

ronment (VE) for ergonomics evaluation of automotive assembly processes before

physical fixtures and facilities were constructed [88]. The literature of DHM mainly

focuses on developing the DHM software and application of DHM for ergonomic

assessment rather than using DHM as a design tool. The following paragraphs

present the current literature on the application of DHM, integration of DHM

with other domains, and validation of DHM tools.

One of the recent studies showed that DHM was used to design the cockpit

of a material handling vehicle. In this research, JACK was used to evaluate the

comfort assessment, lower back analysis, and static strength prediction of a driver

operating material handling vehicle. After showing that the driver’s seat had poor

comfort levels in the shoulder and neck area, a new seat design was proposed by

adding lateral support and headrest. Also, the dashboard was optimized based

on ergonomics outcomes. However, it was not stated in the study what design
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methodology was perceived during the re-design of the dashboard to optimize the

reach zones of the driver [109]. Another recent study demonstrates the appli-

cation of DHM by evaluating the ergonomics of a large scale retailer’s furniture

and it’s effects on developing work-related musculoskeletal diseases and disorders

(WRMSD). The ergonomic assessment of the work-related activities of a clerk and

cashier is performed using DHM. It was found that some of the work tasks were

not ergonomically sound which increased the risk of WRMSD [209]. Another ap-

plication of DHM for ergonomic assessment is presented in a study that took place

in the wheelhouse on large ships. In this study, the DELMIA manikin software

package was used to assess the activities such as visibility, reachability, collision,

and comfort of a sailing commander, steersman, and telegraph operator [245].

Another study used DHM to do an ergonomic assessment of sea fisherman’s

postures adopted during manual handling. 3DSSP was used as the DHM tool and

it was found that during sorting and cleaning activity, shear and orthogonal forces

acting on lumbosacral level exceeded the recommended limit [208].

A recent study proposed to integrate DHM with lean product development

(LPD). The premise is that DHM can be used to do a proactive ergonomic as-

sessment that adds value from the perspective of LPD by reducing the “waste”,

“overburden” and “unevenness” [120]. [213] proposed how DHM can be used in

conjunction with FEA to predict the injury due to repetitive loading. A DHM

software named SANTOS was used to calculate the muscle force and motion pro-

file and the data is fed to an FEA model which measured the stresses of the human

body joint components. This approach can be used to predict the probability of
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injury with respect to the number of loading cycles.

Some other studies are found in the literature focus on validating the results of

DHM by physical prototyping. For example, [160] compared the ergonomic analysis

in a car assembly line between DHM and physical prototype. The study found that

in some cases, the differences in the ergonomic assessment between DHM and a

physical prototype was small and in some cases it is large. The differences in

the results were attributed to the lack of fidelity found in DHM ergonomics tools

and oversimplification of the real-world scenarios, such as being unable to take

into account the frictional forces. [248] conducted a study to train DHM manikin

with baseline information for validation purposes. Outcomes collected from the

Safework software DHM platform was compared against the data obtained using

electro-mechanical (FARO Arm) and magnetic trackers (Ascension) for a pilot in a

cockpit setting. The purpose of this study was to validate the fidelity of Safework

ergonomics evaluation tools.

Although the literature demonstrates some of the application and benefits of

using DHM in product development, the research on how to incorporate human

factors early in the design process still remains limited. A series of recent studies

have indicated that designers use DHM primarily as an ergonomic assessment tool

rather than an actual design method during the ideation of concepts and exploring

the design alternatives [124,151]. Therefore, a design methodology based on DHM

research was proposed in this paper as an alternative medium to visualize and ana-

lyze human-product interactions and exploring the design space via computational

3D models for early design ergonomics evaluation of concept designs.
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3.3.3 Design Space Exploration

Design space exploration is a method used for gaining more in-depth information

about the design problem, design variables, design solutions, and trade-offs. [171]

defined design exploration as “the process of generating and evaluating design

alternatives that normally would not be considered.” Exploring design space is

considered a significant characteristic of the conceptual design process [154, 234].

[234] stated that during the conceptual design, it is impossible to get the correct

solution in the first try. Thus, the design space should be explored by steps of

divergence where multiple design alternatives are generated, and by phases of

convergence, the most promising solution is selected [234]. To explore a design

space systematically, designers first need simplified models that represent actual

environmental or use conditions with sufficient fidelity. Later, various “what-if”

scenarios can be executed by altering design variables, and the model responses

can be analyzed to make future predictions. Such models, in many conventional

design space studies, include experiments on full-scale physical prototypes or Finite

Element Analysis (FEA) simulations for predicting outcomes. In this study, we

used a surrogate modeling technique with DHM manikins to assist designers in

exploring design variants for ergonomics evaluation of concepts, computationally.

3.3.4 Surrogate Modeling Technique

Surrogate modeling is an approximation technique mostly used in design optimiza-

tion and design space exploration when “what-if” experiments or simulations be-
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come time-consuming or sometimes infeasible to conduct within a suitable time due

to the increased number of design variables (product attributes) which require ex-

cessive amounts of design evaluations. Often, designers use computer simulations

to cut cost and time associated with physical experimentation. However, com-

puter simulations also become very expensive and time consuming when exploring

a broad design space [125]. For example, within the human-centered design scope,

the performance and well-being of the user depend on a broad range of factors

such as the work being performed, the posture of the user, workspace conditions,

environmental effects, and cognitive workload. Running computer simulations by

manually changing all the design points (e.g., the type of work, posture) would

be computationally expensive and time-consuming. One alternative is to build

an approximate model that can predict the system performance and develop a

relationship between the system inputs and outputs [106]. Surrogate modeling

technique is an alternative way to express the relationship between the objective

function and the design variables with simple form equations. Thus, one can ex-

plore regions in the design space for which a solution might not be practically

found [34, 125]. The technique has been used in manufacturing, aerospace, and

structural analysis studies as a computationally inexpensive method to explore

the design space through modeling the responses based on a limited amount of

data points chosen from the list of input variables [17,18,26,64].

In this paper, we ran a limited number of DHM simulations that depicted

“what-if” human-product interactions happened within different variants of the

cockpit model. Then, we used a Kriging-based surrogate modeling approach to
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predict the response of DHM simulations in other design points. The Kriging

model brings the flexibility to create response data with several local extrema and

to represent the nonlinear and multi-modal functions [125].

3.4 Methodology

A schematic of the proposed methodology, including the steps of the design work

flow, is provided in Figure 3.1.

3.4.1 Problem Definition - Identifying Ergonomics Issues

As shown in Figure 3.1, the proposed design framework begins with identifying

problems unique to the ergonomics domain, which potentially affect the opera-

tor or user performance. For example, in the context of cockpit packaging, a

high-level human-product interaction is present while navigating an aircraft. The

performance of the pilot depends on whether the dials on the control surfaces are

within reach, any object protruding within the cockpit creates obstruction zones,

or sufficient accommodations are provided for easy seat adjustments. Hence, the

first step starts with identifying a design problem where the performance of the

human operator is adversely affected.
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3.4.2 Hierarchical Task Analysis

The second step of the design framework is to identify how users interact with

the product/workplace as shown in Figure 3.1. Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA)

is used to identify and examine the tasks that must be performed by a human

operator followed by what tasks are needed to be executed [141]. Designers should

carefully observe and determine what interactions (e.g., reaching, pulling) are tak-

ing place between human operators and components of the product/workplace. In

the scenario where the actual product is not available to observe interactions then

the designer can talk to experts and users of similar products to determine the

interactions. A good example of HTA can be found by analyzing the interactions

of a pilot in the cockpit. The task of landing an aircraft can be broken into sub-

tasks (e.g., reaching thrust level, reducing throttle) to identify what human actions

(e.g., reaching thrust level) and components (e.g., thrust level) need to be focused

during the concept development. At this step, designers should search the model

to identify a list of critical design variables that can affect the human-product

interactions.

3.4.3 Workplace Simulation

Performing HTA and understanding which human-product interactions to focus

on is a crucial step to identifying what part of the product/workplace should be

modeled and simulated. After HTA is completed, computational representation of

the product, workplace, and the human manikin is built using CAD and DHM in-
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tegration. The digital manikin representing the actual user which is created via an-

thropometric libraries in DHM software, and 3D models of the workplace/product

build via CAD. After the CAD data is loaded into the DHM framework, posture

manipulations, predefined motions, and inverse kinematics modules within the

DHM are used for setting and simulating the human-product interactions taken

from the HTA in Step 2. Ideally, a MoCap system can be synced with DHM

if high-fidelity human task motion data is needed. However, a MoCap setup is

often not the desired solution during the product conceptualization stage due to

additional time and cost requirements. Next, human performance measures based

on musculoskeletal, biomechanics, and vision analysis are generated based on the

simulation data. The simulations are categorized into two parts, as shown in the

highlighted area in Step 3. In the first set of simulations, one design variable is

changed at a time to find out the effect in ergonomic performance. Critical design

variables are identified by statistically analyzing the data obtained from the first

set of simulations. Next, the second set of simulations are performed to generate

data that is used to construct the surrogate models as shown in Figure 3.1. The

statistical analysis and surrogate model is explained in Step 4.

3.4.4 Statistical Analysis and Surrogate Modeling

The first part of Step 4 focuses on analyzing the data gathered from Step 3 to

identify which design variables significantly affect the ergonomic performance. Sta-

tistical methods, including parametric or non-parametric analysis techniques, are
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used for determining the type of relationship between the design variables and

human performance. Further, the same data is used to test statistically significant

relationships. If no statistically significant design variables are found, then Steps

2 to 4 are iterated as shown in Figure 3.1.

Once the critical design variables are identified, a surrogate model is built in the

second part of Step 4. A Design of Experiment (DoE) determines the sample points

or the number of simulations needed to create the surrogate model. For example,

in this study, a Latin Hypercube Sampling method [163] was used for generating

the sample points where all the design variables were changed simultaneously. A

surrogate model was built for each manikin using the second set of simulation

data gathered in Step 3. At this stage, the relationship between the critical design

variables and their responses are established. In other words, dependent variables

are expressed as a function of one or more independent design variables.

3.4.5 Design Exploration

In the fifth step, design exploration is performed as shown in Figure 3.1. The

surrogate modeling approach assists designers to explore how each design variable

can affect the response, i.e., human safety, comfort, and performance. Optimiza-

tion techniques can be used to improve the surrogate model by either maximizing

or minimizing desired safety, comfort, or performance parameters. At this stage,

with the help of the surrogate model, designers can explore the design space via

monitoring whether the human performance is within the permissible limits. For
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example, a designer can explore whether choosing a range of one or more design

variables improves the ergonomics response (e.g., reach envelope) while adversely

affecting another measure (e.g., the risk of injury in L4/L5 –vertebrae in the lum-

bar spine). The optimization of the surrogate model allows designers to find the

value of design variables that provides better human performance measures. Ad-

ditionally, if there are multiple performances to be maximized, then designers can

prioritize specific performances and create multiple design alternatives.

3.4.6 Validation

The results obtained in Step 5 from optimizing the surrogate model can be eval-

uated either computationally or by building low-fidelity physical prototypes with

only a small set of pilot human-subject data collection. Since the surrogate model-

ing approach is based on meta-models that only approximate the real experimental

or simulation model, results from the surrogate model analysis are validated here,

computationally, by keeping DHM and CAD models as references.

The specific set of design variables that provides optimal performance identified

in Step 5 are used for creating the workplace layout in CAD. Then, the CAD

model is exported in DHM to observe human performance. As can be seen in

Figure 3.1, the optimal design variables are fed to Step 6 for validation purposes.

The surrogate model is validated if the observed performance in DHM is in close

agreement with the performance value obtained from Step 5. However, if the

performance results are not in close agreement, then the Steps 3 to 6 are reiterated,
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as shown in Figure 1.

3.5 Case Study

A review of the capabilities of DHM, CAD, and surrogate modeling techniques

were provided in Section 2, and a description of the proposed methodology was

summarized in Section 3. In this section, a cockpit packaging study is presented to

demonstrate how the proposed design methodology is applied in the cockpit layout

design study.

3.5.1 Step 1: Design Problem

The cockpit packaging evaluation of the Boeing 767 cockpit focused on reachabil-

ity, accessibility, and obstruction related ergonomics performance measures. The

design of the instrument panel and the pilot’s seat position was chosen as critical

cockpit elements, which included multiple levels of design variations. The instru-

ment panel conceptual design variations included changes in the curvature, tilt

angle, and height. The design parameters for the pilot’s seat position included

the horizontal and vertical distance from the instrument panel and cockpit floor,

respectively. The changes associated with the cockpit packaging were made so that

the instrument panel was within the reach envelope and the pilot had a maximum

field of vision - targeting the cockpit windshield. This cockpit packaging model

was set to accommodate extremities in the anthropometry, from 5th female and
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Figure 3.1: Methodology of the Design Process adapted from [16]

95th male manikin.

3.5.2 Step 2: Hierarchical Task Analysis

The second step in the proposed design methodology is to perform HTA to under-

stand how the users/operators interact with the product or workplace. A snippet

of HTA developed for Task 3.0 (Prepare the aircraft landing) is shown in Figure

3.2, including some sub-level tasks that involve in landing an airplane. The high-

level HTA for the landing procedure included the pilot to confirm the visibility

of the runway visually and change the flap settings, as shown in Tasks 3.1, 3.3,

and 3.8 in Figure 3.2. The HTA analysis provided in Figure 3.2 indicates that

having an unobstructed vision and having the instrument panel within the reach

zone were the must-have accommodations used during the DHM simulation setup.
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Figure 3.2: A simplified Hierarchical Task Analysis (HTA) of the pilot-cockpit
interactions during descend - moments before the touchdown [113] and CAD model
of Boeing 767 cockpit

The high-level critical tasks associated with the landing procedure are circled in

red and are simulated in Step 3.

3.5.3 Step 3: Simulating the Workplace

The third step of the design framework is to build the CAD model of the cockpit

with sufficient detail to represent the pilot-cockpit interaction as found in HTA.

Task 3.1 in HTA involved the pilot having an unobstructed vision through the

windshield so that he/she can check the distance from the runway. The geome-

try of the instrument panel and location of the pilot seat might affect the vision;

hence, Task 3.1 was connected to the instrument panel and pilot seat. Similarly,

the dashed lines that are connecting the HTA Tasks 3.3 and 3.8 with the cockpit
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elements are also represented in Figure 3.2. The CAD model was then exported

into a Siemens Jack DHM software where desired “what-if” simulations regarding

what tasks the pilot needed to go through, such as reaching the instrument panel

and looking through the cockpit windshield, was simulated computationally. The

simplified concept CAD model of the Boeing 767 cockpit layout consisted of: pilot

seats, a pedestal (middle console) includes the thrust level and throttle controls, a

forward instrument panel (concave with respect to the pilot) with essential dials

and controls, and a yoke for flight controls (Figure 3.2). In this study, instrument

panel curvature, height, and tilt angle, as well as the horizontal and vertical dis-

tance of the pilot’s seat configurations, were defined as design variables (Table 3.1)

that the designer had the freedom to iterate/change during the conceptual design

stage. For example, the designer had the freedom to create concept cockpits with

the instrument panel tilt angle that was ranging between 0 degrees and 30 degrees.

Because our design approach focused on the conceptualization and early phases of

product development, a low-fidelity CAD model was constructed, which still was

able to display critical cockpit elements with sufficient fidelity.

In this study, the ergonomics accommodations provided in the concept model

were based on the human factors packaging principles, which suggests the clear-

ance for the largest user and the reach for the smallest user. This principle allows

the consideration of the extremities (the largest and smallest percentage of pilot

anthropometry) in a target population early in the conceptualization stage [238].

Working with the extremities in the population ensures that a wide range of an-

thropometric differences (e.g., stature, weight) can be accommodated during the
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Figure 3.3: (a) A 95th Percentile USA male and 5th Percentile Japanese female
constructed through the ANSUR and Japanese 2006 anthropometric libraries (b)
Reach Gap and Vision Obstruction analysis is performed within Siemens Jack 9.0

concept cockpit package re-evaluation. The Anthropometric Survey of U.S. Army

Personnel (ANSUR) and Japanese 2006 anthropometric libraries were used to con-

struct a 95th percentile U.S. male and 5th percentile Japanese female manikin to

represent the extremities of anthropometry within the subject pool (Figure 3.3(a)).

Table 3.1: The design performance objectives and the maximum and minimum
limits of the cockpit design variables used in this study

Design Objectives
Minimize Reach Gap

Minimize Vision Obstruction
Design Variables 5th Percentile Japanese Female 95th Percentile U.S. Male

Instrument Panel Curvature 0-10 (degree) 0-10 (degree)
Instrument Panel Height 47-75 (cm) 47-80 (cm)

Instrument Panel Tilt Angle 0-30 (degree) 0-30 (degree)
Horizontal Seat Distance 28-33 (cm) 45-55 (cm)

Vertical Seat Height 34-47 (cm) 34-53 (cm)

After the manikins were created and positioned with reference to Hip-point and
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feet on the pedals, tasks derived from the HTA were simulated within the DHM

software. For example, the task “prepare the aircraft landing” taken from the HTA

in Figure 3.2 contains a sequence of sub-tasks (activities), including confirming the

visibility of the runway through the front and side cockpit windshields (Task 3.1),

reaching the instrument panel and setting flaps to a specific level (Task 3.3 and

3.5). These sub-tasks were broken into more sub-levels that were associated with

the physical and cognitive activities that pilots often need to execute while operat-

ing an aircraft. Only a snippet of the activities was provided here to demonstrate

how HTAs were used for constructing human-environment simulations within the

DHM framework.

In Step 3, ergonomics assessments were divided into two parts (Figure 3.1). In

the first part, the five design variables were changed one at a time to measure the

pilot’s ergonomics performance (reach gap and vision obstruction). A total of forty

simulations were executed to run the statistical analysis. Then, the performance

data was analyzed to determine which variables were statistically significant. In

the second part, only the critical design variables that were found to be statisti-

cally significant were changed simultaneously using the Latin Hypercube Sampling

(LHS) method, and the performance outcomes were measured. A total of ninety

simulations were executed. The data collected was used for creating the surrogate

models for each manikin.

Throughout this research, DHM simulations were performed using Siemens
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JACK9.0 software [42]. Figure 3.3(b) shows vision obstruction and reach perfor-

mance evaluations rendered in Siemens JACK. In this figure, one can see that a

95th percentile U.S. male manikin created from ANSUR anthropometric library

database was working on tasks derived from the HTA in Setup 2, which included

a reaching task (Task 3.3 and 3.8) and visual inspection task (Task 3.1). In this

DHM simulation, the manikin (pilot) attempted to reach a predefined control but-

ton located on the front instrument panel with the right-hand index finger while

holding the yoke with the left hand and controlling the rudder with both feet on

the pedals. A reach analysis toolkit based on the inverse kinematics was used

for measuring the gap between the tip of the right-hand index finger (distal pha-

lanx) and the control button surface that is located normal to the manikin. Also,

vision obstruction analysis was performed using the vision coverage toolkit to mea-

sure the percentage of the unobstructed visual field. The vision coverage analysis

toolkit measures the percentage area of the whole binocular visual field that is

not occluded/blocked by the cockpit elements. The percentage area is measured

by computing how much of the rays leaving the eye-center (between-eyes) of the

manikin reaches a target plane. Thus, percent vision obstruction can be calculated

by subtracting the percent vision loss from the perfect vision coverage (100%). In

Figure 3.3(b), the dotted plane located right behind the windshield illustrates an

artificial target plane that defines an area of interest (left portion of the wind-

shield). Cockpit elements highlighted in yellow illustrate the areas that obscured

manikin’s binocular visual field.

One of the causes of the inconsistencies in DHM simulations is the manikin
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positioning and posture setup with manual input (mouse clicks) [214]. To achieve

consistency in DHM task evaluations, all the simulations that were performed in

this study followed the following standardized setup protocol. Each manikin is

restricted with an initial coordinate and sitting posture using the pilot’s seat as a

reference. Thus, the changes in cockpit design variables did not affect the initial sit-

ting position and posture of the manikin. No matter what cockpit layout was built,

this approach ensured that the manikin was able to maintain the recommended

standard flight control posture, (i.e., hands-on the yoke, foot on rudder panel). In

addition, sufficient knee clearance, from the instrument panel to the knees, was

provided for manikins throughout the simulations when generating data points

with the Latin Hypercube Sampling method.

3.5.4 Step 4: Statistical Analysis and Surrogate Modeling

The fourth step of the methodology is split into two parts. The first part focused

on identifying the critical design variables, which had significant effects on the

ergonomics performance. As mentioned in Step 3, each design variable was changed

one at a time, and the corresponding performances were measured. The sample

points for each design variables were chosen randomly. It was found that eight

sample points produced statistically significant results (based on p- and R-values)

as shown in Table 3.2. Hence, eight sample points for each of the five design

variables produced forty DHM simulations, as shown in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.4 represents how the design variables affect the pilot’s performance
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Figure 3.4: Percent vision obstruction outcomes with changing design variables
one at a time and Reach gap outcomes with changing design variables one at a
time.

Figure 3.5: Normality Test and Curve Fitting for Reach Gap

for percent vision obstruction and the ability to reach the predefined location.

For example, Figure 3.4 shows that the reach gap increases as the horizontal seat

distance, vertical seat height, and tilt angle of the instrument panel are increased.

Conversely, the reach gap decreases as the instrument panel curvature, and height is

increased. Similarly, Figure 3.4 illustrates the relationship between design variables

and percent vision obstruction outcomes. For example, the vision obstruction and

front panel height are positively correlated.
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Table 3.2: Summary of the statistical significance results for design variables.

Design Variables (DV)
Performance

Reach Gap Obstruction
1) Instrument Panel Curvature R=0.987, p-value= 0.0001 No Relation
2) Instrument Panel Height R= -0.937, p-value=0.0001 R= 0.881, p-value=0.004
3) Instrument Panel Tilt Angle R=0.994, p-value=0.0001 R= -0.260, p-value= 0.553
4) Seat Distance R= -0.995, p-value=0.0001 R= -0.961, p-value=0.0001
5) Seat Height R= 0.998, p-value=0.0001 R= 0.967, p-value=0.0001

A graphical representation of the responses helps designers to capture the trends

between design variables and the ergonomics outcomes; however, an oversimplified

visual illustration does not reveal whether the design variables are statistically

significant. Statistical analysis such as the Pearson Correlation test can show the

relationship between two variables. First of all, the normality assumptions were

checked on the raw data before conducting the Pearson Correlation test. The

results of Shapiro-Wilk’s test (p greater than 0.05) and visual inspection of the

histograms and normal Q-Q plots showed the dependent variables (i.e., Reach

Gap and Vision Zone values) are approximately normally distributed [206]. A

sample of Histogram and Q-Q plot for checking normality is given in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5 shows that the histogram is closely in a bell-curve form, and the points

fall on the line in Q-Q plots suggest normality.

After the normality assumptions were checked, we performed Pearson Corre-

lation analysis and calculated the p-values to detect which design variables had

significant effects on the performance - ergonomics outcomes. A sample curve fit-

ting of the reach gap is shown in Figure 3.5. Also, the list of p-values and R-values

are provided in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2 shows the strength of the correlation between the design variables
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and the performance using Pearson Correlation R-values, ranging from -1 to +1.

A minus sign indicates a negative correlation, whereas a positive sign indicates

a positive correlation, and the closer the value is to unity, the stronger is the

correlation. Table 3.2 shows some of the design variables have either positive,

negative, or no correlations indicating that these variables can either improve,

deteriorate, or do not affect the human performance. Also, all of the R-values

are close to unity, which shows that the design variables play a substantial role in

human performance within the cockpit packaging scenario. The p-values indicate

the significance level of the R-value. If the p-value is smaller than 0.05, then

the design variable is statistically significant at a 95% confidence level. Table 3.2

shows all of the p-values are smaller than 0.05; thus, the majority of the design

variables show strong positive correlation and are statistically significant except the

instrument panel curvature and instrument panel tilt angle in relation to the vision

obstruction performance. This indicates that when the design variables, such as

instrument panel curvature and instrument panel tilt angle, are changed one at a

time and within the specified range as shown in Table 3.1, the vision performance

is not affected. Even though the analysis indicates that the instrument panel

curvature and the tilt angle are not significant, we have included these two design

variables along with the remaining three design variables to create the surrogate

model. It is because in the surrogate model all the design variables were changed

simultaneously to see the effect on human performance whereas the analysis in

Table 3.2 was based only on changing one design variable at a time.

The second part in the fourth step was to create two surrogate models us-
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ing the data points created via the Latin Hypercube Sampling method [163] as

shown in Figure 3.1. Latin Hypercube Sampling method considered all the design

variables simultaneously when observing the human-product interaction in DHM.

As two manikins (male and female) coming from different anthropometries (the

U.S. and Japanese) were used in this study; thus, two sets of sample points were

constructed using the Latin Hypercube Sampling method. Each set of sampling

contains forty-five points in which totals to ninety simulations as shown in Figure

3.1 so that the entire design area was covered. Forty-five samples were chosen so

that there were enough sample points to create a close enough surrogate model

while not being computationally expensive. We used Kriging approximation to

estimate a response surface of the performance outputs from a relatively small

number of simulations performed in DHM. Within the Kriging surrogate model,

a Gaussian correlation process was used in finding the optimal values [125, 233].

The Design and Analysis of Computer Experiments (DACE) within the MATLAB

software package were used to construct a Kriging approximation model based on

the collected DHM simulation data, and to use the approximation model as a sur-

rogate for the human performance measures [156]. The surrogate model based on

the Kriging approximation approach represented the unified effect of the design

variables on human performance.

In the next section, the cockpit design space is explored by optimizing the

surrogate models. The results obtained from the surrogate model delivers the

value of each design variable that produces optimum human performance.
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Figure 3.6: Pareto front of the Reach Gap and Vision Obstruction for the 5th and
95th percentile Japanese female and USA male

Table 3.3: Optimal reach zone and percent obstruction performance for the 5th
percentile Japanese female and 95th percentile US male manikins.

Design Variables Performance
Pilot Point Curvature Height (cm) Tilt Angle Seat Distance (cm) Seat Height (cm) Reach Gap (cm) Obstruction (%)

5th Percentile
Japanese
Female

1 9.98 54.97 8.60 32.46 33.77 0.20 35.94
2 9.98 55.82 9.19 32.45 33.80 0.45 35.89
3 9.87 56.76 19.86 32.45 33.73 3.45 35.20
4 10.00 57.01 20.55 32.45 33.73 3.57 35.15

95th USA
Male

1 7.17 59.12 6.96 47.22 34.13 0.13 36.94
2 7.71 58.76 6.93 46.97 34.10 0.14 36.92
3 7.09 57.89 8.02 46.61 34.15 1.21 36.76
4 6.98 57.73 8.14 46.61 34.22 1.35 36.75

3.5.5 Step 5: Design Space Exploration

The surrogate models used in this study are explored using the Genetic Algorithm

in MATLAB Global Optimization toolbox. The objective of the model was to

minimize the reach gap and minimize the vision obstruction for a given set of design

variables with two pilots representing different anthropometric backgrounds as

shown in Table 3.1. The resulting Pareto fronts of this multi-objective optimization

for both 5th and 95th percentile female and male are given in Figure 3.6.

The Pareto front analysis in Figure 3.6 shows that as one of the performance

parameters (reach gap) is improved, the other performance parameter (percentage
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obstruction) deteriorates. For example, Figure 3.6 shows that the optimum reach

zone, denoted by point 1 and 2, has the highest percent obstruction, and points 3

and 4 has the least percent obstruction but maximum reaching gap. The Pareto

front values show how a specific performance is changing when another performance

is improved or worsened. In this case study, it was observed that the performance

of the reach gap was contradictory to the performance of vision. The corresponding

design variables of the points 1 to 4 from Figure 3.6 are presented in Table 3.3. The

designer can now decide whether to treat one performance of higher value than the

other or can treat them equally based on values in Table 3.3. The designer can use

these design variables and create a cockpit that would yield the desired performance

measurements. If the designer is interested in exploring how a particular design

variable affects the pilot performance, analyses presented in Figure 3.4 and Table

3.2 can be used to estimate performance outcomes. Alternatively, if the designer

is interested in cockpit configurations that yield optimal human performance, then

the data in Table 3.3 can be used where all the design variables are considered

simultaneously.

In addition to estimating how each design variable affects the performance or

finding out the optimal cockpit configurations, designers can also explore how the

cockpit configurations change due to different populations’ needs. For example,

Table 3.3 shows that the instrument panel curvature values for the 5th percentile

Japanese female are higher than that of the 95th percentile U.S. male. This is

because the 5th percentile female has shorter arm length compared to the 95th

percentile male; thus, an instrument panel with increased curvature allows the
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Table 3.4: Comparison of performance outcomes of HTA simulations executed with
surrogate modeling approach and digital human modeling approach

Table 3 Points
Reach Gap (cm) Vision Obstructed (%)

Surrogate Model Digital Human Modeling Surrogate Model Digital Human Modeling
Male 1 0.13 0.10 36.94 37.05
Male 4 1.35 1.09 36.75 37.20

Female 2 0.45 0.32 35.89 36.80
Female 1 0.20 0.18 35.94 37.04

Mean diff. 0.11 -0.64
t- value 0.30 2.26
p-value 0.77 0.06
95% CI -0.77 to 0.99 -1.13 to 0.05

5thpercentile female to reach the control knobs on the instrument panel. Similarly,

the seat distance readings from the instrument panel to the seat column are higher

for the 95th percentile male as compared to the 5th percentile female because the

higher the anthropometric percentile in population the more the leg or knee room

should be accommodated.

3.6 Validation

Step 6 of the methodology described in this study (Figure 3.1) consists of validat-

ing the surrogate model and the optimization results. The validation is done by

comparing the performance measures from DHM simulations to the performance

obtained from the surrogate model for the exact set of design variables. The valida-

tion analysis required re-creating scenarios presented in Table 3.3 within the DHM

environment, including manikins and CAD models, and noting whether there are

differences in performance outcomes. The design variable values presented in Table

3.3 were used to configure (re-create) cockpit concepts in DHM software. Next,

simulations were performed in DHM to record reach gap distances and percent
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vision obstructions. The performance outcomes obtained from DHM simulations

were compared with the performances obtained by the optimization.

An independent-sample t-test is used for validating the performances obtained

from surrogate modeling (SM) and DHM. The hypothesis is as follows:

H0: µSMperformance
= µDHMperformance

(no effect of SM and DHM approach on human performance)

H1: H0 is rejected

Hypothesis: For each subject, the mean performance (reach zone and percent

vision coverage/obstruction) outcomes with surrogate modeling (SM) and Digital

Human Modeling (DHM) approach are not significantly different.

Random data points (Male 1 and 4; Female 1 and 2) from Table 3.3 are se-

lected for validation against DHM as shown in Table 3.4. Table 3.4 shows the

independent-sample t-test of the performance results obtained from optimizing

the surrogate model approach (Table 3.3) and the DHM approach. The mean

difference between the surrogate model and the DHM group is 0.11 and -0.644,

respectively. The t-value is small, and all p-values are larger than 0.05, which

presents that there is not enough convincing evidence to reject the null hypothesis.

Hence, the performance results obtained from the surrogate model are equal to the

results obtained from the DHM model for the same set of design variables.
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3.7 Discussion

A design space exploration methodology is presented in this paper to proactively

integrate human factors early in the conceptual design before any major design

decisions or resource allocations are made. The computational approach discussed

in this research allows designers to explore product design space in terms of hu-

man factors attributes. One of the advantages of this study is its flexibility of

simulation “what-if” scenarios based on CAD models with DHM, which enables

the exploration of design alternatives before physical prototypes are built. This

is especially important for design studies where human-subject data collection is

limited or it’s associated with the increased risk of injury or hazard.

The design approach discussed in this research allows designers to explore de-

sign space to find cockpit configurations that optimize the performance of users

coming from different anthropometries. The proposed methodology uses digital

iterations on the CAD models with DHM manikins; thus, creating a proactive

human factors engineering assessment framework for design exploration without

relying on physical cockpit prototyping or human subject data collections. Using

this design approach, designers can identify what the critical design variables are

and the degree of how design decisions affect human performance. Only a limited

set of design variables and performance outcomes are used in this paper to present

the design methodology. One can increase the number of design variables and per-

formance outcomes to identify optimum configurations of the cockpits or prioritize

one performance outcome over others either for a specific user or a range of users
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coming from different anthropometric backgrounds.

As discussed in the Introduction section, many HFE interventions that require

expensive prototyping and time-consuming human subject data collection add ex-

tra financial burden and delays on the overall time-to-market. Often, designers

put more emphasis on the other technical aspects of product development and do

not put adequate emphasis on some of the core fundamental HFE evaluations.

Besides, many designers are not well informed about the emerging computational

methods within the HFE domain and often do not make HFE a core element of the

early design process [139, 243]. The surrogate modeling approach with the DHM

research offers a time and resource-effective alternative to the conventional reactive

ergonomics methodologies. The computational approach presented in this research

does not require an HFE specialist to be present to run experiments and evaluate

early design concepts. Instead, running task simulations with concept product

models in DHM can bring the advantage of iterating design concepts digitally.

One of the significant contributions of this research to the DHM domain is

that the design methodology proposed in this paper utilizes DHM as an actual

design method rather than just an ergonomic assessment tool. DHM is often

used as a computational alternative for running quick and low-fidelity ergonomics

evaluations on manual material handling tasks and in the design of relatively simple

products. In this paper, DHM was not used just to assess a final product but rather

it was used as an actual design method to inject human factors during the early

conceptualization of the product or workplace.
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3.8 Limitations and Future Work

A simplified HTA is used to summarize high-level pilot-cockpit interactions. A

very detailed pilot-cockpit interaction would have given a complete picture on how

the pilot is interacting with the instrument panel and the rest of the components

of the cockpit; however, this might have added a lot more design variables and

analyses which goes beyond the purpose conceptualization and the scope of this

research study. In this paper, we demonstrated only the feasibility and efficacy of

the design approach. In addition, only a computational validation was provided

in this paper. An exhaustive validation study needs a comparison between the

result obtained from the surrogate modeling approach and results gathered from

an experimental study, which includes a functional cockpit prototype with human-

subjects going through actual HTAs within a flight-simulator setup. We plan to

carry out a validation of our framework in a follow-up study.

Another potential future work that comes after validating the proposed ap-

proach is to perform a study to understand the suitability of the DHM and sur-

rogate modeling with respect to the human-product interaction. The goal of the

study will be to compare the feasibility of using low- (CAD and DHM) and high-

(CAD, DHM, and surrogate modeling) fidelity prototypes in modeling low and

high human-product interactions.
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4.1 Abstract

Industry 4.0 promises better control of the overall product development process;

however, there is a lack of computational frameworks that can inject human fac-

tors engineering principles early in design. This shortage is particularly crucial for

prototyping human-centered products where the stakes are high. Thus, a smooth

Industry 4.0 transformation requires keeping ergonomics in the loop, specifically to

address the needs in the digitized prototyping process. In this paper, we explore a

computational prototyping approach that focuses on various fidelity levels and dif-

ferent human-product interaction levels when conducting ergonomics assessments.

Three computational prototyping strategies were explored, including (1) a digi-

tal sketchpad based tool, (2) computer-aided design and digital human modeling

based approach, and (3) a combination of computer-aided design, digital human

modeling, and surrogate modeling. These strategies are applied to six case studies

to perform various ergonomics assessments (reach, vision, and lower-back). The

results from this study shows that the designers need to consider the trade-offs

between the accuracy of ergonomic outcomes and resource availability when deter-

mining the fidelity level of prototypes. Understanding the intricacies between the

fidelity level, type of ergonomic assessment, and human-product interaction level

helps designers in getting one step closer to digitizing human-centered prototyping

and meeting Industry 4.0 objectives.

Keywords: Industry 4.0, prototyping, human-product interaction, digital hu-

man modeling, product design
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4.2 Introduction

The engineering community is in the midst of a rapid transformation of how the

product is designed and manufactured. Over the last few years, significant ad-

vancements in computers, sensors, and communications technologies have acceler-

ated hyper-connected smart design and manufacturing systems. With this shift,

engineering practices have moved towards considering the entire product life-cycle

in addition to production aspects during the manufacturing process [203]. At the

heart of this technology-driven transformation, digitization via the exponentially

growing technologies (e.g., Internet of Things (IoT), automation, additive manu-

facturing) are paving the way for cyber-physical systems design—merging the real

and virtual worlds.

The above trend is often regarded as Industry 4.0 and has been used across

Europe, particularly in Germany’s manufacturing industry since around 2010.

Around the same time, North American industries adopted a similar production

practice called “Industrial Internet” [153]. Likewise, France and China introduced

“Industrie du futur” and “Made in China 2025” respectively [12,13]. Today, Indus-

try 4.0 is both an inspiration and opportunity for global competitiveness [38, 195]

as many refer to it as the fourth industrial revolution. Thus, it is expected that

Industry 4.0 will bring a significant shift in the industry by incorporating digiti-

zation of production, automation, and linking manufacturing plants with supply

chain [29, 194, 204]. The definitions, key concepts, core technologies, and ways

of implementing Industry 4.0 practices are continuously evolving [35, 73]. The
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Industry 4.0 needs an advanced architecture that is highly technologically com-

plex, which is why it is yet to reach maturity in terms of solving broader tech-

nical problems [63, 148]. Industry 4.0 requires further research on the theories

and implementations from multidisciplinary domains such as customization, op-

timization, automation, decisions support, human-machine interaction, and digi-

tization [73, 185, 194, 235]. In addition to studying the broader scope, it is also

vital for engineers to explore the building-blocks or particular elements (cogs in

the wheel) that make up the whole to meet Industry 4.0 goals [157]. One such cog

that has a critical role in designing modern products is the computational models

that enable better early design prototypes.

Prototyping, and important phase of product design, is known to be resource-

hungry (time, cost, material, machines, and personnel) [21]. As a result, proto-

typing significantly impacts the overall production [21]. This paper introduces a

computational prototyping study where the fidelity levels and human-product in-

teraction levels are explored to identify their effects in prototyping human-centered

products. Identifying and understanding the intricacies between the fidelity, in-

teraction level, and ergonomic assessment will help to build an effective computa-

tional prototyping approach that can be a key facilitator to meeting Industry 4.0

goals. The computational prototyping approach highlights the centrality of design

by injecting computational ergonomics workflows that allow designers to capture

human-product interaction related issues early in design before functional proto-

types are built. This approach overlaps with the premises discussed within Indus-

try 4.0 by focusing on customer-oriented mass customization, simulating human-
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machine interactions early in design, and injecting human factors throughout the

value-chain; thus, improving the efficiency of product development [78, 100, 157].

The human-centered prototyping approach discussed in this paper has the potential

to aid design companies in reducing the overall design time and cost, and improv-

ing other factors such as quality, risk, and overall environmental sustainability.

The main contribution of the paper is to build a building block for a computa-

tional prototyping approach focusing on injecting ergonomics in human-centered

products. This computational approach will help in the digitization, consideration

of ergonomics, and in the overall product design process in the age of Industry 4.0.

The road-map of the paper is as follows: Section 2 presents a literature review

on the building blocks of the prototyping methodology: (a) prototyping in the

human-centered design domain and (b) digital human modeling (DHM). Section 3

talks about the prototyping methodology and presents a case study for illustrating

the research objectives. Section 4 and 5 contain results and discussions, and Section

6 wraps up the study by summarizing the limitations and future work.

4.3 Background

Many studies have shown that injecting ergonomics early in design (a proactive

approach before risky events occur) enables designers to implement human factors

engineering (HFE) guidelines better to mitigate potential risks, allowing the devel-

opment of ergonomically sound products or workplaces [210]. Hence, the proactive

ergonomics approach provides designers a better strategy to develop products that
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are improved in quality by encompassing human-product interactions as an essen-

tial part of the continuous improvement process, not as a one-time event. Also,

eliminating retrofitted design changes decreases the lead-time to market and re-

quires fewer resources [170].

Incorporating HFE guidelines during product development involves collecting

human-product interactions data, which is often not widely available [95]. Alter-

natively, designers can utilize prototyping as a method to simulate human-product

interaction by creating either a physical prototype, computational prototype, or

mixed prototype. Physical prototypes are advantageous in representing form and

functionality; however, they are time-consuming and costly to build [40, 47]. In

contrast, computational prototypes are low-cost and faster to develop; however,

they lack the fidelity in representing physical interactions between human oper-

ators and products, limiting the extent of feedback [51, 142]. Another concern

during prototyping is the level of interaction between the user and the product.

Duffy (2007) mentioned that a physical prototype would be a better choice if there

is a high-level interaction between the user and the product. In contrast, when a

low-level interaction exists, a computational prototype is preferable [88].

Depending on the level of interactions (e.g., from low to high) between the

users and products, designers need to agree on the type (physical or virtual),

fidelity (low or high), and complexity (low or high) of the prototypes before the

embodiment phase starts. However, there is a lack of understanding and guidelines

on systematic prototyping solutions that can help designers navigate the above

considerations. This work aims to explore the intricacies between the fidelity level,
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human-product interaction and ergonomic assessment level in a computational

prototyping approach [19]. This association can support designers in creating more

effective prototypes for human-centered products to evaluate ergonomics in the

early phases of the design process. The overall approach also supports the Industry

4.0 objectives, within the scope of the cyber-physical systems, by utilizing sensors

and virtual reality data to inform DT-driven early design ergonomics decision

making.

In this paper, human-product interaction is defined by borrowing the concepts

from human-computer interaction (HCI) and human-robot interaction (HRI). The

interaction between the human and system is regarded as actions that the human

operators perform to a system and the feedback that the operator receives from

the system. The interactions in this context can be either complex or simple,

depending on the number of actions and feedback that are present. In this research,

three computational prototypes of low-, mid-, and high-fidelity levels are used to

prototype and evaluate the ergonomic assessment of six conceptual products having

low, mid and high human-product interaction levels.

4.3.1 Prototyping in Human-Centered Design

In the human-centered design (HCD) domain, one of the critical aspects of em-

ploying prototyping activities is to detect HFE design issues that can negatively

affect the product’s overall performance and the well-being of the user. One can

see in the literature that various attempts have been made to develop prototyping
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taxonomies that aid designers in planning prototyping strategies systematically.

Multiple taxonomies have been classified in terms of cost, stage of design, level

of abstraction or realism, and intended evaluation purpose [177,179]. Prototyping

classification has also been made based on the process used to create a prototype,

such as material removal or material addition [252]. One of the shortcomings in

these classification approaches is the lack of broad coverage of the prototyping

design space [212]. A more comprehensive taxonomies of prototyping, which was

developed based on variety (physical or computational), complexity (system or

component), and fidelity (high or low) [133,212,219], served as the foundation for

the prototyping studies used in this paper.

There are various advantages and disadvantages for each type of prototype.

Physical prototyping is an effective strategy when designers want to evaluate the

shape composition and functionality of a product [47,112]. Three-dimensional (3D)

physical prototypes are best at representing the shape relations and providing vi-

sual and tactile feedback [46]. In traditional ergonomics studies, the standard

industrial practices involve building physical prototypes and conducting human

subjects experiments to evaluate operator performance [28]. However, physical

prototypes take a long time to build; they are inflexible to modifications, and

costly [40]. Alternatively, computational prototypes can be built quicker. They

are easier to share and transfer between different parties involved in the design

process because there are no shipping and handling concerns. Additionally, a com-

putational prototype’s flexibility allows it to be used repetitively without creating

a new prototype every time a design change is made [51]. These characteristics
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enable computational prototypes to be built faster in a cheaper way and used ear-

lier in the design process. However, the lack of physical and sensory attributes,

such as haptic and olfactory and the absence of the sensation of weight, limit the

fidelity of representing human-product interactions [142].

Besides deciding whether to build a physical or computational prototype, de-

signers need to determine whether to develop a low- or high-fidelity prototype.

There are perplexing views in the literature regarding the appropriate level of

fidelity [43, 110, 230]. For example, a study focusing on evaluating a lighting con-

troller interface showed that a high-fidelity prototype reveals twice as many design

problems compared to a low-fidelity prototype [110, 237]. High-fidelity prototyp-

ing provides richer sensory feedback and a higher level of interaction compared

to low-fidelity prototypes. These attributes facilitate the identification of more

design problems but at the expense of higher cost and development time [110].

In contrast, examples taken from numerous design studies show that low-fidelity

prototypes are preferred over high-fidelity prototypes when modeling fundamental

design attributes because the low-fidelity prototypes are easy, quick, and cheaper to

build [46]. Some other studies claim that low-fidelity and high-fidelity prototypes

are equally suitable in evaluating usability issues in interface design [227,230].

In summary, there are various strategies to define a suitable prototyping medium

to evaluate human-product interactions. One key take is that designers need to

consider multi-faceted factors such as the type (physical or computational), fi-

delity level (high or low), interaction level (high or low), cost, and time spent

on developing a prototype. Overall, as the number of factors increases, select-
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ing the correct prototyping strategy, particularly for the design of human-centered

products, becomes a perplexing query. The literature review shows that different

studies offer contrasting results and views. Thus, there is a lack of comprehensive

and widely accepted guidelines for designers to follow on building prototypes early

in design [54].

4.3.2 Digital Human Modeling for Ergonomics

Digital human modeling (DHM) is a computational prototyping approach used for

evaluating the ergonomics of products and workplaces. Commercially available

DHM software has graphical representations of humans (manikins) with mathe-

matics and science in the background [60,79]. DHM software can import computer-

aided design (CAD) representations of products and workplaces to facilitate the

prediction of injury and performance. There are several DHM software commer-

cially available in the market such as RAMSIS [222], SANTOS [200], DELMIA

[236], and JACK [42], which have interfaces that allow importing CAD models.

Ergonomics analysis modules built within DHM software range from biomechanical

analysis for manual material handling tasks to vision analysis for vehicle opera-

tions and time studies for assembly planning to energy expenditure and fatigue

assessments for workers performance measurements [183]. Additional information

about DHM software can be found in references [79] and [183].

The use of DHM as a design support tool within engineering design ranges

broadly. Often it is used for assessing concept products to discover ergonomics
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issues. For example, Colombo et al. (2009) performed an ergonomic analysis of a

family of three refrigerator products. It was reported that different users had dif-

ferent reaching and vision performances as they interact with the refrigerator. For

instance, some areas on the fridge were accessible to 95th percentile population, and

some postures during maintenance did not conform with the National Institute for

Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)’s lifting index, which increases the risk

of injury [69]. In another example, DHM was used by the Ford Motor Company

to find out the minimum clearance between potential drivers and the automobile

interior panels. Designers performed a swept volume analysis to evaluate the min-

imum clearance for interior designs [232]. Likewise, DHM is also heavily used in

the aviation industry, both military and civilian projects. For example, during the

development of the F-15 fighter jet, DHM was used to assess whether a technician

can reach and pull a heavy object during the installation of the radar equipment.

Reach envelope and static strength analyses were performed to generate ergonomic

reviews [126]. DHM is also used in healthcare [15], space research [107], sports [65],

manual assembly [56], and consumer product development domains [82].

4.4 Methodology

In a previous study, different types of prototypes are explored to identify the suit-

able prototype to assess human performance during emergencies in a cockpit [25].

This study is a continuation of the methodology presented in that work [19].

This research focuses on identifying the appropriate level of fidelity for compu-
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Figure 4.1: Prototyping methods for workplace or product design and human
performance assessment - adapted from [25]

tational prototyping with varying degrees of human-product interactions. Figure

4.1 presents three computational prototyping methodologies with varying human-

product interactions and fidelities, which are highlighted with rectangular boxes.

Prototyping Method #1, a two-dimensional (2D) online sketching tool, has the

lowest fidelity in terms of product visualization and ergonomics analysis capabil-

ities. The integration of CAD and DHM represents the prototyping Method #2,

which forms a digital prototyping environment that enables designers to perform

quick ergonomic assessments based on three-dimensional (3D) CAD models and

DHM ergonomics toolkits. Finally, the integration of CAD, DHM, and surrogate

modeling is referred to as Method #3, which has the highest level of fidelity among

the three methods described in this research due to its human performance and

safety optimization capabilities. The prototyping methodologies are explored to

understand how different fidelity levels with varying levels of human-product inter-
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actions affect the early design prototyping efforts. The following sections provide

more details about each prototyping method.

4.4.1 Prototyping Method #1: Digital Sketchpad

Sketchpad 5.1 an online sketching tool [8] is chosen as a method to represent a

low-fidelity prototyping methodology. Sketchpad 5.1 is a two-dimensional (2D)

digital sketching pad where designers are given a blank canvas with drawing tools

and stencils to conceptualize ideas via freehand style sketching. Unlike the DHM,

Sketchpad 5.1 has no integrated anthropomorphic database to assist in creating

the human form and no algorithms to assign postures. Instead, designers need

to use anthropomorphic charts, ergonomics guidelines, or online databases to rep-

resent body-proportions as stick-figures. Further, designers can use stick-figures

with geometry relations to perform quick-and-dirty ergonomic evaluations (e.g.,

2D reach volume). However, even with anthropomorphic guidelines and geometric

relationships, this prototyping method has the lowest fidelity in terms of its ability

to mimic ergonomics of actual product use scenarios. The complexity of analy-

ses highly depends on the expertise and human factors knowledge of the designer.

Also, the 2D nature of the sketching interface adds to its limitations. Still, this

method is used in early product development stages, especially during ideation

and product conceptualization. It is significantly faster and less resource-intensive

when compared to computationally expensive DHM models.
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4.4.2 Prototyping Method #2: CAD and DHM

Prototyping Method #2 uses CAD software to create product/workplace geome-

try and DHM to execute ergonomics analysis. In this study, the CAD file of the

product is exported to Siemens JACK, [42] a DHM software, to conduct ergonomic

evaluations. In terms of its ergonomics evaluation capabilities, this method has

a higher fidelity than prototyping Method #1. DHM software includes anthro-

pomorphic databases and inverse kinematic toolkits, which help designers to cre-

ate manikins and assign realistic postures and motions. Also, various types of

ergonomic analyses such as reach zones, vision obscuration, and lower-back com-

pression assessments can be performed without conducting physical experiments.

This method can be used to evaluate the ergonomics of products with low to inter-

mediate complexity. However, if the aim is to design a product that has high-levels

of human interactions, this method has some limitations. For example, one of the

fundamental issues is that designers need to know the design variables that af-

fect human performance beforehand. In the absence of this information, designers

explore numerous configurations and investigate many options before reaching a

consensus. Thus, this approach requires the exploration of the entire design space.

Prototyping Method #2 does not facilitate any computational tools for design-

ers to explore the design space and determine the optimal human performance.

With the absence of optimization methods, designers often rely on personal exper-

tise and develop subjective assessments to explore potential design configurations.

This approach often includes trial-and-error using a small batch of design config-
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urations, which may not lead to an optimal solution. Usually, the heavy reliance

on guesswork and the resulting subjectivity lead to inaccurate assumptions.

4.4.3 Prototyping Method #3: CAD, DHM and Surrogate Model

Prototyping Method #3 uses surrogate models, in addition to CAD and DHM, to

represent and explore the design space. The surrogate modeling is an approxima-

tion method that is used for evaluating design objectives and constraint functions

when real models are not available. This approach has been used in many engi-

neering studies as a computationally cheaper methodology to explore design spaces

when an outcome of interest cannot be directly measured [17,18,34,106,125,155].

The surrogate modeling technique presented in Method #3 is adapted from a pre-

vious study of Ahmed et al. (2018) [16]. The study uses a Kriging modeling

technique to enable designers to tie human performance to the design variables by

systematically assessing human performance for a large number of design config-

urations. In the surrogate modeling approach, designers first change one design

variable at a time to observe the variation in human performance outcomes and

use statistics to identify the design variables that significantly affect human per-

formance. Once the design variables are identified, the Latin Hypercube Sampling

(LHS) method [164] is used to generate sample design configurations. Next, human

performance data for each design configuration is extracted using DHM to create

a Kriging surrogate model [125]. The surrogate model is then explored to find the

design configuration that gives optimal human performance. Since the surrogate
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modeling approach has a higher fidelity when compared to prototyping Methods

#1 and #2, it reduces the designer’s subjectivity by enabling a more systematic

design space exploration.

4.5 Case Study

In this paper, three computational prototyping methodologies with different fi-

delity levels (low-, medium-, and high-fidelity) are compared to study their ade-

quacy for evaluating ergonomics of products that comprise low- to high-levels of

human-product interactions. Method #1, Method #2, and Method #3 are used as

prototyping strategies to perform computational ergonomics analyses on a generic

wall-mounted Cabinet, an Automobile Steering Wheel, an Assembly Line, and a

simplified Cockpit model. These case studies contain varying levels (low- and high-

levels) of human-product interactions, which require different types of ergonomic

analyses, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Design variables, design objectives, and types of

ergonomic assessments are listed at the bottom of Fig. 4.2 for each case study.

The level of human-product interaction increases from left to right (from Cabinet

to Cockpit #2), which is also evident by the increase in the number of variables

and objectives. The vertical axis, which ranges from low to high, represents pro-

totyping fidelity levels. Prototyping Method #1 has the lowest fidelity among the

three as it only has a sketching tool without any embedded ergonomic analysis

capability, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Prototyping Method #2 has higher fidelity than

Method #1 because, in this approach, CAD is used to represent the workplace, and
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Figure 4.2: Ergonomic assessment of the products used in this study with proto-
typing Method #1, Method #2 and Method #3
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DHM is used for performing ergonomic analysis, as shown in Fig. 4.2. Prototyping

Method #3 has the highest fidelity among the three because not only it uses CAD

and DHM, but, additionally, it implements surrogate modeling and optimization

to explore larger design space and generate a larger solution space. Prototyping

Method #3 uses the Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS) method to generate mul-

tiple configurations of the workplace, as shown in the top row of the Method #3

in Fig. 4.2. The ergonomic analysis for each configuration is performed, and the

generated data is used to create the surrogate model, as shown in the second and

third-row, respectively. Finally, optimization is used to explore the design space

and find the design configuration where the human performance is maximum, as

shown in the fourth row. Compared to Method #2, these additional steps of LHS,

surrogate modeling, and optimization in Method #3, reduces the designer bias

when generating workplace configurations and design space exploration; thus, in-

creases the fidelity. Note that the illustrations for LHS in Fig. 4.2, shown in the

Method #3 row on the y-axis, represents generic surrogate modeling models, not

specific optimization results for each study.

In this study, a 5th percentile Japanese female anthropometry is considered

as the computational manikin model to represent the near-smallest population

percentile in ergonomic assessments. It is because many conventional consumer

products and workplace designs focus on the “average” users and ignore the pop-

ulation extremities. Often, a majority of the ergonomics issues regarding accessi-

bility are associated with users from anthropometric population extremities. The

design objectives and variables used in the study are provided in Fig. 4.2. The
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ranges (e.g., maximum and minimum reach envelop measures for the manikin) of

the design variables are gathered according to the anthropometric extremities of

the manikins used in this study and the consumer databases corresponding to the

products [105].

4.5.1 Low-Level Interaction: Cabinet

In this study, the Cabinet model represents a generic product that has low-level

human-product interaction. The scenario considered is someone trying to reach a

specific point in the cabinet. Ideally, a cabinet needs to be designed with sufficient

space so that it can hold as many items as possible, and at the same time, allows

users ease of access. The cabinet geometry represents a simple form factor (Fig. 4.3

- CAD model). The height and length are the design variables, and reachability is

the only ergonomic factor affecting human interaction. As a result, the cabinet has

a simple design space with low-level human-product interactions, which requires a

relatively simple ergonomic assessment. Thus, in this study, the first objective is to

increase reachability. It involves minimizing the reach gap between the manikin’s

index fingertip and the cabinet corners, enabling the manikin to access all four

inner corners of the cabinet. And the second objective is to maximize the cabinet

area.
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Figure 4.3: A CAD model representing a wall mounted cabinet

4.5.2 Low-Level Interaction: Automobile Steering Wheel

This case study’s design objective is to provide maximum vision coverage (for-

ward binocular vision) to the driver since the steering wheel location can affect the

visibility of the dashboard and road elements (e.g., road signs, pedestrians, other

vehicles) which negatively affect the driver’s performance by increasing obscura-

tion zones. Design variables of interest are the vertical position and tilt angle of

the steering wheel. This scenario presents a low-level human-product interaction

example, as there is only one design objective (maximum vision coverage) and

two design variables (vertical position and tilt angle) to consider. The ergonomic

assessment required for this study is vision coverage.
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Figure 4.4: A simplified CAD modeling representing Boeing 767 cockpit

4.5.3 Low to Mid-Level Interaction: Assembly Line #1 and #2

Assembly Line #1 has similar ergonomics requirements and interaction levels as

the cabinet study. The manikin is expected to reach each corner of the Assembly

Line without bending. The design objective is to minimize the reach gap and

maximize the surface area. Assembly Line #2, on the other hand, has a different

level of human-product interaction when compared to Assembly Line #1. Thus,

the study requires additional ergonomic assessments. In the Assembly Line #2

scenario, the manikin is allowed to bend forward while reaching the corners of the

Assembly Line. Therefore, the manikins’ L4/L5 (compression force measurements

between 4th and 5th lumbar sections) need to be evaluated for ergonomic adequacy.

As a result, the design objectives are increased from two to three, with the addition
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of the L4/L5 measurements.

4.5.4 High-Level Interaction: Boeing Cockpit #1 and #2

The aviation sector uses HFE guidelines heavily to evaluate pilot and crew perfor-

mance. Within a cockpit environment, pilots interact with several objects such as

instrument panels, yoke, pedestal, displays, and controls. Also, pilots need to have

unobscured visual detection through the windshield, especially during take-off and

landing. Two cockpit models are used to represent high-level human interaction

scenarios. Although both studies share the same cockpit environment and have

the same number of design variables (Fig. 4.4), there are different types of er-

gonomic assessments executed. For the Cockpit #1 case study, only the pilot’s

reach task is assessed, whereas, in Cockpit #2, both reach and vision tasks are

evaluated. Hence, in Cockpit #1, the objective is to minimize the reach gap,

whereas, in Cockpit #2, the aim is to reduce the reach gap while maximizing the

vision coverage.

4.6 Results

Six concept models were developed using the three computational prototyping

methodologies (Method #1, #2, and #3 ). The relevant ergonomic assessments

(Fig.4.2) were performed on each prototype to explore whether the differences in

fidelity and the human-product interaction levels have any effects on the quality
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Table 4.1: Design objective results using three prototyping methods (Method #1,
#2, and #3)

Prototyping Methods

Cabinet Steering Wheel Assembly Line #1 Assembly Line #2 Cockpit #1 Cockpit #2

Solution
Points

Reach Gap
(cm)

Vision
(%)

Reach Gap
(cm)

Reach Gap
(cm)

L4/L5
(N)

Reach Gap
(cm)

Reach Gap
(cm)

Vision
(%)

Method # 1
(Sketchpad)

1 0 N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
2 0 N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
3 0 N/A 0 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Method # 2
(CAD and DHM)

1 0 72.23 0 1.61 950.74 0 5.73 34.51
2 0 73.45 0 2.83 1028.36 0 4.35 34.82
3 0 71.66 0 3.43 1023.59 0 4.63 36.17

Method # 3
(CAD, DHM and Surrogate Modeling)

1 0 84.71 0 0.55 820.45 0 3.26 37.86
2 0 85.74 0 0.83 953.22 0 3.12 37.33
3 0 76.04 0 0 869.21 0 1.76 38.16

of the ergonomics outcomes. The results are discussed in this section.

4.6.1 Prototyping Method #1: Sketchpad

Figure 4.2 shows the sketches representing a 5th percentile Japanese female inter-

acting with all six products. The manikin sketch in Method #1 does not accurately

represent population percentiles (e.g., 5th percentile Japanese female in this case),

since the sketchpad tool does not contain any integrated anthropometric data.

Therefore, each manikin had to be sketched manually based on the Japanese 2006

anthropometric database as stick figures. The length of a 5th percentile Japanese

female arm, from acromioclavicular joint (joint at the top of the shoulder) to index

fingertip, was found to be around 62.53 cm. This information is used to manually

sketch a circle with an approximate radius of 62.53 cm to illustrate a representative

reach envelope (2D semi-circle). It should be noted that only the reach assessment

can be evaluated using this approach. Ergonomic assessments of the vision cov-

erage and L4/L5 analysis can not be executed using a 2D sketchpad, which is a
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limitation of the Method #1.

The wall-mounted cabinet, as shown in Fig. 4.2 was kept at a constant shoulder

height of 121.61 cm above the ground and 15 cm away from the manikin. Since

the cabinet dimensions are symmetrical and the left arm was solely used during

the reaching task, only one-half of the cabinet was utilized during the ergonomics

assessment. The reach envelope, as shown in Fig. 4.2, was assumed to be a sphere.

The geometrical relations, such as the largest rectangle that can be inscribed in

a circle, were used to explore the cabinet’s length and height. Since a square has

the largest area inside a circle, the length and height of the cabinet are found to

be around 44.21 cm on each side, resulting in a cabinet configuration that has the

largest area within the reach envelope. The results of the reach assessment were

shown in Table 4.1.

The sketchpad tool in Method #1 was successfully used to assess the reach

envelope for products with a low number of design variables and objectives, (See

Table 4.1). However, when the number of design variables are high, Method #1 is

not capable of replicating ergonomics assessments for reach envelope analysis. For

example, the Cockpit #1 study has only one ergonomics design objective (reach

envelope) similar to the Cabinet case study. However, the ergonomics evaluation

cannot be performed for Cockpit #1 via the sketchpad because there are five design

variables, making it infeasible to represent within a 2D space. Likewise, it wasn’t

possible to assess the obscuration zones as well as the lower-back analysis using

the Sketchpad approach.
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4.6.2 Prototyping Method # 2: CAD and DHM

A CAD file for each product was created and exported into DHM software (Siemens

JACK) for running ergonomic assessments. Unlike prototyping Method #1, the

Method #2 can assess more complex ergonomics analyses that require 3D posture

evaluation and interaction with the CAD environment, such as L4/L5, vision cov-

erage, and reach assessment. A 5th percentile Japanese female manikin was created

to perform a reach assessment for the Cabinet, Assembly Line, and Cockpit case

studies. A reach envelope that has the shape of a bubble/sphere was generated in

JACK by tracing the tip of the left-arm index finger of the manikin (Fig. 4.2). The

translucent bubble represents the volume in which the manikin has extended reach

when using the left arm. In the next step, various configurations of the Cabinet,

Assembly Line, and Cockpit models were created by changing design variables.

Each configuration includes the points of interest that were within the reach enve-

lope. This approach ensures that the manikin has the reach coverage for all points

of interest for each product. The results are presented in Table 4.1. For instance,

the length and height of the cabinet were found to be around 45 cm. The process

was iterated multiple times to achieve better consistency.

For the Steering Wheel study, the design objective was to maximize the drivers’

vision of the dashboard and windshield. The binocular vision coverage assessment

tool of JACK was used to evaluate the vision coverage. The design variables were

the height and angle of the steering wheel. As the steering wheel was manually

moved up and down and tilted, the optimal vision coverage percentage values were
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measured, as shown in Table 4.1. The L4/L5 analysis for the Assembly Line #2

case study was performed using a similar approach, where the design variables

were manually adjusted to find a configuration with the minimum L4/L5 forces.

It should be noted that the Cabinet, Steering Wheel, Assembly Line #1, and

Cockpit #1 case studies require only one ergonomic assessment, whereas the As-

sembly Line #2 and Cockpit #2 require multiple ergonomic assessments. When

only one ergonomic evaluation is desired, designers can focus solely on that er-

gonomic assessment and find the optimal design solution without running exhaus-

tive design space exploration. However, when multiple ergonomic assessments are

present, designers need to carefully configure the design variables and search the

design space such that human performance is optimal for all ergonomic measures

that are under evaluation.

In the Cockpit #2 study, the design objectives were to minimize the reach

gap and maximize the vision coverage. Figure 4.2 shows the reach and vision

coverage assessments for a 5th percentile Japanese female manikin placed inside the

cockpit model. The values of the five design variables are changed according to the

designer’s subjective choice when creating new cockpit configurations, which were

then evaluated for instrument panel reach and vision coverage assessment. Reach

assessment was calculated by measuring the reach gap between the left-hand index

finger of the manikin and the surface of the instrument panel. Vision analysis was

performed by calculating the percentage of the visible area of the windshields. In

Figure 4.2, the green rays show the visible region, and red rays show the obscured

region. It should be noted that identifying the optimal configuration that results
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Figure 4.5: Pareto Analysis of the design objectives of Boeing 767 Cockpit design

in minimum reach gap and maximum vision coverage it is up to the designer’s

expertise and knowledge and may take multiple iterations. These back-and-forth

iterations are repeated many times until the designer is satisfied with the design

solution. The reach gap and vision coverage results are shown in Table 4.1.

4.6.3 Prototyping Method #3: CAD, DHM and Surrogate

As mentioned in Section 3.3, Method #3 applies surrogate modeling along with

CAD and DHM [16,23]. Therefore, Method #3 shares the same prototyping envi-

ronment as Method #2 with the addition of surrogate model based optimization

study (See Fig. 4.2). Although Method #2 and Method #3 have identical er-

gonomics assessments (reach gap, L4/L5, and vision coverage), the approach for

creating new product configurations is different. In prototyping Method #3, prod-

uct configurations are created using Latin Hypercube Sampling (LHS), which elim-
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inates the subjectivity in creating new configurations as observed in prototyping

Method #2. LHS enables designers to generate configurations that cover a broad

spectrum of design variables, representing a larger design space. Furthermore, by

running optimization using the surrogate model, the best product or workplace

configurations that can lead to optimal human performance can be identified.

For prototyping Method #3, the design objectives are to create products that

have a minimum reach the gap, minimum L4/L5, and maximum vision coverage.

For example, for the cabinet, a square shape with a 45.6 cm length is found to

have the largest coverage area with a minimum reach gap. Unlike the cabinet,

the Assembly Line and cockpit case studies have multiple design objectives that

are contradictory to each other. Pareto Fronts are built for those products that

have conflicting design objectives. Pareto Fronts help in visualizing the trade-offs

between the two design objectives and selecting design configurations based on the

design objective priorities. For example, the Pareto Front of the Cockpit #2 case

study is shown in Fig. 4.5, where one design objective gets better while the other

gets worse.

To improve consistency, the optimization of the surrogate model is iterated

multiple times. The results of the ergonomic assessments performed using this

approach are available in Table 4.1. Overall, Table 4.1 summarizes the results of

the ergonomic assessments performed using each prototyping method (Method #1,

#2 and #3 ). Note that the cockpit model could not be designed accurately using

the sketchpad, so no result is shown in Table 4.1. The results of the cockpit model

using prototyping Methods #2 and #3 are analyzed further. An independent
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two-sample t-test is used to identify whether designing the cockpit using different

prototype fidelity yields any differences in human performance. The t-test results

are shown in Table 4.1. The p-values indicate that the results obtained from the

two prototyping strategies are significantly different from each other.

Table 4.2: Statistical analysis of the product design results obtained using proto-
typing Method #2 and Method #3

Steering Wheel Assembly Line #2 Cockpit #2

Vision
(%)

Reach Gap
(cm)

L4/L5
(N)

Reach Gap
(cm)

L4/L5
(N)

Mean
Method #2 73.98 1.87 999.98 4.87 35.13
Method #3 83.18 0.39 869.66 2.67 37.73

Standard Deviation
Method #2 2.82 1.24 82.26 0.734 0.85
Method #3 4.06 0.36 54.90 0.84 0.40

p-value 0.004 0.054 0.022 0.028 0.019
95% CI 3.98 to 14.41 -2.99 to 0.04 23.49 to 25.65 0.39 to 4.00 0.82 to 4.38

4.7 Discussion

This research aims to study the intricacies between the fidelity level, human-

product interaction level, and ergonomic assessment and how it can be adopted

in the Industry 4.0 paradigm to enable computational prototyping to be part of

the product development. Successful human-centered prototyping strategies can

help in mass customization by minimizing the product development cost and time.

Hence, in this paper, we study the level of fidelity needed in computational proto-

types when performing different types of ergonomic assessments on products with

varying levels of human-product interactions. Six concept products with different

ergonomic assessment requirements (reach, vision, and L4/L5) and different levels

of human-product interactions (low, mid, and high) are prototyped using: (1) Pro-
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totyping Method #1 (low-fidelity): digital sketchpad, (2) Prototyping Method #2

(mid-fidelity): CAD and DHM, and (3) Prototyping Method #3 (high-fidelity):

CAD, DHM, and Surrogate Modeling. The results and statistical analysis are

presented in Table 4.1 and Table 4.1. Several noteworthy prototyping findings

extracted from this study are summarized in the following paragraphs.

Table 4.1 shows that the low-fidelity prototyping tool is suitable for evaluating

ergonomics for the Cabinet and Assembly Line #1 case studies. One can see

that the reach assessment can be performed with the low-fidelity sketchpad since

it involves only simple geometry calculations. As seen in Table 4.1, the reach

gap measurements for the Cabinet and Assembly Line #1 were found to be zero,

using all three prototyping methods. Thus, all three methods are suitable for

performing the reach assessment for products that contain low- to mid-level human

interactions. On the other hand, prototyping Method #1 was not useful when

assessing the reach in the Cockpit #1 scenario. Even though the Cockpit #1

model only required just the reach assessment, performing reach analysis with a

2D sketchpad was infeasible. Five design variables in total and a high-level of

human interaction make the low-fidelity prototyping tool sketchpad not suitable

for this case study. Thus, one can see that Method #1 is not an appropriate

approach to deliver the reach assessments for products that contain high levels of

human interaction. When a design problem includes a high-level human-product

interaction and 3D configurations, using a low-fidelity computational prototyping

method, as seen in Method #1, is not recommended.

Results in Table 4.1 show that the mid-and high-fidelity level prototyping meth-
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ods were suitable for prototyping all six concept products. The question here is

whether the difference in fidelity levels affect the design solutions. The answer lies

in the results of the independent two-sample t-test in Table 4.1. A random sample

is selected and the normal distribution of the data is checked before the t-test is car-

ried out. All p-values are significant (p < 0.05) except for Reach Gap in Assembly

Line #2, meaning that there was a difference in the ergonomic assessment results

between the prototyping strategies. The difference in the design solutions can be

attributed to the fidelity level of the prototype. As mentioned before, designers

use their expertise when working with prototyping Method #2, which often leads

to an under-exploration of the design space. Whereas, in prototyping with Method

#3, a surrogate model is built to find optimal design space using optimization

techniques. Prototyping Method #3 eliminates a majority of the subjectivity and

aid designers in exploring the design space systematically to find better solutions

as compared to prototyping Method #2. The differences between the capability of

prototyping Method #2 and prototyping Method #3 become more apparent as the

design space or human-product interaction increases. For example, the p-value for

the Reach Gap of Assembly Line #2 is close to 0.05, (i.e., the mean value obtained

from prototyping Method #2 and prototyping Method #3 is not different.) This

indicates that the design space related to the reach gap assessment is small when

there is a low-level interaction or only two design variables to consider.

Additionally, it is also observed that Method #2 and #3 produce contrasting

outcomes when both design objectives are equally prioritized. One can see that

combined mean differences are higher and p-values are lower. It is because, in
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prototyping Method #2, designers only manipulate the design variables in a limited

number of ways to create the cockpit design configurations, which can achieve both

design objectives equally. However, in prototyping Method #3, these limitations

are eliminated with the use of the surrogate model and optimization tool.

Table 4.1 shows that all three prototypes are suitable for prototyping prod-

ucts that include the reach assessment and low-level human-product interactions.

Moreover, Table 4.1 presents that higher fidelity prototypes are better in prototyp-

ing products that possess higher levels of human-product interactions. This raises

a question: if all levels of fidelity are appropriate to use for product design, then

what level of fidelity should one choose? To address this question, one needs to

consider other factors, such as the cost of resources that go into building a pro-

totype. Using the cabinet scenario as an example, prototyping using a sketchpad

takes around three to five minutes, finding the approximate anthropometry data

and dimensions take another three to five minutes. Finally, the calculations take

around another minute or two. Therefore, prototyping using a sketchpad option

takes approximately ten minutes. In contrast, prototyping Method #2 takes about

fifteen to twenty minutes as the designer needs to create various CAD files and test

ergonomics using DHM software. The prototyping Method #3 takes the longest

time of approximately an hour. Prototyping Method #3 requires creating configu-

rations of design variables, creating a surrogate model, and using an optimization

tool to explore the design space. Also, prototyping Method #2 and #3 are costlier

than prototyping Method #1 due to the software expenses and time commitments

(e.g., JACK, SolidWorks, and MATLAB). As the level of fidelity increases (from
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Method # 1 to # 3 ), the cost of resources in terms of time and money also in-

creases; however, the cabinet configurations and ergonomic assessment yield results

that are close to each other. Hence, a low-fidelity computational prototype can be

suitable to design a product or workplace with low-level human interactions and a

limited design configurations (small design space).

To sum up, one can conclude that the low-fidelity prototyping approach (pro-

totyping via a 2D sketchpad tool) is limited in products with high human-product

interactions. Also, low-fidelity prototyping has limitations in performing com-

plex ergonomic assessments, for example, for the vision and L4/L5 analyses. Yet,

the low-fidelity prototyping approach can still be used in executing ergonomics

studies in scenarios that include low-level human-product interactions. If the

human-product interaction level is not high then low-fidelity prototyping pro-

duces outcomes comparable to mid-and high-level fidelity prototypes while using

fewer resources. Mid- and high-level fidelity prototypes are recommended when

high-level human-product interactions are available, and when designers are inter-

ested in applying a wide range of ergonomic assessments. However, as the level

of human-product interaction increases, the difference in the accuracy between

the mid-fidelity and high-fidelity prototype results becomes more prominent. A

high-fidelity prototype produces more accurate results than a mid-level prototype

because it enables designers to do a more thorough and objective design space

search. Overall, it can be suggested that designers must decide which fidelity

level prototype to use after doing a trade-off study between the accuracy of the

ergonomics outcomes and the available resources.
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4.8 Conclusion and Future Work

Although the Industry 4.0 concept promises better control of the overall product

development process, there is a lack of computational frameworks that can inject

ergonomics and human-factors engineering early in design. This shortage is partic-

ularly crucial for prototyping human-centered products where the stakes are high.

Ergonomically inferior products are associated with reduced quality, lousy safety

records, and low-levels of user satisfaction. Overall, they accumulate an extensive

cost to manufacturers in the long run due to product recalls, loss in market share,

and diminished customer loyalty. Thus, a smooth transformation within the Indus-

try 4.0 paradigm cannot occur without bringing computational ergonomics tools

and methodologies into the loop, specifically to address the needs in the digitized

prototyping process. In this study, a unique computational ergonomics approach

is demonstrated to solve some of the above shortcomings.

One of the limitations of this study is that it only focused on computational

prototyping approaches. The prototyping findings may apply to other types of

prototypes, such as physical and mixed prototypes, but require further studies for

validation. Also, the results presented in this research are generated through com-

putational models and not validated within an actual product development prac-

tice. The results can be validated by replacing the computational prototypes with

low-, mid-and high-fidelity physical prototypes and substituting digital manikins

with the actual users for human subject ergonomics data collection. Another

limitation of this study is that only three types of ergonomic assessments (reach,
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vision, and L4/L5) are considered, making the results only valid for a limited scope

of ergonomics evaluations.

One avenue of future work is to develop a computational prototyping frame-

work that integrates prototyping best practices with ergonomics and human factor

guidelines to guide designers and engineers to prototype human-centered prod-

ucts. Currently, no prototyping framework considers ergonomics and human fac-

tors guidelines concurrently. However, the current research findings related to

prototyping that considers ergonomics are inadequate. Hence, to develop the pro-

totyping framework for a human-centered product, research studies related to other

ergonomics assessments such as fatigue, strength analysis, comfort analysis, and

cognitive analysis need to be performed initially. We expect these research studies

to provide design guidelines and best practices regarding human-centered proto-

typing activities, leading to the creation of more comprehensive computational

prototyping frameworks to support Industry 4.0 objectives. Further, the compu-

tational human-centered product prototyping framework can be integrated with

a Graphical User Interface (GUI) or with next-generation Computer-Aided Engi-

neering (CAE) tools to automate the prototyping process and generate conceptual

prototyping strategies. The automation and digitization of the prototyping process

would fit into the overarching goal of Industry 4.0. of achieving higher efficiency

and productivity.
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5.1 Abstract

Current prototyping frameworks are often prompt-based and heavily rely on de-

signers’ experience. The lack of systematic guidelines in prototyping activities

causes unwanted variation in the quality of the prototype. Notably, there is lim-

ited or no prototyping framework that enables human factors engineering (HFE)

guidelines to be part of the early product development process. This paper pro-

poses a Pre-Prototyping framework to render human-centered design strategies to

guide designers before the hands-on prototyping activity starts. The methodol-

ogy consists of extracting key factors related to prototyping and human factors

engineering principles based on an extensive literature review. The key elements

are then combined to form the prototyping categories, dimensions (theory), and

tools (practice). The resulting prototyping framework focuses on developing pro-

totyping strategies consisting of theoretical guidelines and practical tools needed

during the prototyping of human-centered products. The framework provides sys-

tematic guidance to novices in ergonomics and human factors design during the

early stages of the design process to have a head start in building the prototypes

in the right direction. A case study is presented to demonstrate a walk-through

of the proposed Pre-Prototyping framework. A validation study is performed with

an Intervention and a Control group to evaluate the efficacy of the proposed Pre-

Prototyping framework. It is found that the prototyping strategies created by the

Intervention group using the proposed framework have a higher average prototyp-

ing score than that of the Control group that created the prototyping strategies
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only based on experience and intuition.

Keywords: Design, Prototyping, Human-Centered Design, Human Factor En-

gineering, Digital Human Modeling

5.2 Introduction

Although numerous interpretations exist within different domains, prototyping is

a critical step in the product development process and involves numerous activities

that are known to be very resource-intensive [231]. Pham and Gault (1998) define

prototyping as “An essential part of the product development and manufacturing

cycle required for assessing the form, fit, and functionality of a design before sig-

nificant investment in tooling is made” [182]. Camburn (2015) et al. describes

“Prototyping is the systematic development and testing of a new product design

concept to establish its feasibility and enhance detail design of pre-production mod-

els” [54]. The research and development (R&D) department of the top 20 compa-

nies spent around 142 billion dollars to innovate new products, and 40 to 46% of

these products did not even make it to the market [66]. For example, Dyson Ltd.,

a British design company that manufactures household appliances, went through

over 5000 prototypes and took five years to come up with the revolutionary cyclonic

vacuum [129].

Even though prototyping is a fundamental activity within product develop-

ment, the prototyping process is generally ad-hoc and depends heavily on the

experience and creativity of designers [54]. Currently, there is no prototyping
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framework exist that is comprehensive, widely accepted, and is easy to imple-

ment [54, 66, 144, 166]. Existing prototyping frameworks often focus on prompt-

based and hands-on activities rather than providing theoretical and practical guide-

lines on how to create prototypes [66, 144, 166]. The lack of systematic guidelines

can cause variation in prototyping quality even when designers follow similar pro-

totyping strategies [166].

Another shortcoming common to current prototyping frameworks is the lack

of ergonomics integration or sparse consideration of human factor engineering

(HFE) guidelines. HFE is a multi-discipline domain that concerns the theory

and practice of ergonomics to optimize human well-being and overall system per-

formance [103, 134]. HFE aims to reduce human error, increase productivity, and

enhance safety and comfort by applying theory and practice from a wide range

of disciplines to design and evaluate products, services, tasks, processes, environ-

ments, and systems [239]. Although HFE is theoretically positioned as one of the

most crucial components of the product development process, it is often not built

in the early stages of prototyping and many times incorporated at the later part of

the design process [79,90,140]. The absence of HFE in prototyping causes products

not to meet the ergonomics, safety, and usability-related standards. A last-minute

effort of integrating HFE design principles or taking corrective measures on func-

tional prototypes (or while products are in use) is regarded as reactive ergonomics

approach [94, 118], which is usually associated with additional costs and time on

the product development [246].

One of the roadblocks in integrating HFE early in the design process is the
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lack of human-product interaction data [95]. This data can often be collected by

creating prototypes; however, there is no comprehensive prototyping framework

that guides designers on building a prototype to collect human-product interac-

tion data. Prototypes can be either physical, computational, or mixed, with each

type has its own merits and demerits. Similarly, prototyping has other factors such

as fidelity, iterations, and complexity that need to be considered before creating

a prototype. On the other hand, in terms of measuring human performance, the

type of ergonomic assessment, level of human-product interactions, and perfor-

mance shaping factors (PSFs) need to be taken into account before collecting the

human-product interaction data. Currently, no prototyping framework combines

the prototyping guidelines along with HFE design principles to provide prototyping

strategies for human-centered product development activities. Hence, to address

the gap, the following overarching research question is formulated: What prototyp-

ing framework should be used to design and assess human-centered products? The

Pre-Prototyping framework proposed in this research focuses on the design and

analysis of human-centered products and workplaces by integrating prototyping

theories and technologies with HFE principles. The prototyping strategies consist

of design decisions that dictate what theoretical approaches and technology tools

need to be considered before the actual prototyping activities start.
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5.3 Step 1: Literature Review

A concise literature review on prototyping guidelines, existing frameworks, HFE,

human-product interactions, and ergonomic assessments are provided in this paper.

Although a detailed literature review is not exclusively presented due to space

limitations, most of the relevant literature and a summary of critical findings are

presented in Section 2 and Section 3, respectively.

5.3.1 Prototyping Framework

A prototyping framework that is comprehensive and widely accepted in the scien-

tific community is scarce [54,66,166]. Christie et al. (2012) developed nine factors

and thirteen questions that can assist in making engineering decisions while build-

ing prototypes [66]. It was hypothesized that using this method, engineers can

create prototypes strategically to have better project efficiency and success rate.

Camburn (2015) et al. proposed a prototyping strategy to enhance the outcome of

the prototyping efforts. The methodology consists of identifying prototyping best

practices and synthesizing heuristics from prototyping literature. A prototyping

guideline in the form of a survey tool was developed from these heuristics. The pro-

totyping strategy is then validated by experimental investigation, and it was found

that the proposed strategy improves design outcomes [54]. Menold (2017) et al.

proposed a prototyping framework called Prototyping for X (PFX), which hypoth-

esized four specifications that any prototyping framework should meet. Further,

three primary functions of the prototype were identified. Additionally, three lenses
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(feasibility, viability, and desirability) were proposed to integrate human-centered

design methods. The proposed prototyping framework was evaluated, and it was

found that the PFX team produced higher-quality prototypes than the non-PFX

team [166]. Lauff (2019) et al. proposed a prototyping canvas that can help de-

signers create purposeful prototypes. It was noted that the current prototyping

best practices are challenging to implement in practice as they lack simplicity and

effectiveness [144]. The proposed prototyping canvas was based on three prototyp-

ing principles, “Purpose, Resources, and Strategy”, and the layout was inspired by

the Business Model Canvas, a strategic management template for developing new

business models.

As mentioned earlier in the paper, no comprehensive and widely accepted proto-

typing framework is available for designers, mainly for early design activities. The

prototyping frameworks reviewed in this section do not consider human-centered

design practices at the core. For example, the prototyping strategy proposed by

Camburn (2015) et al. is oriented toward product design in the electromechanical

domain. Although Menold (2017) et al. attempted to address the user-centered

design practices, their framework did not incorporate guidelines from HFE prin-

ciples. In general, the HFE guidelines and prototyping findings from ergonomics

and usability literature were missing. Another shortcoming of the above prototyp-

ing frameworks is that they only provide prototyping prompts rather than bringing

prototyping guidelines from the best practices found in the literature. These frame-

works do not include the necessary “know-how” or the tools to create a prototype.

The recommendation for prototyping tools is valuable, particularly among novice
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engineers, since the concept and quality of prototyping differ vastly due to the

lack of experience [74, 166]. This finding is also evident in the works of Camburn

(2015) et al. and Menold (2017) et al., where the different teams created proto-

types of various quality even though they all used the same prototyping strategy

and framework [54, 166]. The variation in prototype quality among the same ex-

perimental group emerged because each group was given only prototyping prompts

and ques. Therefore, the framework relied heavily on participants’ experience and

intuition. In addition to these shortcomings, Lauff (2019) et al. mentioned that

the current prototyping frameworks lack clarity and cannot be effectively used in

practice [144].

5.3.2 Prototyping Human-Centered Design

Demirel and Duffy (2013) define human-centered design (HCD) as a design ap-

proach which “ integrates different technical and social fields of expertise to en-

hance the well-being of people by improving product-user interaction, increasing

usability, safety, and efficiency” [80]. HCD includes methods such as communica-

tion, interaction, and simulation to facilitate human and product interaction. The

HCD approach also aims to improve the product characteristics or engineering

specifications based on customer requirements or, in other words, based on needs,

abilities, and limitations of users [82, 137]. The definition of HCD is similar to

HFE; however, HCD is not a scientific domain, but a design approach [80].

In traditional human-centered product development activities, a physical pro-
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totype is mostly used for ergonomic assessment, and the design modifications usu-

ally occur at the later stages of the design process [39, 165]. However, with the

advancement of computer-based modeling and simulation technologies such as dig-

ital human modeling (DHM) and mixed prototyping via virtual and augmented

reality (VR and AR), a physical prototype is substituted with a computational

and mixed prototype when it is feasible [22, 33, 58, 89, 147, 214]. DHM is defined

as “...the digital representation of humans inserted in a simulation or virtual en-

vironment to facilitate the prediction of performance and safety of a worker” [79].

DHM approach can be used to perform various ergonomic assessments such as

reach, vision, fit, and energy expenditure. Although DHM is suitable for design

studies that focus on physical ergonomic assessments, it has limited fidelity and

lacks cognitive analysis tools [60,143,214].

On the other hand, mixed prototyping is defined as “An integrated and co-

located mix of physical and virtual components usually seen using a see-through

head-mounted display (HMD)” [44]. In mixed prototyping, via VR or AR, the

human subject can be immersed in the product or workplace using visual, audio,

tactile, and functional realism [44, 175]. Designers can use mixed prototyping

to see how the users interact with the product or workplace without building

the actual physical product or only partially building a subset of the physical

product [24, 33]. However, a mixed prototype has limited haptic feedback, which

reduces the tactile realism [36,149]. This limitation can be partially circumvented

by creating physical objects to enhance tactile feedback; however, the amount of

mixing between physical and virtual objects is not specified in the literature.
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Duffy (2007) mentioned that the level of human-product interaction can in-

dicate the balance between physical and virtual objects used in a prototype. It

was proposed that for low-level human-product interaction, a full computational

(virtual) prototype is preferable, and for high-level interaction full physical proto-

type is preferable [88]. Another factor that plays a role in determining the type of

prototype (i.e., physical, computational, or mixed) that can be used for ergonomic

assessment is the type or nature of the ergonomic factor itself. Karwowski has

listed around hundred ergonomic subfactors that are classified under the major six

ergonomic factors in Table 7, Chapter 1 in the Handbook of Human Factors and

Ergonomics [199]. The prototyping literature provides no specific guidelines about

how to build prototypes that can be used to evaluate human-product interaction

for any particular ergonomic factor. Since the prototyping literature related to

ergonomic factors is scarce; thus, in this paper, the ergonomic factors are broadly

classified under physical ergonomic factors (reach, vision, and strength analysis)

and cognitive ergonomic factors (mental load and information flow).

Apart from the above mentioned factors, there are other factors such as pro-

totyping purpose [55,181], fidelity level [212], scale [54], and complexity [212] that

needs to be considered before creating a prototype. However, no framework that

combines the prototyping literature and HFE literature exists, which can help

designers in exploring prototyping strategies for human-centered products. This

paper proposes a novel prototyping framework to reduce the gap in the literature.

Further, this framework also includes prototyping tools specific to human-centered

design that can be used to fabricate prototypes. The hypothesis is that the pro-
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Figure 5.1: The Methodology to Develop the Proposed Framework

totyping theories (“why?”) and the prototyping tools (“how?”) will equip the

designers to build better prototypes. Details of the framework are provided in the

next section.

5.4 Methodology

It is found in the prototyping literature that the majority of prototyping frame-

works are developed by following similar methodologies, based on surveying exist-

ing prototyping findings and the best practices. For example, Christie (2012) et al.

performed an extensive literature review to determine the most critical prototyping
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factors and developed a list of questions that can be used to identify which factors

have the most impact on a design project. The hypothesis was that the correct

identification of the prototyping factors can help designers develop the appropri-

ate prototyping strategy within available resources [66]. Similarly, Camburn et al.

(2015) also reviewed prototyping literature rigorously to extract key findings and

proposed six key heuristics. These were used to create a systematic method that

designers can use while building prototyping strategies [54]. Also, Menold (2017)

et al. extracted three major functions of prototypes and four specifications for a

prototyping framework based on prototyping literature. The proposed prototyping

framework had three key phases of Frame, Build, and Test, which can be used to

guide designers through the prototyping process [166]. Furthermore, Lauff (2019)

et al. performed a literature review to distill key prototyping aspects and used

feedback from experts to create a prototyping canvas, which can help designers

to plan purposeful prototypes by identifying the critical assumptions and ques-

tions [144]. In summary, the trend in the relevant prototyping studies starts with

an exhaustive literature review to find critical prototyping factors. A similar ap-

proach is used in this research to build a framework that guides designers in their

prototyping quests focusing on injecting HFE design principles into early design.

In this paper, we performed a similar approach, which is summarized in Fig-

ure 5.1, where the flowchart shows the steps taken to build the proposed Pre-

Prototyping framework. Step 1 consists of a detailed literature review of prototyp-

ing definitions, taxonomies, findings, and guidelines. It also includes the literature

review of HFE, prototyping in human-centered design, DHM, PSFs, and mixed
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prototyping. The information found in Step 1 is then filtered to extract infor-

mation that is empirically validated, repeatable by the scientific community, and

relevant to human-centered design. The filtered information is presented in Step

2, which contains the key findings in a tabular form, as shown in Table 2, in

Appendix A. The raw information in Table 2 (Appendix A) is summarized and

presented in Figure 1 in Appendix B so that it can be easily retrievable and usable

in the following steps of the methodology.

In Step 2, we synthesized the information gathered from the literature review

to develop the prototyping categories and prototyping dimensions, which are sum-

marized in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Later, the data was used for constructing Step 3,

which is made of three sub-steps. In Step 3a Figure 5.2, the prototyping categories

are presented. Prototyping categories can be viewed as the requirements or the

questions that a prototype must fulfill or answer. There are four prototyping cat-

egories shown in Step 3a: (1) the purpose of prototyping, (2) available resources,

(3) required ergonomic assessments, and (4) required human-product interaction.

Step 3a also contains Prototyping Dimensions as shown in Figure 5.2, which can

be viewed as the specifications by which the prototype must be created to fulfill

the prototyping requirements. Step 3b is a matrix of prototyping categories and

dimensions, as shown in Figure 5.4. This matrix can help the designer to under-

stand how the prototyping categories and prototyping dimensions are connected

via the prototyping guidelines.

Finally, in the last step of Step 3 (Step 3c), the “House of Prototyping Guide-

lines (HOPG)” is presented in Figure 5.5 which is loosely inspired by the House
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of Quality (HOQ) approach [115]. Designers can use the matrix, as shown in

Figure 5.4, to select prototyping categories and prototyping dimensions based on

the prototyping guidelines and fill out HOPG. After selecting the prototyping di-

mensions, Step 4 allows the selection of prototyping tools. Step 4 contains the

“know-how” and toolboxes as shown in Figure 5.6 that provide practical knowl-

edge to engineers to build prototypes. Step 3 and Step 4 provide the theoretical

and practical knowledge respectively to engineers about prototyping strategies for

human-centered products and workplaces during the conceptual design process.

Finally, in Step 5, as shown in Figure 5.7, the Pre-Prototyping framework for

human-centered design is presented by blending all the previous steps.

5.4.1 Step 2: Prototyping Findings

Table 2 in Appendix A and Figure 1 Appendix B are generated by summarizing

and filtering the findings gathered from Step 1. The first column, containing Pro-

totyping Dimensions as shown in Appendix A and Appendix B, is defined as the

necessary factors to consider while creating prototypes. The prototyping dimen-

sions can affect the quality of the prototype and the end product. These six pro-

totyping dimensions are adopted from the prototype taxonomy created by Stowe

(2008) [212] and Systematic Tool developed by Camburn et al. (2015) [54]. The

second column lists the prototyping findings corresponding to the six prototyping

dimensions. These findings are extracted from an extensive literature review by

applying the three filters: (a) Prototype findings that are empirically validated,
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(b) Prototyping findings that are repeatable and validated by the scientific com-

munity, and (c) Prototyping findings that are related to human-centered products.

Step 2 also contains a summary of prototyping findings, as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 5.2: Step 3a: Prototyping Category

5.4.2 Step 3: Prototyping Guidelines

In Step 3, the general guidelines for creating a prototype are influenced by the

recent work of Lauff (2019) et al. and Camburn (2015) et al. [54, 55, 144]. Lauff

(2019) et al. proposed a prototyping canvas based on the principles of purpose,
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Figure 5.3: Step 3a: Prototyping Dimension

resource, and strategy [144]. Camburn (2015) et al. performed a literature survey

and suggested four common purposes for creating a prototype [55]. Step 3 is di-

vided into three parts. Step 3a contains the prototyping categories and prototyping

dimensions as shown in Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Prototyping categories help designers

to understand the design problem at hand (i.e., what requirements the prototype

must fulfill). In Step 3a, the need for building the prototype is realized, which

is loosely similar to the “Customer Requirement (What’s?)” in House of Quality

(HOQ) [115].

A necessary part while building prototyping strategies is to identify what the

objectives or questions are that the prototype is going to fulfill [119, 144]. How

much resource available for prototyping? In addition to identifying purposes and

resources in human-centered product prototyping, designers need to identify the
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type of ergonomic assessments and level of human-product interactions. Step 3a

(Figures 5.2) helps designers to identify the purpose, resource availability, type of

ergonomic assessment, and interaction levels.

Figure 5.4: Step 3b: Prototyping Category and Prototyping Dimension Matrix

The natural progression after finding out what the prototype must fulfill is

to find out how the prototype can fulfill the requirements. Prototyping dimen-

sions, as shown in Figure 5.3, include the list of specifications that designers can

use to create a prototype. Prototyping dimensions are similar to the concept of

“Engineering Requirements” in HOQ. From the literature review, six prototyp-

ing dimensions, namely, type of prototype, fidelity level, complexity, build phase,
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Figure 5.5: Step 3c: House of Prototyping Guidelines

scale, and the number of iterations, are identified that designers can use to cre-

ate a prototype. These prototyping dimensions are primarily leveraged from the

prototyping taxonomy developed by Stowe (2008) [212] and the Systematic Tool

proposed by Camburn (2015) et al. [54]. Since the proposed methodology is focus-

ing on a pre-prototyping approach, the build phase is always at the early design

stage; thus, it is not included in later steps.

Step 3b, as shown in Figure 5.4, is a matrix of prototyping guidelines for the
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corresponding prototyping categories and prototyping dimensions. The prototyp-

ing categories and prototyping dimensions are taken from the Figures 5.2 and

5.3, and the guidelines are taken from 2 in Appendix A and Appendix B. The

prototyping guidelines embedded in the matrix can help designers identify which

prototyping dimensions are suitable for a particular prototyping category. Finally,

in Step 3c, the prototyping guidelines extracted in Step 1 and 2, the prototyping

categories, prototyping dimensions, and the matrix proposed in Step 3a and 3b

are tied together to form House of Prototyping Guidelines (HOPG) as shown in

Figure 5.5. HOPG integrates all the information from the previous steps and puts

it in a schematic where designers can use the theoretical guidelines in creating

a prototype. Similar to the House of Quality approach, HOPG has prototyping

requirements (i.e., prototyping categories (what?)) in one section and prototyping

specifications and (i.e., prototyping dimensions (how?)) in another section. In

HOPG (Figure 5.5), the designer starts with understanding the prototyping prob-

lem statement and identifies the prototyping requirements. The problem state-

ment guides the designer to complete the prototyping category. The designer then

chooses the appropriate prototyping categories and inserts the value of either 0 or

1 in the weight column. Next, the designer chooses the prototyping dimensions

corresponding to each prototyping category using the matrix provided in Figure

5.4 and rates them using the rating provided in HOPG in Figure 5.5. The last

step in Step 3c is to select the prototyping dimensions with the highest value. The

value of each prototyping dimension is calculated using the following equation (See

5.2.
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Figure 5.6: Step 4: The Prototyping Toolbox

Sum = Weight×Rate (5.1)

Weight = prototyping categories

Rate = prototyping dimensions

For example, in the type of prototype category, if physical, computational, or

mixed prototyping gets values of 2, 3, and 5, respectively, then the mixed prototype

becomes the preferred dimension because it got a higher score than that of physical

and computational. Completing Step 3c using the HOPG equips designers with

theoretical knowledge on how to build a prototype.

The next step in the proposed methodology is to generate the practical tools

“know-how” on how to build the prototype, which is given in Step 4.
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Figure 5.7: A Platform to Represent the Prototyping Framework
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5.4.3 Step 4: Prototyping Tool Boxes

Step 1 to 3 provides the theoretical knowledge and guidelines to develop a pro-

totype for the design of human-centered products or workplaces. It is found in

the literature that designers who do not have extensive experience in prototyping

have different views and perceptions about prototyping. Deininger (2017) et al.

found that novice engineers’ conception of prototyping varies widely [74]. Menold

(2017) et al. performed a survey and found that novice designers have an inaccurate

and incomplete perception of prototyping purpose and prototyping activities [166].

Similarly, Cristie (2012) et al. stated that the success of prototyping depends on

the expertise of those who perform prototyping activities [66]. This is also evi-

dent in the study of Menold (2017) et al. In their research, even though multiple

groups of student-created prototypes following the same theoretical prototyping

strategies, prototypes were created of quality, ranging from high to low among the

different groups [166]. These findings show that providing only theoretical guide-

lines about prototyping to inexperienced designers is not enough to warrant a

high-quality prototype. Theoretical prototyping guidelines are broad and general,

making it challenging to find the proper method or tool for modeling or fabri-

cation. Hence, inexperienced designers rely on their experiences and creativity

to build prototypes. Thus, the quality of prototypes varies from one designer to

another, even though the same theoretical prototyping strategy is provided. To

minimize the prototypes’ quality variation, we hypothesized that practical “know-

how” and toolboxes should be added to the prototyping strategy. The proposed
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prototyping strategy fills up this gap by introducing a prototyping toolbox in Step

4, as shown in Figure 5.6.

One can consider the prototyping toolbox as an inventory of tools and tech-

nologies that the designers can use to create prototypes. It is composed of three

axes which are “Human-Product Interaction”, “Types of Prototype”, and “Level

of Fidelity” as shown in Figure 5.6(a). The Type of Prototype and Fidelity Level of

Prototype are leveraged from the Hierarchical Morphological Prototyping (HMP)

Taxonomy [212], and Human-Product Interaction Level is leveraged from Human

Aspects of Design as proposed by Duffy (2007) [88]. The three axes system classi-

fies the tools that fit inside the toolbox for prototyping human-centered products.

Within the toolbox, the type of prototype is divided into three discreet types:

physical, computational, and mixed. Furthermore, the fidelity level and human-

product interactions are considered in a continuum, ranging from low to high.

In theory, the fidelity level and human-product interaction axes can be divided

into infinitely many sections to accommodate any appropriate prototyping tools.

Due to the continuum of fidelity and human-interaction level, rapid changes in

technology, and availability of resources (time, cost, and skill), it is not possible to

list all the past, current, and future tools that can go inside the toolbox. Hence, a

blank toolbox is proposed in Figure 5.6(b). It is left to designers to fill the toolbox

with the tools corresponding to the design problem and the availability of resources.

Designers or stakeholders can fill up the toolbox according to their specific product

design requirements and available resources such as time, finances, human skills,

tools, and then navigate within the toolbox using the theoretical guidelines from
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Step 3 to select the right tool.

5.4.4 Step 5: Human-Centered Design Pre-Prototyping framework

Step 5 presents the proposed Pre-Prototyping framework, which combines both

the theoretical guidelines “why?” from Step 3 and the practical “know-how” from

Step 4 as shown in Figure 5.1. The framework is developed using a Microsoft Excel

User-Form so that designers can interact with a graphical user interface. Figure

5.7 shows a snippet of the Excel User-Form. Delivering the framework in the form

of an Excel User-Form provides multiple advantages. First of all, Excel User-Form

saves time for the designers while exploring the appropriate prototyping categories

and prototyping dimensions (Figures 5.2 and 5.3), related guidelines (Appendix

A and Appendix B and Figure 5.4), doing manual calculations in HOPG (Fig-

ure 5.5, and navigating within the toolboxes (Figure 5.6, Figures 5.2 and 5.3).

Secondly, the Excel User-Form also partially automates the process and provides

the framework in a more user-friendly way. It starts with a blank HOPG, and

as the designer selects the prototyping categories and prototyping dimensions, the

blank HOPG boxes fill up. The first step in this Excel User-Form is to understand

the given prototyping design problem. Next, the designer clicks the “Prototyping

Categories” button and a window (Figure 5.7(a)) pops up. The pop-up window

shows the four prototyping categories and the sub-categories, respectively. The

corresponding prototyping guidelines for each prototyping category are embedded

in the User-Form and can be accessed by the “Tips” button, as shown in the pop-
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up window below “Prototyping Categories”. After selecting all the appropriate

categories, the designer can “Save” the selections, close the window, and move to

prototyping dimensions. Clicking the “Prototyping Dimensions” will enable an-

other pop-up window showing the five prototyping dimensions. In this window,

the designer will select the prototyping dimensions for each prototyping category

that fulfills the prototyping requirement, as shown in Figure 5.7(b). This window

also has tips that can assist designers in selecting the correct prototyping dimen-

sions. After going through the prototyping dimensions, the designer can save the

information and can see the resulting prototyping dimensions by clicking the “ See

Results”, which will automatically fill the HOPG in, as shown in Figure 5.7(c);

thus, presenting the resulting prototyping dimensions. Then, the designer can also

see the corresponding tools that can be used to build the prototype by clicking the

“Show Tools” button, as shown in Figure 5.7(d) without going to the toolbox. A

case study to illustrate the Pre-Prototyping framework is given in Section 4.

5.5 Case Study

A case study is presented in this section to demonstrate how the prototyping

framework can be used to create the appropriate prototyping strategy for a given

prototyping problem. The prototyping problem is taken from an established liter-

ature [161]. The prototyping problem is as follows:

You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy that can be used for the er-

gonomic assessment of an ultrasound probe. You will assess how a healthcare
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professional grips the probe in terms of comfort and performance. You are given

low resources.

The first step in formulating the prototyping strategy using the prototyping

framework is to thoroughly understand the prototyping problem and its require-

ments. The information from the prototyping statement is used to derive the

“Prototyping Categories”. The exact Figure 5.7 can be used to demonstrate the

prototyping strategy of the prototyping problem as it is populated based on this

problem to save space.

The second step in formulating the prototyping strategy is to go through the

“Prototyping Categories”. Clicking the “Prototyping Categories” brings Figure

5.7(a),. where the prototyping and HFE guidelines to select the “Purpose, Re-

source, Ergonomic Assessment, and Human-Product Interaction” are embedded

in the “Tips”. For “Purpose”, “Learning” is selected because the “Tips” says if

the purpose is to know new information,then “Learning” should be selected. In

this problem, the designer is looking for new information to assess the ultrasound

probe. It is given that the resources available to build the prototype are low, so

the “Low” option is selected for “Resource”. Next, “Physical and Single Task” is

chosen as the prototyping problem does not have any design component that is

cognitive related, and it is assumed that the healthcare worker will use the ultra-

sound probe only once to perform the checkup. An example of the prototyping

and HFE guidelines embedded in the “Tips” for “Human-Product Interaction” is

presented in the pop-up window below “Prototyping Categories” (Figure 5.7(a))

which indicates that if there are precise and fine finger control, then it should be
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considered as high-level interaction. Hence “High Human-Product Interaction” is

selected. Finally, the selections are saved by clicking the “Save” button and closing

the window.

The third step involves going through the “Prototyping Dimensions”, as shown

in Figure 5.7(b). In this window, each “Prototyping Dimension” is selected based

on the previously identified “Prototyping Categories” and “Tips”. The first one

is “Type of Prototype”, and it has three options, which are “Physical, Computa-

tional and Mixed” prototype. According to the given prototyping problem and

tips, the “Mixed Prototype” is the least viable as it lacks the tactile feedback and

biomechanical analysis needed for this problem. So “Mixed Prototype” is not se-

lected for any corresponding “Prototyping Categories”. For the “Purpose”, both

the “Physical” and “Computational” are chosen as for learning new information,

since both of these options are viable. For “Resource”, “Computational” is chosen

over “Physical” as it usually needs fewer resources. Since the resource is low for

the given problem, “Computational” option is applicable. Next, for “Ergonomic

Assessment”, both the “Physical” and “Computational” can be chosen because

most assessment can be done using physical prototype. Some assessments such as

biomechanical analysis of muscles and joints of fingers can be executed as shown

in the “Tips” window in Figure 5.7(b) under “Computational” category. Finally,

for “Human-Product Interaction”, both types of prototypes are chosen. It is be-

cause “Physical Prototype” is generally suitable for “High” and “Low” interactions.

However, “Computational Prototype” usually does not generate “high-level inter-

action” analyses, like precision gripping, automatically. However, if the designers
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know the type of grip, then they can manually manipulate the finger joints to

mimic the actual grip.

The next “Prototyping Dimension” is the “Level of Fidelity”. Both the “High”

and “Low” options are chosen because for learning new information, high fidelity

is preferred. However, if there is a need for a quick assessment and the fidelity

level is not clear, then “Low” fidelity is chosen by default. For “Resource”, “Low”

fidelity level is chosen because the embedded guidelines show that the low fidelity

requires low resources and vice versa. For “Ergonomic Assessment” and “Human-

Product Interaction”, “Low” option is chosen as there is only one physical er-

gonomic assessment to be performed and only one human-product interaction is

present (i.e., a single healthcare worker and one device). The next dimension is

“Level of Complexity”, where “Full” is chosen because a full model of the ultra-

sound probe is required for ergonomics assessments. Similarly, “Same” is chosen

for “Scale” because an altered scale would give incorrect results. Finally, “Single”

iteration number is selected as only one iteration is enough to get the results and

also because the given resource is low.

Once all the “Prototyping Dimensions” are selected, the “Save” button is

pressed, and the numbers are crunched inside the HOPG as shown in Figure 5.7(c).

The final calculations for the “Prototyping Dimensions” can be seen by clicking

the “See Result” button. Figure 5.7(c) shows that “Computational Prototype, Low

Fidelity, Full Complexity, Same Scale, and Single Iterations are the recommended

prototyping dimensions as their “Sum” came out to be the maximum. The rec-

ommended tools can be seen by pressing the “Show Tools” button, as shown in
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Figure 5.8: Prototype Created Using the Prototyping Strategy from the Pre-
Prototyping framework
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Figure 5.7(d). It shows a list of tools such as Rough CAD, DHM and Surrogate

Modeling” and Rough CAD and DHM”, which can be used for prototyping. Fur-

ther, it recommends specific DHM tools such as Santos or Jack Siemens, which

can execute the required computational ergonomics analysis.

The prototyping strategy described above is used to create the product proto-

type as shown in Figure 5.8. The ultrasound probe (Figure 5.8(a)) is created using

CAD and then transferred into DHM software. It is mentioned before that DHM

can not simulate the fine movement of fingers (i.e., grip), so a grossly incorrect

grip is shown in Figure 5.8(b) when an automatic grip command is given. So,

the grip is corrected by manually manipulating the fingers and joints as shown in

Figure 5.8(c), and the correct three-finger grip is shown in Figure 5.8(d). Finally,

the biomechanical analysis of the joints is shown in Figure 5.8(e), which can be

used to assess the comfort and performance of the healthcare worker for using the

ultrasound probe.

5.6 Validation of the Pre-Prototyping Framework

The proposed framework can be validated by a combination of quantitative and

qualitative analysis. In this study, the quantitative analysis is carried out by mea-

suring the “Prototyping Success” between the Intervention group and the Control

group. Both groups will be tested using multiple but identical prototyping prob-

lems. The prototyping problems and their solutions are taken from established

literature. The Intervention group will use the Excel User-Form as shown in Fig-
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Figure 5.9: First List of the Toolbox

Figure 5.10: Second List of the Toolbox
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ure 5.7, and the Control group will only have a list of prototyping tools as shown

in Figures 5.9 and 5.10. The following equation measures prototyping success.

Prototyping Success (4) = Type of Prototype (2)

+ Level of Interaction (1)

+ Level of F idelity (1)

(5.2)

The values in the parenthesis represent the maximum values possible in each

category. Correct identification of the level of interaction and fidelity will receive

a score of one. The type of prototype has the highest score of two, as some pro-

totyping problems can be prototyped by more than one type of prototype. The

validation of the methodology is carried out by observing whether there is a sta-

tistical difference between the Intervention group and the Control group regarding

conceptual prototyping as shown in Figure 5.11. The null hypothesis is that the

Intervention and Control group will have a similar average prototyping success

score, whereas the alternative hypothesis is that the Intervention group will have

a significantly different (probably higher) average prototyping success score com-

pared to that of the Control group. The Intervention group will be given the

proposed methodology (via framework - User Excel Form), and the Control group

will not be given any methodology but a toolbox that contains the same prototyp-

ing tools as given to the Intervention group. Then, the Intervention group and the

Control group will be given the same prototyping problems. The experiment will

explore whether the Intervention group and the Control group select the same set

of tools or not. Successful prototyping for the Intervention group is measured as
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Figure 5.11: Summary of the Test Plan

the selection of correct prototyping categories and prototyping dimensions.

5.7 Experimental Setup

Twelve prototyping problems are chosen to test the Intervention and Control

group. These twelve problems are selected in such a way that they can test the

whole range of the Prototyping dimensions, Prototyping Categories, and Toolbox,

as shown in Figure 3 in Appendix D. The twelve prototyping problems and their

solutions are also given in Appendix D.

A total of eighteen participants took the experiment. Participants’ selection

criteria included the following. The participants should be at least junior level or

higher and of engineering background so that they have some idea or heard about

prototyping before. Graduates who are working as professionals are also allowed

to take the experiment. These participants were then randomly chosen to be either

in the Intervention or Control group.

The experiment is computer-based for both groups. The Intervention group was
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given the proposed Pre-Prototyping framework in an Excel User-Form, tutorials

and examples on how to use the Prototyping Framework Excel form, Prototyping

Problem Statements (Appendix D), and instructions on how to take the test. On

the other hand, the Control group was given the list of Toolbox, Prototyping

Problem Statements (Appendix D), and instructions on how to take the test. The

purpose was to see how the Prototyping Success Score for both the group when

one group uses the proposed Pre-Prototyping framework and the other does not

and only relies on experience and intuition.

Table 5.1: Average Prototyping Success Score of the Intervention Group

Participants 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Intervention Group
Prototyping Score

3.83 3.333 3.500 3.917 2.917 3.667 3.500 3.250 3.333

Table 5.2: Average Prototyping Success Score of the Control group

Participants 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Control group
Prototyping Score

3.333 3.083 3.000 2.667 2.500 2.917 3.00 2.667 2.583

5.8 Result

The Prototyping Success Score for each of the participants in the Intervention and

Control group is measured using Equation 5.2. The Prototyping Success Score

for both groups is given in Tables 5.1 and 5.2. The Descriptive Statistics of the

Prototyping Score are presented in Table 5.2, including the number of participants,

mean, confidence interval (CI), median, standard deviation, Skewness, Kurtosis,
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Table 5.3: Descriptive Statistics

Descriptors Statistic

N 18

Mean 3.125

95% Confidence

Interval (CI)

2.931

3.318

Median 3.083

Standard Deviation 0.388

Skewness 0.195

Kurtosis -0.476

Shapiro-Wilk

Test for Normality 0.973

and Shapiro-WilkTest for Normality. From Table 5.2, it is found that the absolute

value of Skewness is less than 0.8, the absolute value of Kurtosis is less than 2.0,

and the p-value in the Shapiro-Wilk test is not significant (0.973 > 0.05). These

values verify the normal probability distribution of the data and satisfy one of the

major assumptions of the independent sample t-test. Additionally, the histogram,

Q-Q plot and the boxplot in Figures 5.12, 5.13, and 5.14 show that the histogram

is approximately bell-shaped, points are fairly close to the line in the Q-Q plot and

there are no outliers in the boxplot which visually shows the normal probability

distribution of the data. Another assumption of the t-test is that the variances of

the two populations are equal. Levene’s test is performed to examine the variances

as shown in Table 5.4. It is found that the p-value of Levene’s test is not significant

(0.994 > 0.05). This proves that the variances are equal and satisfies the t-test

assumptions.
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Figure 5.12: Histogram of the Data

Table 5.4: Independent Samples t- test of the Prototyping Success Score

Levene’s Test for
Equality of Variances

t-test for Equality of Means 95% CI

F Sig. t df Sig. (2-tailed)
Mean
Difference

Std. Error
Difference

Lower Upper

Equal Variances
Assumed

0.000 0.994 3.896 16 0.001 0.527 0.135 0.240 0.814

After the t-test assumptions are met, the independent sample t-test is carried

out, and the results are tabulated in Table 5.4. The t-value is 3.896 and the p-value

is 0.001 (0.001 < 0.05). The mean difference between the Intervention and Control

group is 0.527 as the Intervention group mean Prototyping Score is 3.403 and the

Control group mean Prototyping Score is 2.916.
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Figure 5.13: Q-Q Plot

Figure 5.14: Box Plot
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5.9 Discussion

The proposed methodology combines the prototyping literature and HFE guide-

lines to develop a Pre-Prototyping framework for the design of human-centered

products and workplaces. The Pre-Prototyping framework provides strategies that

include the theoretical knowledge and practical “know-how” toolbox. Using the

House of Prototyping Guidelines (HOPG), designers can identify the theoretical

scaffolding (i.e., the prototyping categories and dimensions). Next, the theoreti-

cal scaffolding can be used to navigate through the toolbox and identify the tools

required to build the prototype. Further, the prototyping theory and the toolbox

is integrated and presented via Microsoft Excel User-Form so that the framework

becomes user-friendly and easy to implement.

The proposed Pre-Prototyping framework fills up the research gap of “how

to build a prototype for human-centered product” by providing systematic guide-

lines which contain both the theory and practical knowledge on how to build a

prototype. The existing prototyping frameworks do not integrate human factor

engineering guidelines. Further, they primarily guide the designers by prompt-

based open-ended questions instead of giving specific guidelines. It makes these

frameworks hard to implement, and designers are forced to rely on their expe-

rience and intuition. These shortcomings of the current prototyping frameworks

cause different designers to create different quality of prototypes even though they

are using the same prototyping framework and working on the same prototyping

problem.
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A case study for assessing the ultrasound probe is presented to demonstrate

a step-by-step walk-through of the prototyping framework. The resulting proto-

typing strategy using the proposed prototyping framework is in agreement with

the prototyping strategy from Mazzola et al. (2017) [161]. Mazzola et al. (2017)

created both physical and computational prototypes to assess the ergonomics of

the ultrasound probe. However, the justification for why the prototypes are built

the way they are built, i.e., a physical and computational prototype is missing.

The proposed prototyping framework provides step-by-step guidelines and justi-

fication for the prototyping strategy. For example, the framework suggested a

computational prototype such as CAD and DHM is a feasible solution given the

limited resources. However, it also cautioned that DHM has poor fidelity in fine

grip or complex finger movement and manual manipulation of the fingers is sug-

gested. This example of specific suggestions is useful to create the right type of

prototype especially for designers who are not experienced with Human Factors

and Human-centered design.

It is hypothesized (PRH 1, 2, and 3) that since the proposed Pre-Prototyping

framework generates systematic specific guidelines, it can lead the designers in the

right direction by reducing the reliance on heavy guesswork. Designers who have

the head start on building the correct prototypes can answer questions regarding

human-centered products earlier. The systematic guidelines can save resources

regarding cost and time as the designers start in the right direction and reduce

dependency on trial and error. To test these primary hypotheses (PRH 1, 2, and

3), a validation study is carried out. From the study, it is found that the average
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Prototyping Score of the Intervention group is 0.527 more than that of the Control

group for the same 12 prototyping score. The t-value is 3.896 and the p-value is

0.001, i.e., less than 0.05. The independent sample t-test demonstrates that there

is a significant difference between the Intervention and Control group’s Prototyping

Score and the Prototyping Score of the Intervention group is higher. In other words,

the Pre-Prototyping framework containing the theoretical guidelines and practical

tools assists designers in forming better prototyping strategies than designers who

do not use the proposed Pre-Prototyping framework.

The usefulness of the proposed prototyping framework is that a designer who

does not have domain expertise, years of experience, or the resources to do trial

and error, can create the prototype using the Pre-Prototyping framework to ac-

complish the required ergonomic assessment. As demonstrated in the case study,

the framework provides guidelines and reasoning to “Why?” and “How” to build

the prototype. Additionally, the prototyping framework will provide consistent

and standard prototyping strategies regardless of the user’s knowledge and experi-

ence because the framework is based on systematic steps and guidelines. Typically,

designers rely on trial-and-error during prototyping activities to find out the cor-

rect prototyping strategy, which often causes a waste in resources and variance in

quality. Generating the correct prototyping strategy using the prototyping frame-

work before doing any hands-on activity can save resources and improve product

quality.
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5.10 Limitation and Future Work

One of the limitations of this study is the broad classification of the human factors

measures into either physical and cognitive means. There are around a hundred

physical and cognitive human factors measures, and it is challenging to include

all of them in the proposed framework. Additionally, there are no prototyping

guidelines on how to address each of the hundred human factors measure while

building the prototype. Thus, it is not possible to include these factors in the

framework. Another probable shortcoming is in the prototyping theories used

to create the House of Prototyping Guidelines. Although an extensive literature

review is performed to find the important prototyping factors, it is not fully proof

and perhaps some prototyping factors might be overlooked. However, a significant

set of critical prototyping factors are integrated into the framework. Another

limitation is that the toolbox needs to be filled up by the designer. It is because

there are simply too many tools in the literature to be included in the framework

and it is best for the designers to select the tools according to their available

resources, expertise, and prototyping problem at hand. The proposed framework

provides systematic guidelines to build a prototype so that designers do not need to

rely on intuition. However, the designers still need some experience and creativity

and should use the framework as a guideline to conceptualize prototyping strategies

before jumping into hands-on activity.

There are numerous research routes to take from here on for future work. One

interesting future work to consider is an alternative approach of making the Pre-
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Prototyping framework domain-specific instead of integrating all prototyping and

human factors into it. The focus will be on specialization instead of generaliza-

tion. For example, a specialized framework can be created by targeting different

domains/industries such as aviation, automobile, and sports equipment industries.

The specialized framework can be more focused on specific ergonomics Interven-

tions than that of a generalized Pre-Prototyping framework. Another possible

future work is to make the Pre-Prototyping framework smart by incorporating arti-

ficial intelligence. The goal is to make the Pre-Prototyping framework autonomous

so that it will suggest prototyping strategies based on the given prototyping prob-

lem automatically without the need for a designer to go through the framework

step by step.
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6.1 Abstract

A knowledge base that integrates human factor engineering (HFE) principles and

prototyping best practices for the design of human-centered products does not

exist. This study fills this gap by proposing a prototyping framework to unify

HFE principles and prototyping guidelines along with a prototyping toolbox. The

framework is based on the House of Prototype Guidelines (HOPG), which intro-

duces “Prototyping Categories and Dimensions” that are used for understanding

the prototyping requirements and identifying the specifications that can be used

to build a prototype. Additionally, a prototyping toolbox is introduced to classify

tools and technologies to build the proposed prototype. The HOPG and prototyp-

ing toolbox are integrated via an MS Excel User-Form, which offers a systematic

selection filter based on user input. The overall goal of this framework is to guide

the prototyping activities in the right direction before the actual hands-on proto-

typing activity starts. Further, a cost-benefit analysis tool is proposed to calculate

the value of the prototype by measuring the information gained and the resources

spent. The cost-benefit analysis helps designers in narrowing down the prototyping

options. A prototyping problem taken from the literature is used as a case study

to demonstrate the usability and efficacy of the framework. A validation study

is conducted to observe and compare the prototyping strategies developed by the

Intervention and Control group. It is found that, through the Prototyping Score

test and the prototyping experience of both groups, the conceptual prototyping

framework guides and assist designers in developing better prototyping strategies
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than those who only rely on intuition.

Keywords: Design, Prototyping, Human-Centered Design, Human Factor En-

gineering, Cost-Benefit Analysis

6.2 Introduction

A prototype is defined as “A physical or digital embodiment of critical elements

of the intended design, and an iterative tool to enhance communication, enable

learning and inform decision-making at any point in the design process” [145].

Prototyping is one of the most fundamental keystones in the design and product

development process [231]. Companies spent billions of dollars in the research

and development (R&D) activities for product development. However, 40-46% of

these resources are wasted as the end-product does not meet the expected out-

come [66, 70]. The Product Development & Management Association (PDMA)

best practice study found that product success rates are below 60% [37]. The

striking price tag and failure rates often characterize prototyping as one of the

largest sunk costs in product development [66]. One of the reasons that the proto-

typing process does not have a high success rate is due to its inherent complexities

and uncertainties. According to the empirical results in the literature, different

approaches and strategies of prototyping have a significant effect on the end prod-

uct [216]. It is evident that prototyping plays a major role in product success and

if it is not done systematically, companies lose significant resources. However, de-

signers often rely on their experience and intuition while comes to prototyping [54].
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Currently, there are no comprehensive, widely accepted, and easy to implement

prototyping frameworks exist in the prototyping literature [54, 66, 144, 166]. The

existing prototyping frameworks are largely prompt-based and rely on designers’

experience and creativity to build a prototype [66, 144, 166]. Prompt-based ac-

tivity and reliance on designers’ creativity inject a variance in the quality of the

prototype and resources used to create it [166].

Another deficiency of the current prototyping frameworks is inadequate consid-

eration of Human Factor Engineering (HFE) principles while prototyping human-

centered products [166]. The International Ergonomics Association define “Er-

gonomics (or human factors) as the scientific discipline concerned with the under-

standing of interactions among humans and other elements of a system, and the

profession that applies theory, principles, data, and methods to design and opti-

mize human well-being and overall system performance. Ergonomists contribute

to the design and evaluation of tasks, jobs, products, environments, and systems

to make design decisions compatible with the needs, abilities, and limitations of

people” [11]. This definition clearly states that integrating the HFE theories and

principles in the design of human-centered products improves human well-being

and overall system performance. However, none of the existing prototyping frame-

works integrates HFE, which leads to a lack of human factors considerations during

the early phases of product design. Besides human well-being, another compelling

reason to integrate HFE is that products that are designed by incorporating hu-

man factor guidelines tend to be more market successful than products that are

not [201].
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One of the challenges in considering HFE early in the design process is the

lack of theoretical and practical knowledge on how to build prototypes to address

ergonomics issues. Considering the limited resources available and tight sched-

ules during the product conceptualization phase, collecting human-product inter-

actions data becomes challenging [95]. Designers are often puzzled about how to

proceed to execute ergonomic analyses due to the lack of comprehensive prototyp-

ing guidelines. Designers use either physical, computational, or mixed prototyping

strategies to collect human-product interaction data [22]. However, each type of

prototype has its own merits and demerits, and the effectiveness of the prototypes

depends on the type of ergonomic assessment and the level of human-product

interaction [19,71,252].

The limitations of the existing prototyping frameworks, particularly the inabil-

ity to integrate HFE principles while prototyping human-centered products, is the

driving motivation of this study. The limitations can be overcome by the Pre-

Prototyping framework developed in Chapter 5. Therefore, Chapter 6 presents

the same Pre-Prototyping framework developed in Chapter 5. However, the focus

in this chapter is to extend the Pre-Prototyping framework by including a cost-

benefit analysis to narrow down and select the final prototyping strategy. Further,

this chapter focuses on analyzing the prototyping experience (qualitative analysis)

of the participants who used the Pre-Prototyping framework, unlike Chapter 5

where the focus is on quantitative analysis.
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6.3 Literature Review

6.3.1 Human Factor Engineering and Design Integration

Although HFE is theoretically positioned as one of the most crucial components

of the product development processes, it is often not built in the early stages of

prototyping and many times incorporated at the later phases of the design pro-

cess [79,90,140]. A last-minute effort of integrating HFE design principles or taking

corrective measures on functional prototypes or products in use is regarded as the

reactive ergonomics approach [94,118], which is usually associated with additional

costs and time on product development. The traditional reactive approach has

several limitations when it comes to ensuring ergonomics requirements at the later

stages [27, 91]. First of all, the primary design decisions and resource allocations

are already made; thus, the application of HFE design principles becomes much

constrained and restricted, which creates design solutions that are sub-optimal

from an ergonomics standpoint [31]. These sub-optimal solutions often reside in

the system in the form of design deficiencies and poor human factors, which then

lead to latent or catastrophic failures. Often the human operator gets blamed

during an accident rather than the faulty designs [176]. Secondly, even if the

changes are applied, the modifications enforced on the system architecture cause

additional ergonomics problems. On the other hand, the proactive ergonomics ap-

proach suggests that ergonomics must be injected into products during the early

design process to reduce or prevent human-product interaction issues preemptively

(e.g., the risk of occupational injuries and discomfort) [196]. Thus, the proactive er-
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gonomics approach provides a competitive edge to companies by creating products

that potentially have better quality and enhanced usability [170]. The proactive

ergonomics approach provides designers a better strategy in developing products

that are improved in quality by overseeing human-product interactions as an es-

sential part of the continuous improvement process, not a one-time event. Also,

eliminating retrofitting and reactive ergonomics-related Interventions reduces the

lead-time to market and require fewer resources [170].

6.3.2 Prototyping Frameworks

The concept of a prototyping framework is modified and leveraged from the works

of Drezner and Camburn and is defined as a platform that can generate specific

plans for building prototype [54,86]. A critical review of the recent prototyping lit-

erature shows that there are very few numbers of prototyping frameworks. Christie

et al. (2012) proposed a prototyping framework that consists of nine prototyping

factors, thirteen questions, and a prototyping strategy matrix. The strategy ma-

trix allows visualization and organization of the results obtained from answering

the thirteen questions. The strategy matrix helps designers to compare different

prototyping concepts and selects the best concepts [66]. Camburn et al. (2015)

developed a prototyping framework by integrating prototyping findings, best prac-

tices, and heuristics from prototyping literature. The framework is comprised of

nine techniques and corresponding context variables and heuristics. It is a system-

atic framework that can be used to assess and weigh the techniques to calculate the
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best technique to build the prototype [54]. The study was validated against vari-

ous prototyping activities performed by a controlled and Intervention group. It is

found that the Intervention group developed better prototyping results compared

to the Control group.

Menold et al. (2017) did an extensive literature review and identified three crit-

ical functions of prototypes, and derived four specifications. Their study proposed

that any prototyping framework should meet the four specifications and also stated

that, currently, no prototyping frameworks meet these four specifications. Thus,

they developed a prototyping framework, named “The Prototype for X framework

(PFX)”, which is composed of three key phases: (1) Frame, (2) Build, and (3)

Test. Further, Menold et al. introduced three lenses (feasibility, viability, and

desirability) that designers can use to execute the three key phases systematically.

These lenses are derived from Design-for-X and Human-Centered Design literature

to integrate user-focused design into the framework [166]. Similar to other studies,

Menold et al. also validated the framework by comparing prototyping activities be-

tween the control and Intervention (PFX) group. It is observed that, generally, the

PFX group performed better than the Control group. One interesting observation

is that within the PFX group, there is a variance in the quality of the prototype.

Lauff et al. (2019) proposed a “Prototyping Canvas” which is a design tool to plan

purposeful prototypes. Lauff et al. claim that often designers build prototypes

without a clear purpose, and existing prototyping frameworks are challenging to

implement in practice due to the lack of simple and useful design tools. Their

Prototyping canvas is based on three prototyping principles, “Purpose, Resources,
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and Strategy”, and the layout of the prototyping canvas is inspired by Business

Model Canvas [144].

The literature review on the prototyping framework shows that there are only a

few prototyping frameworks, and all of the studies claimed that current frameworks

are not comprehensive and easy to implement. Additionally, none of the prototyp-

ing frameworks integrates HFE principles to prototype human-centered products.

The existing frameworks reviewed here are questions and prompt-based, relying

on the designer’s creativity and experience to perform the activity. The proto-

typing frameworks are not specific and open-ended, which caused the designers

and students to perform prototyping activities of high and low quality. For ex-

ample, Menold’s study showed that the Intervention (PFX) group came up with

prototypes of high and low quality even though both groups followed the same

prototyping framework [166]. One way to reduce this variance in quality is to

develop a prototype framework that can give systematic and specific guidelines

throughout the whole prototyping activity. None of the prototyping frameworks

provided any fabrication or “know-how” guidelines on how to build the prototype.

The “know-how” guidelines are important because the literature review shows that

prototyping knowledge among the students and novice engineers are widely diver-

gent [74,166].
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6.3.3 Human-Product Interactions and Type of Ergonomic Assess-

ment

Interaction is defined as “A way of framing the relationship between people and

objects designed for them and thus a way of framing the activity of design” [87].

Interaction between the operator and the workplace is a major factor that needs to

be considered while designing a product or workplace to optimize human well-being

and overall performance. Duffy et al. (2007) classified human-product interaction

as a high- and low-level component. It is proposed in his study that the high-

level human-product interaction should be assessed using physical prototypes, and

low-level interaction should be assessed using computational prototypes [88]. This

finding can be generalized as to use a high-fidelity prototype when assessing high-

level human-product interaction and use a low-fidelity prototype when assessing

low-level human-product interaction. This finding is confirmed by Ahmed et al.

(2019), where three computational prototypes of different fidelity levels (high, mid,

and low) are used to prototype two products that have high- and low-level human-

product interactions, respectively. It is found that the product with low-level

interaction can be assessed using all three prototypes. In other words, high, mid,

and low-level fidelity prototypes can be used to assess low-level human-product

interaction. However, the product with high-level human-product interaction can

not be assessed using a low-fidelity prototype. The high-fidelity prototypes gener-

ate better results when compared to mid-level prototypes for assessing high-level

human-product interactions [19].
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Another factor that needs attention while building a prototype is the type

of ergonomic assessment. Salvendy compiled and listed one hundred ergonomic

factors, referred to as “The scope of HFE factors”, in the Handbook of Human

Factors and Ergonomics. These factors are also classified into seven categories

[199]. It is out of the scope of this study to screen all the ergonomic factors, which

are diverse and range from anthropometry and biomechanical to information flow

and environmental factors. In practice, each of these factors requires numerous

different strategies when used for ergonomics analyses. Hence, in this study, we

focus on some of the common HFE factors that need to be considered while building

prototypes.

6.4 Methodology

The literature review on the prototyping frameworks shows that all the previous

studies use a similar methodology to create a knowledge base. The methodol-

ogy starts with an extensive literature review followed by the distillation of the

findings. The findings are distilled to identify the factors, questions, variables,

heuristics, specifications, lenses, or key aspects that become the theoretical linch-

pin of the prototyping framework. For example, Christie et al. (2012) developed a

“Prototype Strategy Matrix” from the factors and questions [66]. Camburn et al.

(2015) proposed “Survey Tool” using the variables and heuristics [54]. Menold et

al. (2017) introduced the “PFX” using specifications and lenses and Lauff et al.

proposed “Prototyping Canvas” using key aspects [144,166]. The methodology to
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Figure 6.1: Methodology to create the prototyping framework

develop the prototyping framework in this study follows similar steps.

Figure 6.1 shows the steps to create the proposed prototyping framework. Step

1 is an extensive literature review on prototyping best practices and HFE guide-

lines. Note that due to space limitations, only a partial literature review is pre-

sented in Section 2. However, an enriched list of key findings from the literature

review is summarized and presented in Table 6.1. Step 3 is the theoretical construct

of the framework, which is inspired by the “House of Quality (HOQ)” [115]. HOQ

is a product development tool that integrates “Customer Requirement” and “Engi-

neering Requirements” to identify customer needs and how to achieve those needs,
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Table 6.1: Step 2: Prototyping Findings

Prototype Dimensions Summary of Findings References

1.Type of Prototype

1.1. Physical

1.1.1. Provides exploration, refinement, learning, communication of ideas

1.1.2. Provides ergonomic assessment for multiple complex physical and/or cognitive task

and high human-product interaction

1.1.3. Provides tactile feedback

1.1.4. Requires high resources, i.e. cost and time, less flexibility

[225] [47]

[28]

[46]

[40]

[252]

1.2. Computational

1.2.1. Facilitates communication and transfer of ideas

1.2.2. Facilitates learning and improvement early in the design process

1.2.3. For ergonomic assessment of single or few simple physical tasks for low human-product

interaction, computational is preferable over physical

1.2.4. Provides ergonomics assessment in a shorter time with less cost

1.2.5. Provides ergonomic assessment where creating a physical prototype is infeasible

1.2.6. Multiple task analysis and Cognitive assessment is limited

[51] [72]

[142] [184]

[60]

[51]

[169]

[111] [61]

[214] [89] [143]

1.3. Mixed

1.3.1. Provides ergonomic assessment for moderate to simple physical and/or cognitive task

1.3.2. Limited tactile feedback

1.3.3. It has some capabilities and limitations of both physical and computational prototype

1.3.4. Can be used where a physical prototype is infeasible or unsafe and computational

prototype lacks fidelity

[25] [22]

[36]

[44] [36].

[25] [22] [55]

2. Fidelity
2.1. High

2.1.1. Provides accurate ergonomic assessment

2.1.2. Provides feedback of finer details

2.1.3. Requires more resources, i.e. cost and time

[110]

[110]

[110]

2.2. Low

2.2.1. Provides rough ergonomic assessment

2.2.2. Provides limited tactile, auditory and visual feedback

2.2.3. Requires less cost and time to build

2.2.4. Useful for creating quick multiple iterations, reducing design fixation and concept

expression and exploration

[46] [142]

[142]

[110] [237]

[55] [215] [104]

3. Complexity
3.1. Sub-System

3.1.1. Requires fewer resources

3.1.2. Provides in-depth exploration and focused ergonomic assessment only for a

particular sub-system

3.1.3. Requires HTA to decide what sub-system to prototype

[86]

[123], [66]

[16]

3.2. Full System
3.2.1. Requires more resources

3.2.2. Provides ergonomic assessment for the full system

[86]

[123] [66]

4. Scale
4.1. Full Scale 4.1.1. Create full scale prototypes if the budget allow [66] [177]

4.2. Altered 4.1.2. Create increased/decreased scale prototype for user evaluation [66]

5. Iteration
5.1. Single

5.1.1. Provides a fewer number of feedback with less in-depth insight

5.1.2. Requires fewer resources

[172] [85]

[172] [85]

5.2. Multiple

5.2.1. Useful for refinement, gradual goal accomplishment, higher quality feedback, and

the improved end product

5.2.2. Parallel iteration useful for concept exploration

5.2.3. Quick iterations reduce design fixation

5.2.4. Cost of new information versus cost of iteration can guide the number of iterations

[172] [85] [217]

[84] [167]

[229] [55]

[215]

respectively. Similarly, Step 3a integrates “Prototyping Category” and “Proto-

typing Dimensions” to identify the needs of the prototype and how the prototype

should be build so that it can achieve the needs, respectively. The “Prototyping

Category”, “Prototyping Dimensions”, and their definitions are given in Tables

6.2 and 6.3. Step 3b is a matrix that connects “Prototyping Category” and “Pro-

totyping Dimensions” via the prototyping findings and guidelines as derived from

Table 6.1 as shows in Figure 6.2. The purpose of the matrix is to provide appro-
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Table 6.2: Step 2: Prototyping Categories

Prototyping

Category
Sub-Category Descriptions

Purpose

Refinement
Gradual improvement of the design

concept

Communication
Sharing and transferring information

and design ideas

Exploration Exploring new design ideas, concepts

Learning
Extracting new knowledge, information,

insight

Resources
High

Money and time available to build multiple

prototypes to extract required information

Low
Time and money constrained, one or two

prototype possible to extract some information

Ergonomics

Assessment

Physical

Single task: Examples reach, vision, posture

analysis, stress, etc. Multiple task: Series

of task, motion scenarios

Cognitive Multiple task: Series of task, motion scenarios

Human-Product

Interaction

High High number of task derived from HTA

Low Low number of task derived from HTA

Table 6.3: Step 2: Prototyping Dimensions

Prototyping

Dimensions
Sub-Dimensions Descriptions

Type of

Prototype

Physical It is the medium of prototype or how it is made.

It can be either physical(cardboard, wood, etc.),

computational (DHM, Sketchpad, etc.) and mixed

(VR, AR, MoCap, etc.)

Computational

Mixed

Fidelity Level
High It represents how accurately the prototype resembles

the final product in terms of form, function, aestheticsLow

Complexity

Full The amount or portion of the product to be prototyped.

For example, prototyping only the tip of the wing

instead of the whole aircraft

Sub

Scale

Increased
It is the size of the prototype in terms of form and

function to be prototyped
Same

Decreased

Number of Iterations
Single

It is about the number of the prototype to be created.
Multiple

priate guidelines that can be help designers to choose the correct “Prototyping

Dimensions” for the “Prototyping Categories”. Step 3c represents the “House of

Prototyping Guidelines (HOPG)”, which is the final step of the theoretical con-

struct. HOPG connects Step 3a and Step 3b within a single platform that can
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Figure 6.2: The Matrix of Prototyping Categories and Dimensions

be used to rate the “Prototyping Categories” and “Prototyping Dimensions”, and

select the final “Prototyping Dimensions”. Figure 6.4(a) shows the HOPG, which

can be used by designers to rate the “Prototyping Categories” based on the given

“Prototyping Problem Statement”. Next, based on the guidelines provided in the

“Matrix”, designers can rate the “Prototyping Dimensions”. The value of the

“Prototyping Dimensions” is calculated using the following equation. Designers

can select the “Prototyping Dimensions”, which has the highest sum.
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Sum = Weight×Rate (6.1)

Weight = prototyping categories

Rate = prototyping dimensions

Step 4 brings the practical “know-how” guidelines into the prototyping frame-

work. The motivation for providing “know-how” guidelines in the framework comes

from the lack of standard and consistent prototyping practices. Christie et al.

(2012), Deininger et al. (2017), and Menold et al. (2017) reported in their studies

that design students and novice designers have inaccurate, incomplete, and varied

perceptions of prototyping activities [66, 74, 166]. Thus, it is one of the many rea-

sons why there is a significant difference in the quality of the prototypes among

designers who use the same prototyping tools. Hence, a framework that only pro-

vides theoretical guidelines is insufficient to warrant a consistent and high-quality

prototyping activity. Fabrication guidelines, in the form of prototyping “know-

how”, should be integrated with the theoretical guidelines to develop a systematic

and holistic framework.

The practical guidelines of prototyping activities are integrated into the frame-

work via “Prototyping Toolbox”, which is a glossary of tools that are often used

in hands-on prototyping activities and organized based on three axes, as shown in

Figure 6.3: (1) Human-Product Interaction, (2) Fidelity Level, and (3) Types of

Prototypes. These axes are leveraged from the works of Stowe (2008) and Duffy
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Figure 6.3: The Prototyping Toolbox

Figure 6.4: The Prototyping Framework
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(2007) [88, 212] and help us to represent prototyping activities collectively. The

“Human-Product Interaction and Fidelity Level” are considered to be continuum

since human-product interaction and fidelity can be any level; however, “Types of

Prototypes” is considered discrete and of three types. To use this toolbox, first, the

designer needs to organize and fill up the box with the resources (tools and tech-

nologies) that are available. In Step 3, the “Human-Product Interaction, Fidelity

Level, and Types of Prototypes” are calculated using HOPG. Using the values of

“Human-Product Interaction, Fidelity Level, and Types of Prototypes”, as iden-

tified in Step 3, designers can navigate the toolbox and identify the appropriate

tools and technologies that can be used to create the prototype.

In Step 5, the core results from the previous steps are combined, and the final

framework is presented using MS Excel User-Form to provide a graphical interface

where the HOPG, the Matrix of Prototyping Categories and Dimensions, and the

Toolbox are integrated. Figure 6.4 shows a snippet of the prototyping framework.

The designer starts by understanding the given prototyping problem and by se-

lecting the “Prototyping Categories”. As the “Prototyping Categories” button is

clicked, a new pop-up window emerges (Figure 6.4(b)) where the designer can se-

lect the appropriate categories. To aid the designer, definitions of the terms and

appropriate guidelines related to the “Prototyping Categories” are integrated into

the form of “Tips”, and the pop-up window shows appropriate tips. Next, the

designer clicks the “Prototyping Dimensions” button and a new pop-up window

emerges (Figure 6.4c). As the designer goes through the “Prototyping Categories

and Prototyping Dimensions”, the HOPG gets populated, and the values are cal-
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culated using Equation 1 as shown (Figure 6.4(a)). Finally, the designer can see

the prototyping strategy by clicking the “Show Tools” button, which pulls up a

new window showing the identified prototyping dimensions and the relevant tools

needed to build the prototype.

6.5 Prototyping Activity Cost-Benefit Analysis

Prototyping can become a sunk cost if it is not performed efficiently [37,66,70,231].

Often there are multiple ways to build a prototype to obtain information or satisfy

design objectives. The existing prototyping frameworks offer various strategies to

build prototypes, and not all of them are of equal value. Hence, it is important to

identify prototyping strategies that are efficient and holds the most value before any

significant investments are made. In this study, the value of prototyping activity is

based on Camburn et al.’s (2017) and Tiong (2019) et al.’s work, where the value

of prototyping activity is defined as the information gained from the prototype

with respect to resources spent to build it [55,218].

In this study, the value of a prototype is considered to be a function of the

information obtained from the prototyping activity and the resources spent to

achieve it. The information gained from a prototype is defined as the product of the

amount of information and the accuracy or fidelity of the information. The fidelity

of the information is quantified by comparing the accuracy of the information from

the prototype to the accuracy of the information obtained from the final product or

the ideal product [152]. Therefore, the value of the fidelity should range between
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Figure 6.5: Prototyping Strategy for the Ergonomic Analysis and Design of a
Cockpit

0 to 1. The concept of resources spend or the cost of prototyping is leveraged

from the Engineering Design book by Pahl and Beitz [178]. The total cost of

prototyping can be divided into material cost, product cost, and administrative

cost. Each of these three costs is further broken down into direct and indirect cost,

but it is not shown here in detail due to space limitations. So, with the above-

mentioned concept of “Information Gained” and “Cost”, the value of prototyping

can be formulated as follows:
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V ∝ f(I, C) (6.2)

I = In × F (6.3)

C = CM + CP + CA (6.4)

V =
I

C
(6.5)

V =
In × F

CM + CP + CA

V = V alue, I = Information, C = Cost

In = Amount of Information, F = Fidelity of Information

CM = Material, CP = Production, CA = Administrative Cost

6.6 Case Study

In this section, a prototyping problem adapted from our previous prototyping re-

search work (ergonomic analysis and design for the occupant packaging of a cock-

pit) [19] is used as a case study to demonstrate the usability and efficacy of the

framework. The study starts with the prototyping problem statements, and then

a walk-through is provided, followed by a cost-benefit analysis. The goal of the

case study is to show how the framework can be used in the concept design phase.

Due to space limitations, only a snippet of the prototyping work is provided in
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this paper to illustrate how the prototyping framework functions. The following

paragraph illustrates the high-level prototyping problem statement:

You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy to redesign a civilian cockpit

to improve the pilot’s reaching and vision performance during landing an aircraft.

During an aircraft landing, the pilot visually confirms the taxiway through the wind-

shield and reaches flap switches and landing gear switches in the instrument panel.

You can adjust the orientation of the instrument panel and pilot seat to enhance

vision and reach performance. You are given low resources.

The problem statement provides important clues on what is expected out of the

prototype. Once the designer launches the MS Excel User-Form, each phase of the

prototyping framework offers different guidelines and prototyping best practices,

and additional information can be accessed through the “Tips” box. These tips can

guide the designer which “Prototyping Categories and Prototyping Dimensions” to

select and ultimately derive the prototyping strategy to build. Thus, the designer

can select and deselect different categories on the MS Excel User-Form based on

the prototyping problem statement.

The second step is to identify the appropriate “Prototyping Categories” for

the prototyping problem and “Tips”. The first “Prototyping Category” is “Pur-

pose” as shown in Figure 6.4(a). The “Tips” corresponding to “Purpose” show

that “Exploration and Learning” both are appropriate to create a new design and

gain new knowledge. Hence, “Exploration” is selected. Next “Prototyping Cat-
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egory” is “Resources”, and it is given in the prototyping problem statement the

low resources are provided. Thus, “Low” option is chosen. Next, the designer

selects the appropriate “Ergonomic Assessment” based on the problem statement.

In the above example, the pilot is working on a physical task such as reaching and

visualizing; therefore, “Physical” option is chosen. Also, “Multiple Task” options

is selected since the pilot is working on a landing task that requires multiple task

execution, including looking at the taxi, reaching flaps, and landing gears. Finally,

within the “Human Product Interaction” area, “High” option is chosen because the

pilot is interacting with multiple objects, and there are multiple design variables

such as the orientation of the instrument panel and seat distance. After selecting

all the appropriate “Prototyping Categories”, the designer should “Save” and close

the window. The “Weight” column is now automatically generated, reflecting the

designer’s choices, as shown in Figure 6.5.

In the third step, the designer identifies the appropriate “Prototyping Dimen-

sions” based on the previously identified “Prototyping Categories” and the em-

bedded prototyping best practices given in the “Tips”. The first “Prototyping

Dimension” is “Type of Prototype”, and based on the “Purpose, Resources and Er-

gonomics Assessment” and the the “Tips”, “Computational Prototype” is selected.

It is because “Computational Prototype” can be used to explore the design; in gen-

eral, it needs lower resources than the mixed and physical prototype. Additionally,

according to the provided guidelines, the ergonomic assessment of reach and vision

can be done using the computational prototype. However, based on “Human-

Product Interaction”, “Physical Prototype” is preferred because the “Tips” indi-
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cates high “Physical Prototype” is more suitable for prototyping “Human-Product

Interaction”. The second “Prototyping Dimension” is “Level of Fidelity” and the

general “Tips” for fidelity is to use low-level fidelity if the “Purpose” is to quick

concept ideation and exploration. For “Resource” category, the “Tips” is that

high-level fidelity is more resource-intensive than low-level fidelity. So, “Low Level

Fidelity” is selected for “Purpose and Resource”. However, for “Ergonomic As-

sessment and Human-Product Interaction”, “High Level Fidelity” is selected. The

“Tips” here is to use a high-level of fidelity since there is a series of tasks (reach

and vision) and multiple human-product interactions (reaching flaps, landing gear,

multiple design variables). For “Level of Complexity” category, “Sub Level” is se-

lected as the “Tips” are to choose “Sub” over “Full” if only a partial prototype

is sufficient to test the “Purpose”, the “Resource” is low, and only if part of the

product is tested. Similarly, for “Scale” category, “Same” is selected because in

human-centered product design practices using the same scale is coded into the MS

Excel User-Form by the ideal practice when “Resource” is low. Finally, for “Num-

ber of Iteration” category, “Multiple Sequential” is chosen because the “Tips” for

this selection suggest that it can help to explore the design space and improve

ergonomics assessment when it comes to “Purpose and Ergonomic Assessment”.

However, “Single” iterations is chosen with respect to “Resource” since multiple

iteration is resource-intensive. Once all the “Prototyping Dimensions” are selected,

then the designer can “Save” the MS Excel User-Form, and the HOPG gets pop-

ulated automatically. Finally, the designer can check the “Result” and “Tools”

to see the suggested prototyping strategy. Figure 6.5 shows the populated HOPG
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and the prototyping strategy to build the prototype.

Figure 6.5 shows several tools within a computational prototyping toolbox (Fig.

6.3) such as “Rough Computer-Aided Design (CAD) model, Digital Human Mod-

eling (DHM) simulation, and Surrogate modeling” and “Rough CAD and DHM”

in decreasing order of fidelity. Each of these prototyping tools has various ranges

of capacity to do the required prototyping. A designer can perform a cost-benefit

analysis to calculate which prototyping tool holds the maximum value. For illus-

tration purposes, an estimated cost-benefit analysis between the “Rough CAD,

DHM, and Surrogate modeling” and “Rough CAD and DHM” is presented here.

For example, within the “Rough CAD and DHM” option, software packages such

as SolidWorks for CAD modeling and Jack Siemens for DHM simulation are re-

quired. Within the “Rough CAD, DHM, and Surrogate modeling” option, one

may require MATLAB software package for Surrogate Modeling, in addition to

the SolidWorks and Jack Siemens. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume two

scenarios: (1) the cost of computational resources and hourly designer salaries are

the same except that “Rough CAD, DHM, and Surrogate modeling” is more time

consuming than “Rough CAD and DHM”, and (2) the amount of information re-

trieved from these two prototypes is the same, but the fidelity of the information

is different. For example, say that “Rough CAD, DHM, and Surrogate modeling”

option is associated with 0.9 fidelity level and 4 hours of design work and “Rough

CAD and DHM” has 0.5 fidelity and 3 hours, both with a designer hourly salary

rate of $15/hr. The cost-benefit analysis is as follows:
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For “Rough CAD, DHM and Surrogate modeling”:

V =
In × F
C

=
In × 0.9

15× 4
= 0.015In

For “Rough CAD and DHM”:

V =
In × F
C

=
In × 0.5

15× 3
= 0.011In

This quick-and-dirty cost-benefit analysis shows that even though the “Rough

CAD, DHM and Surrogate modeling” is costlier than “Rough CAD and DHM”

but it has more value.

Table 6.4: Intervention Group Likert Scale Data

Questions
Strongly

Agree
Agree Undecided Disagree

Strongly

Disagree

1. I have heard about prototyping/created

prototype before and knowledgeable about it
3 5 0 0 1

2. I have known ergonomics/human factors/

human centered design concept before
3 5 1 0 0

3. I understood the given prototyping problem 3 6 0 0 0

4. I understood the MS Excel User-Form and was able to use

it correctly
1 7 1 0 0

5. The MS Excel User-Form helped in taking prototyping

decisions
1 8 0 0 0

6. The MS Excel User-Form helped me to consider some

factors which I might not have thought independently
4 4 1 0 0

7. The MS Excel User-Form helped me to built a better prototype than

I would have independently
5 3 1 0 0

8. An inexperienced designer might do better prototyping

using the framework instead of only relying on intuition
5 3 1 0 0

6.7 Validation of the Conceptual Prototyping Framework

The conceptual Prototyping Framework is validated by comparing the prototyping

strategies developed between the Intervention group and Control group. Eighteen
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Figure 6.6: Intervention Group Likert Scale

Figure 6.7: Control group Likert Scale

participants participated in the experiment, and they were randomly divided either

into the Intervention or Control group. Both groups are given the same twelve

prototyping problems, and their Prototyping Score is measured using equation 5.2
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Table 6.5: Control group Likert Scale Data

Questions
Strongly

Agree
Agree Undecided Disagree

Strongly

Disagree

1. I have heard about prototyping/ created prototype

before and knowledgeable about it
5 2 1 0 0

2. I have known ergonomics/human factor/ human

centered design concept before
3 3 0 1 0

3. I understood the given prototyping problem 2 4 2 0 0

4. I have considered about the “purpose of the prototype”

while developing the prototype
4 4 0 0 0

5. I have considered about the “resource availability”

while developing the prototype
6 1 1 0 0

6. I have considered about the “type of ergonomic assessment”

while developing the prototype
2 4 2 0 0

7. I have considered about the “human-product interaction”

while developing the prototype
3 4 0 1 0

8. I have considered about the “type of prototype (physical,

computational or mixed)” while developing the prototype
2 5 1 0 0

9. I have considered about the “level of fidelity” while

developing the prototype
4 4 0 0 0

10. I have considered about the “scaling (big, same or small size)”

while developing the prototype
1 4 2 2 0

11. I have considered about the “complexity (create in full or partly)”

while developing the prototype
4 3 0 2 0

12. I have considered about the “number of iterations”

while developing the prototype
0 3 4 1 0

13. I have considered all the prototyping factors stated in

questions 4 to 12 while developing the prototype
0 4 3 1 0

14. If I have known or considered all the prototyping factors

then I might have developed a better prototype
3 4 1 0 0

15. If I have used the MS Excel User-Form then I might have created

a better prototype
3 3 2 0 0

as shown in Section 5.6. The Prototyping Score is statistically analyzed using

independent samples t-test to identify whether there is a significant difference in

the Prototyping Score of the two groups. The details of the statistical test and

analysis are given in Chapter 5. In addition to measuring the Prototyping Score,

their prototyping experience is captured through a five-point Likert Scale test and

via screen recording. In this chapter, the analysis of the prototyping experience of

the participants from both groups is focused on. Both groups were given various
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questions related to their prototyping activity to capture their experience and

attitude through the Likert Scale. The Likert Scale questionnaire and its result

are shown in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. The prototyping experience is also captured

by recording the screen while the participants took the test. The screen recording

shows how the Intervention groups followed the given Tutorials, examples and how

well the participants got acquainted with the MS Excel User-Form and the number

of times they read the Tips. Reading the given Instructions, going through the

Tutorial, examples, and Tips are considered as the Preparation Time before taking

the prototyping experiments. The Preparation Time and Number of Tips Read

are measured from the screen recording video and tabulated against Prototyping

Score in Tables 6.9 and 6.10.

6.8 Results and Discussion

A novel prototyping framework is proposed in this paper to addresses the re-

search gap of integrating HFE into the prototyping activity. Another significant

contribution is the inclusion of the technology toolbox, which complements the

theoretical prototyping best-practices so that designers have guidelines from the

fabrication (including modeling and simulation) point of view. Combining the the-

oretical guidelines and practical toolbox can help designers build a prototype based

on proven best practices rather than just relying on self-creativity. A systematic

and holistic framework, where both the theory and practice of prototyping are

integrated, can further help to reduce the reliance on self-creativity or design bias.
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Additionally, a cost-benefit analysis is added to this conceptual prototyping frame-

work. To narrow down the potential best prototyping strategy, the cost-benefit

analysis can be used to calculate the “Value” of the prototype, which is essentially

a function of information gained over the expense of the resources used.

A case study adapted from previously published prototyping work is used to

demonstrate the usability and effectiveness of the prototyping framework [19]. The

prototyping framework is used to generate strategies for ergonomic analysis of a

concept cockpit from an occupant packaging perspective. Figure 6.5 shows the tab-

ulated HOPG in MS Excel User-Form and the recommended prototyping strate-

gies. The “Weight” column shows the value of the “Prototyping Categories” as

selected by the designer based on the problem statements and the “Tips”. A

value of 1 indicates that it has been selected, and 0 is otherwise. The “Sum” row

shows the final calculated value for each “Prototyping Dimensions”. The “Pro-

totyping Dimensions” with the highest value are deemed to be the most feasible

one. A summary of the prototyping strategy reflecting the most viable “Prototyp-

ing Dimensions” and the corresponding tools to build the prototype is shown in

the message box. The recommended theoretical prototyping strategy, “Prototyp-

ing Dimensions”, are computational prototype, low-level fidelity, sub-complexity,

same scale, and multiple sequential iterations. The tools and technologies needed

to build the prototype for the identified theoretical strategy are “Rough CAD,

DHM, and Surrogate Modeling”, “Rough CAD and DHM”, “Rough CAD”, etc.

A list of tools in the order of decreasing fidelity is provided because, more often

than not, there are multiple ways to prototype a product. Providing a list of tools
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and guidelines ensures that all viable strategies are explored. The designer can

narrow down the tools by doing a comparative cost-benefit analysis to find out

which prototyping tools hold the most value. A resource-intensive prototype may

have a higher value than a less resource-intensive one or vice versa. In this case

study, the surrogate modeling approach provides more value (0.015In) than that

of the only CAD and DHM (0.011In).

The independent sample t-test showed that the Prototyping Score of the Inter-

vention group is significantly higher than that of the Control group. More about

the analysis of the t-test is given in Section 5.9. In addition to the statistical vali-

dation of the conceptual prototyping framework, the prototyping experience of the

participants is captured to understand their prototyping activity. The first four

questions given to the Intervention group in Table 6.4 are designed to understand

how knowledgeable the participants are about prototyping, ergonomics, given pro-

totyping problem, and the MS User Excel Form. The following four questions

are designed to comprehend the precipitant’s experience regarding the conceptual

prototyping framework. Figure 6.6 shows that a hundred percent of participants

either strongly agree or just agree to question five, i.e., the conceptual prototyping

framework helped them to create prototyping strategies. Similarly, it also shows

that the majority of the participants either strongly agree or just agree that the

conceptual prototyping framework helped them to build a better prototype than

they would have independently, and they agree that the conceptual prototyping

framework is useful for designers who are familiar with prototyping and human-

centered design.
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Similarly, the Control group’s experience is captured using the questionnaire

as shown in Table 6.5. The Control group are given different sets of the question

compared to Intervention group because the Control group did not get the MS

User-Form. The first three questions deal with their understanding of prototyping

and human factors. It can be seen that the majority of the participants from both

the group are aware of the prototyping and human-factors. Next, the Control

group is asked whether they are aware of the prototyping factors such as purpose,

resource, type of ergonomic assessment, level of fidelity, etc. as can be seen from

questions four to twelve. Figure 6.7 shows that the majority of the participants

from the Control group are aware of these prototyping factors and human factors.

However, even though the Control group is familiar with these factors, which are

the building block of the conceptual prototyping framework, the Control group’s

prototyping score is significantly lower than that of the Intervention group. The

contradiction of knowing the prototyping factors and human factors and scoring

a low prototyping score, i.e., developing inadequate prototyping strategy by the

Control group can be reconciled if it is assumed that the Control group lacked

a deep understanding of the factors. The Control group was simply aware or

had a superficial understanding of the prototyping factors and the human factors.

The Intervention group not only got to know about these factors through the

conceptual prototyping framework but they also got to know about the guidelines

and best practices regarding these factors. These guidelines and best practices in

the form of “Tips” helped the Intervention group to gain a deep understanding

regarding these factors. Additionally, the MS Excel User-Form is streamlined
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such that it adapts based on the participant’s input and narrows down possible

prototyping strategies by filtering out or opting out that prototyping factor and

human factors which are not suitable for that particular prototyping problem. The

prototyping factors, human factors guidelines, best practices, and streamlined MS

User Excel set the Intervention group apart from the Control group and thus giving

the Intervention group an advantage in developing better prototyping strategies.

Further, the Control group was given a chance to use the MS Excel form after they

finished developing the twelve prototyping strategies. As question fifteen shows

the majority of the Control group agrees that they might have developed better

prototyping strategies if they were given the conceptual prototyping framework,

i.e., the MS Excel User-Form earlier.

Table 6.6: Intervention Group Average Prototyping Score Per Question

Questions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Average prototyping

Score
3.889 2.222 3.778 3.333 3.333 3.444 3.222 3.444 3.222 3.556 3.333 3.889

Table 6.7: Control group Average Prototyping Score Per Question

Questions 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Average prototyping

Score
2.556 2.333 2.667 1.556 3.444 3.444 2.222 2.333 3.444 2.444 3.111 3.778

Some interesting observations are seen by comparing the average prototyping

score per question between the Intervention group and Control group as shown

in Tables 6.6 and 6.7 and Figures 6.8 and 6.9. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 show that

the average prototyping score of the Intervention group is consistent, whereas the

average prototyping score of the Control group varies wildly. Table 6.8 shows that
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Figure 6.8: Intervention Group Average Prototyping Score Per Question

Figure 6.9: Control group Average Prototyping Score Per Question

the standard deviation and as well as the range of the prototyping score of the

Control group is much higher (around three times) than that of the Intervention
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Table 6.8: Comparison of Average Prototyping Score Per Question Between Two
Groups

Standard

Deviation

Minimum

Value

Maximum

Value
Range

Intervention Group Per Question

Average Prototyping Score
0.251 3.222 3.889 0.667

Control group Per Question

Average Prototyping Score
0.708 1.556 3.778 2.222

group. This observation can be attributed that the Intervention group had the

conceptual prototyping framework and the streamlined MS Excel User-Form which

guided and assisted them to develop the correct prototyping framework. However,

the Control group participants were not guided. Hence, they randomly created

prototyping strategies based on their intuition and thus the quality and correctness

of the prototyping strategies varied a lot.

Table 6.9: Preparation time versus Prototyping Score of Intervention Group Par-
ticipants

Participants 1 2 3 4 5 6

Preparation Time (minutes) 13 2 31 18 68 25

Average Prototyping Score Per Participants 3.33 3.33 3.67 2.90 3.90 3.83

Pearson Correlation, r 0.66

Table 6.10: Total Tips Read versus Prototyping Score of Intervention Group Par-
ticipants

Participants 1 2 3 4 5 6

Number of Tips Read 8 35 25 10 33 35

Average Prototyping Score Per Participants 3.33 3.33 3.67 2.90 3.90 3.83

Pearson Correlation, r 0.71
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Figure 6.10: Preparation Time versus Prototyping Score

Figure 6.11: Total Tips Read versus Prototyping Score

Another expected observation regarding the Preparation Time and the Number

of Tips Read by the Intervention group versus the corresponding prototyping score

is made as shown in Tables 6.9 and 6.10 and Figures 6.10 and 6.11, respectively. It
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is expected that the participants who spent more time familiarizing the tutorials,

examples, Tips, MS Excel User-Form will perform better than those who do not.

A positive Pearson correlation of 0.66 and 0.71 is found for Preparation Time

versus prototyping score and the Number of Tips Read versus prototyping score,

respectively.

The prototyping framework presented in this study can help designers in provid-

ing theoretical and fabrication guidelines to develop prototypes for human-centered

products. The statistical analysis in Chapter 5 and the prototyping experience

analysis done in this chapter suggest that the conceptual prototyping framework

guides and assists designers in developing better prototyping strategies than those

designers who rely on their intuition. The overall idea is to assist designers who

are not well-versed in the human factor and ergonomics. Though every effort has

been made to make the prototyping framework as comprehensive as possible, due

to the inherent complexity of prototyping, a designer should use the prototyping

framework only for assistance and not for the lead. The prototyping framework

will output better results if it is coupled with the designer’s expertise and judg-

ment. It is developed to guide and direct the prototyping activities in the right

direction before the hands-on prototyping activity starts.

6.9 Limitations and Future Work

The proposed prototyping framework has several limitations. The limitations of

the Pre-Prototyping framework are mentioned in Chapter 5. In this section, the
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limitation of the cost-benefit analysis and the Pre-Prototyping framework valida-

tion experiment is discussed. In the cost-benefit analysis, the value of the prototype

is defined as proportional to the information over cost. The information is quan-

tified as a product of the amount of information and its fidelity. It is difficult to

quantify the amount of information extracted from prototypes and it is also diffi-

cult to equate the information obtained from different prototypes. For example, in

a cost-benefit analysis between Prototype 1 and 2, “X” and “Y” amount of infor-

mation is gained from prototype 1 and 2 respectively. it is difficult to say whether

“X” is equal to “Y” or half of “Y”, etc. The quantification becomes subjective and

depends on the designer’s expertise and experience. Similarly, the fidelity of the

information is difficult to measure too. To measure the fidelity of the prototype,

the information obtained from the prototype needs to be compared to the infor-

mation from the actual product or a very good model/prototype. For example,

to measure the fidelity of a computational model, it needs to be compared to the

actual physical model. Hence, quantifying the fidelity becomes resource-intensive.

The Pre-Prototyping experiment had a limited number of participants. Though

the statistical test and prototyping experiences observed between the Intervention

and Control are significantly different, a larger number of participants would have

improved the scope of inference. Further study on cost-benefit analysis on how

to quantify the information and fidelity of the prototype would be an interesting

avenue of future research. Additionally, future studies with a larger number of

participants would improve the scope of inference of the statistical test and would

also reveal more prototyping experiences from the participants.
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Chapter 7: Conclusion

7.1 Research Contribution

This dissertation’s overall research goal and contribution is the development of a

Pre-Prototyping framework for human-centered products. The primary reason for

developing the Pre-Prototyping framework is the lack of systematic methodolo-

gies and guidelines in the literature that focuses specifically on human-centered

products. The research work presented in this dissertation fills up this gap by

developing a framework that integrates the prototyping guidelines and best prac-

tices with the HFE principles. The framework provides prototyping strategies,

including theoretical and fabrication guidelines for designers who want to design

human-centered products by integrating human factors and ergonomics. The Pre-

Prototyping framework can be used during the early stages of the design process

to assist designers in making decisions regarding prototyping strategies that can

help save valuable product development resources and ultimately aid in developing

quality products.

During the literature survey, it is found that there is not a sufficient amount

of prototyping findings, prototyping best practices, and human-factors guidelines

related to human-centered products exists that enable designers to develop a pro-

totyping framework. Hence, some research avenues such as human-product inter-
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action level and prototyping findings related to various PSFs are explored to gain

and create knowledge. These research avenues directly contributed to developing

the Pre-Prototyping framework.

Several research questions and hypotheses are formulated in this dissertation,

which helped explore the research avenues and develop the Pre-Prototyping frame-

work. The following is a brief description of how each research question and hy-

pothesis were answered and validated.

• SRQ 1. What type of prototype (computational or mixed) should be used

to capture the effect of Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs) (fire and smoke)

on human performance (posture and vision)?

– SRH 1. Mixed prototype is better in capturing human performance

than that of computational prototype due to PSFs.

This hypothesis is validated in Chapter 2 by comparing the mixed prototyping

and computational prototyping approach to simulate a pilot’s performance during

an emergency. It is presented in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 that computational prototype

(CAD and DHM) is insufficient to simulate the pilot’s vision and posture analysis

during a fire and smoke emergency in the cockpit. In contrast, the mixed prototype

(VR, MoCAP, Human Subject) can be used to simulate to assess ergonomics during

emergencies.

• SRQ 2. How can we use digital human modeling (DHM) tools to create a

surrogate model and explore the design space for human-centered products?
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– SRH 2. The proposed computational prototype using CAD, DHM, and

surrogate modeling explores a larger design space than computational

prototypes which uses only CAD and DHM.

This hypothesis is addressed in Chapter 3 by developing a design process (Fig-

ure 3.2) that can integrate human factors and as well as explore a large design

space. The proposed design process uses HTA to decide which tasks to be used

during the simulation setup. Then CAD and DHM are used to create and simu-

late the workplace and human interaction. The surrogate modeling technique is

used to mathematically model the “what-if” human-product interaction, and the

optimization technique is used to explore the design space.

• SRQ 3. How does the human-product interaction level, prototyping fidelity

level, and type of ergonomics analysis affect the prototyping strategies of

human-centered products?

– SRH 3. Higher human-product interaction products should be proto-

typed using higher fidelity prototypes.

This hypothesis is addressed in Chapter 4 by exploring different levels of human-

product interaction and the types of ergonomics assessment using three prototypes

with low-, mid-, and high-level of fidelity. This study is about understanding the

relation among human-product interactions, the fidelity level of prototypes, and

ergonomics analysis of the task and how they can be taken into account during

developing prototyping strategies. It is found that low-level human-product in-

teraction can be prototyped using both low- and high-fidelity level prototypes.
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However, high-level human-product interaction can only be prototyped using a

high fidelity level prototype.

• PRQ 1. What prototyping findings (best practices) and guidelines should be

used for prototyping human-centered product?

– PRH 1. Designers who use the proposed theoretical prototyping guide-

lines will conceptualize better prototypes than those designers who do

not.

This hypothesis is addressed in Chapters 5 and 6 by identifying the necessary

theories required to build a prototype. The prototyping theory consists of the

critical prototyping factors and guidelines related to the human-centered prod-

uct design. Table 2 in Appendix A, Figures 1 in Appendix B, 5.2, 5.3 and 5.4

presents the required prototyping factors and corresponding guidelines for proto-

typing human-centered products. These prototyping factors are extracted from

the prototyping and human-factors literature. The prototyping factors are divided

into Prototyping Categories and Prototyping Dimensions. Prototyping Categories

are used to identify the purpose and requirement that the prototype should ful-

fill. Furthermore, the Prototyping Dimensions is used to identify the specification

or configuration of the prototype that can fulfill the requirement. The valida-

tion study showed that the Intervention group who used the proposed prototyping

guidelines developed better prototyping strategies than that of the Control group.

• PRQ 2. What prototyping tools and technologies should be used to create

for prototyping human-centered product?
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– PRH 2. Designers who use the proposed prototyping toolbox will

conceptualize better prototypes than those designers who do not.

This hypothesis is addressed in Chapters 5 and 6. In this hypothesis, prototyping

fabrication guidelines are captured. Hypothesis 5 is the counterpart of Hypothesis

4, as Hypothesis 4 presents the theoretical part, whereas Hypothesis 5 presents

the practical part, i.e., fabrication guidelines. Figure 5.6 presents the Prototyping

Toolbox. The toolbox has three axes: Human-Product Interaction Level, Level

of Fidelity of prototypes, and Types of Prototyping. These three axes are used

to organize the tools. The prototyping theories, i.e., prototyping factors from

Hypothesis 4, are used as a guide to navigating the Prototyping Toolbox. The

validation study showed that the Intervention group who used the proposed pro-

totyping toolbox developed better prototyping strategies than that of the Control

group.

• PRQ 3. What is the methodology to develop the Pre-Prototyping framework

for HCD based products?

– PRH 3. Designers who use the proposed prototyping framework will

conceptualize better prototypes than those designers who do not.

The last hypothesis is also covered in Chapters 5 and 6. In this hypothesis, a Pre-

Prototyping framework is developed by combining the outcomes from Hypothe-

ses 4 and 5, i.e., prototyping theories (factors and guidelines) and the practicals

(Prototyping Toolbox). The Pre-Prototyping framework is based on MS Excel
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User-Form. The User-Form helps to streamline the prototyping theories and pro-

totyping practicals so that a designer can systematically use the Pre-Prototyping

framework. The framework presents guidelines (theoretical and practical) relevant

to the prototyping problem at hand so that the designer can make better prototyp-

ing strategies and decisions related to human-centered products. The validation

study showed that the Intervention group that used the proposed Pre-Prototyping

framework developed better prototyping strategies than the Control group.

Here is a list of the journal (J) and conference (C) publications related to the

six hypotheses.

• SRH 1

– J1. Ahmed, S., & Onan Demirel, H. (2020). A Framework to Assess Hu-

man Performance in Normal and Emergency Situations. ASCE-ASME

J Risk and Uncert in Engrg Sys Part B Mech Engrg, 6(1).

https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4044791

– C1. Ahmed, S., Zhang, J., & Demirel, O. (2018, July). Assessment of

types of prototyping in human-centered product design. In International

Conference on Digital Human Modeling and Applications in Health,

Safety, Ergonomics and Risk Management (pp. 3-18). Springer, Cham.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-91397-1 1

• SRH 2

– J2. Ahmed, S., Irshad, L., Gawand, M. S., & Demirel, H. O. (2021).

https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4044791
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-91397-1_1
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Integrating human factors early in the design process using digital hu-

man modelling and surrogate modelling. Journal of Engineering Design,

32(4), 165-186.

https://doi.org/10.1080/09544828.2020.1869704

– C2. Ahmed, S., Gawand, M. S., Irshad, L., & Demirel, H. O. (2018,

August). Exploring the design space using a surrogate model approach

with digital human modeling simulations. In International Design Engi-

neering Technical Conferences and Computers and Information in Engi-

neering Conference (Vol. 51739, p. V01BT02A011). American Society

of Mechanical Engineers

https://doi.org/10.1115/DETC2018-86323

• SRH 3

– J3. Ahmed, S., Irshad, L., & Demirel, H. O. (2021). Prototyping

Human-Centered Products in the Age of Industry 4.0. Journal of Me-

chanical Design, 143(7), 071102.

https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4050736

– C3. Ahmed, S., Irshad, L., & Demirel, H. O. (2019, August). Com-

putational Prototyping Methods to Design Human Centered Products

of High and Low Level Human Interactions. In International Design

Engineering Technical Conferences and Computers and Information in

Engineering Conference (Vol. 59278, p. V007T06A047). American So-

ciety of Mechanical Engineers.

https://doi.org/10.1080/09544828.2020.1869704
https://doi.org/10.1115/DETC2018-86323
https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4050736
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https://doi.org/10.1115/DETC2019-98450

– C4. Ahmed, S., Irshad, L., Demirel, H. O., & Tumer, I. Y. (2019, July).

A comparison between virtual reality and digital human modeling for

proactive ergonomic design. In International Conference on Human-

Computer Interaction (pp. 3-21). Springer, Cham.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-22216-1 1

• PRH 1, PRH 2 and PRH 3

– C5. Ahmed, S., & Demirel, H. O. (2020, July). House of Proto-

typing Guidelines: A Framework to Develop Theoretical Prototyping

Strategies for Human-Centered Design. In International Conference on

Human-Computer Interaction (pp. 21-38). Springer, Cham.

https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-49713-2 2

– C6. Ahmed, S., & Demirel, H. O. (2020, August). A Pre-Prototyping

framework to Explore Human-Centered Prototyping Strategies During

Early Design. In ASME 2020 International Design Engineering Tech-

nical Conferences and Computers and Information in Engineering Con-

ference. American Society of Mechanical Engineers Digital Collection.

https://doi.org/10.1115/DETC2020-22700

– C7. Ahmed, S., & Demirel, H. O. (2020, November). A Conceptual

Prototyping Framework for Integrating Human Factors Early in Prod-

uct Design. In ASME International Mechanical Engineering Congress

and Exposition (Vol. 84539, p. V006T06A023). American Society of

https://doi.org/10.1115/DETC2019-98450
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-22216-1_1
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-49713-2_2
https://doi.org/10.1115/DETC2020-22700
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Mechanical Engineers.

https://doi.org/10.1115/IMECE2020-23858

– C8. Ahmed, S., & Demirel, H. O. (2021). A Prototyping Framework

for Human-Centered Product Design: Preliminary Validation Study. In

International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction. Springer,

Cham. (Accepted)

– J4. Ahmed, S., & Demirel, H. O. (2021). A Pre-Prototyping frame-

work to Explore Human-Centered Prototyping Strategies During Early

Design. (To be submitted)

– J5. Ahmed, S., & Demirel, H. O. (2021). A Conceptual Prototyping

Framework for Integrating Human Factors Early in Product Design.

(To be submitted)

• Other Publications During Ph.D. Time

– C9. Ahmed, S., Demirel, H. O., Tumer, I. Y., & Stone, R. B. (2018).

Towards human-induced failure assessment during early design. Tools

and Methods of Competitive Engineering (TMCE 2018), Las Palmas de

Gran Canaria, Spain, May, 7-11.

– J6. Irshad, L., Ahmed, S., Demirel, H. O., & Tumer, I. Y. (2019).

Computational functional failure analysis to identify human errors dur-

ing early design stages. Journal of Computing and Information Science

in Engineering, 19(3).

https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4042697

https://doi.org/10.1115/IMECE2020-23858
https://doi.org/10.1115/1.4042697
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– J7. Demirel, H. O., Ahmed, S., & Duffy, V. G. (2021). Digital Hu-

man Modeling: A Review and Reappraisal of Origins, Present, and

Expected Future Methods for Representing Humans Computationally.

International Journal of Human-Computer Interaction. (Accepted un-

der review)

– C10. Irshad, L., Ahmed, S., Demirel, O., & Tumer, I. Y. (2018, Au-

gust). Identification of human errors during early design stage func-

tional failure analysis. In International Design Engineering Technical

Conferences and Computers and Information in Engineering Confer-

ence (Vol. 51739, p. V01BT02A007). American Society of Mechanical

Engineers.

https://doi.org/10.1115/DETC2018-8597

– C12. Irshad, L., Ahmed, S., Demirel, O., & Tumer, I. Y. (2019). Cou-

pling digital human modeling with early design stage human error anal-

ysis to assess ergonomic vulnerabilities. In AIAA Scitech 2019 Forum

(p. 2349).

https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2019-2349

– C13. & Demirel, H. O., Irshad, L., Ahmed, S.,(2021). Digital Human-

in-the-loop Methodology for Early Design Computational Human Fac-

tors. In International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction.

Springer, Cham. (Accepted)

Table 7.1 summarizes the hypothesis, research contributions and the corre-

https://doi.org/10.1115/DETC2018-8597
https://doi.org/10.2514/6.2019-2349
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sponding publications.

Table 7.1: Summary of Research Contributions and Publications

Hypothesis Section Contribution Area of Contributions Publications

Secondary Research Hypothesis (SRH) 1
2.5.2, 2.6.2

2.7

Prototyping findings related

to PSF and Type of Prototype
Prototyping, Human Factors J1 and C1

Secondary Research Hypothesis (SRH) 2 3.4, 3.5

A design technique to integrate

human factors and explore the

design space

Prototyping, Human Factors

Design Process
J2 and C2

Secondary Research Hypothesis (SRH) 3
4.4, 4.5

4.6

Prototyping findings related

to human-product interaction,

type of ergonomic assessment

and prototype fidelity level

Prototyping, Human Factors

Design Process
J3, C3 and C4

Primary Research Hypothesis (PRH) 1

5.4.2, 5.7,

5.8, 6.4

6.7

Prototyping theories, critical factors

related human-centered products

Prototyping, Human Factors

Design Process C5, C6, C7

C8, J4 and J5

Primary Research Hypothesis (PRH) 2

5.4.3, 5.7

5.8, 6.4

6.7

Prototyping fabrication guidelines

related human-centered products

Prototyping, Human Factors

Design Process

Primary Research Hypothesis (PRH) 3

5.4, 5.7

5.8, 6.4,

6.7

The Pre-Prototyping Framework to

prototype human-centered products

Prototyping, Human Factors

Design Process

7.2 Limitations

The Pre-Prototyping framework developed in this dissertation has several limita-

tions. One of the limitations is some of the prototyping theories that are inte-

grated into the framework are not specific enough. This limitation occurs due to

the scarcity of prototyping findings related to human-centered products. Though

the broadness of the prototyping theories improves the generalization of the frame-

work, it might show limitations if there is a human-centered prototyping problem

with a unique ergonomic assessment and human-product interaction level.

The prototyping toolbox presented in this work is partially filled with tools

and technologies that can be used for fabrication prototypes. However, due to the
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ever-changing tools and technologies present in the market, it is not possible to

make a comprehensive toolbox. Additionally, the type of tools to be used depends

on the expertise of the designer and the availability of resources which makes it

improbable and infeasible to create the comprehensive prototyping toolbox.

Another limitation is that the designers need to go through a learning curve to

effectively use the Pre-Prototyping framework. The designers need to get famil-

iarized with how the Pre-Prototyping framework interface works by reading tips,

tutorials, examples, etc. The learning curve is around twenty to thirty minutes,

making it less appealing to designers who want to develop prototype strategies

quickly.

7.3 Future Work

Various future endeavors can be taken to improve the work presented in this dis-

sertation. The future works are divided by their research area and presented here.

7.3.1 Prototyping Findings related to Human-Centered Products

The prototyping literature related to human-centered products by considering the

ergonomics and human factors is scarce. The literature does not provide adequate

guidelines on how to develop prototyping strategies by considering the human ele-

ment in the product or workplace. Whenever there is a human in the picture, the

Performance Shaping Factors, human-product interaction level, type of ergonomics
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assessment, safety, physical and cognitive interactions, etc., need to be taken into

account while building a prototype. There are insufficient prototyping guidelines

that can account for the above-mentioned human factors. It is because the proto-

typing findings related to these human factors are not well studied. These studies

need to be conducted to gain a deeper understanding of these prototyping find-

ings related to human-centered products. The resulting prototyping findings can

help to improve the Pre-Prototyping framework by enriching the tips, guidelines,

prototyping toolbox, etc.

7.3.2 Domain Specific Pre-Prototyping framework

As much as it is needed to generalize and broaden the scope of the Pre-Prototyping

framework, it is also equally, if not more important to develop a domain-specific

Pre-Prototyping framework. Medical devices, sports products, automobiles, air-

planes, space stations, furniture, home appliances, assembly lines, manufacturing

tools, and main other products or systems have human involvement. Though the

element “human involvement” is common in all the aforementioned products and

workplaces, however, the type and level of human-product interaction are differ-

ent and unique. Whereas a generalized version Pre-Prototyping framework might

provide some level of prototyping strategies for these products, a domain-specific

Pre-Prototyping framework is desirable and beneficial. For example, reach, vi-

sion and comfort analyses might be sufficient for occupant packaging studies in

the automobile domain; however, an assembly line that involves workers picking
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heavy loads in awkward postures need upper and lower body lifting force assess-

ments. Similarly, medical devices like surgical tools might not be heavy and do not

need significant lifting force, but they might require pinching, gripping, fine fin-

ger movement analysis. Hence, products and workplaces across different domains

have different human-product interactions and different ergonomics assessments.

Thus, the prototyping strategies are also going to be different. Hence, developing

a domain-specific Pre-Prototyping framework by integrating the domain-specific

knowledge will be beneficial.

7.3.3 Automated Pre-Prototyping framework

One interesting avenue of future research is to make the Pre-Prototyping framework

automated, i.e., eliminating the need to have a designer go step by step over the

Pre-Prototyping framework to develop prototyping strategies. It can be achieved

by making the Pre-Prototyping framework smarter by integrating artificial intelli-

gence (AI). The AI will read and comprehend the prototyping problem and then

go through the prototyping theories, best practices, and fabrication guidelines in-

tegrated into the framework to generate the required prototyping strategies. This

automated approach has the advantage of reducing time, designer cost, and biases.

However, there might be a disadvantage of not having the designer’s expertise and

experience if the process gets automated by eliminating the designer.
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7.3.4 CAD Integration

Another interesting and exciting research avenue is to integrate the Pre-Prototyping

framework in the design process. Currently, the Pre-Prototyping framework is a

standalone platform, i.e., designers generate concepts in another platform and then

use the Pre-Prototyping framework to develop prototyping strategies on how they

test their generated concepts. Seamless integration between the concept generation

platform and the Pre-Prototyping framework will enable the designers to generate

concepts and also develop prototyping strategies simultaneously. This seamless

integration will make the whole design process quicker and efficient.

The next level of future work would be to integrate the automation as discussed

in Section 7.3.3 with the concept generation and Pre-Prototyping framework plat-

form. This seamless integration of concept generation, Pre-Prototyping framework

with automation will allow designers to automatically and instantly verify whether

the generated concepts can be prototyped and tested. This feature will help de-

signers to decide if their concept is feasible or not and eliminate infeasible concepts.
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Appendix A: Prototyping Findings

Table 2: Step 2: Prototyping Findings

Prototyping Dimensions Prototyping Findings

1. Type of

Prototype

1.0. Physical

1.1.1.

1.1.2.

1.1.3.

1.1.4.

1.1.5.

1.1.6.

1.1.7.

1.1.8.

1.1.9.

Physical prototypes are created for the purpose of exploring design, communicating ideas, support and improvement

of creative ideas, learning new information, verifying the design criteria and for integrating and passing specification into later design activities [47,225,228]

It is an effective way to experience the shape, composition, and functionality. Three-Dimensional physical prototypes

instantly help to comprehend all shape relations [47].

A physical prototype helps in exploring design space by providing rapid visual and tactile feedback [46].

Ergonomic analysis of a product is done by creating a complete physical mock-up, assembly workspace along with the

real people in various combination to find optimum ergonomic design [28].

Physical prototyping is time-consuming to build, costly, inflexible and prone to error for data collection [40]

Each round of design modification requires creating another new physical prototype, thus adding a lot of resources

like time and finances to the development program [40]

Physical prototyping is difficult or impossible to change or add further modifications once it is made. This inflexibility

also poses a problem when new design ideas need to be prototyped after receiving new revisions and feedbacks [252].

Physical prototype is preferred to create high fidelity prototypes [93,221].

Physical prototypes are preferred to identify unanticipated phenomenon. [221]

1.2. Computational

1.2.1.

1.2.2.

1.2.3.

1.2.4.

1.2.5.

1.2.6.

1.2.7.

1.2.8.

1.2.9.

1.2.10.

1.2.11.

1.2.12.

1.2.13.

1.2.14.

1.2.15.

Computational prototypes used in the conceptual stage can help to reduce the use of physical prototyping, thus reducing time

and finances [169]

Computational prototypes have better accuracy in terms of size, dimension, shape, geometry etc. [41].

It can give a concrete demonstration of the product hence simplifying the communication between stakeholder, designers

and decision-makers [51]. It can be used for rapid interantional communication [72]

Computational prototypes can render photorealistic images and the file can be transferred in any part of the world thus

giving the advantage of global transferability [142]

Computational prototype using Digital Human Modeling (DHM) can be used to accomplish proactive ergonomics for

human-centered product design [58]

DHM can also be used for product design, reduce the need for a physical prototype, crash testing, etc. [45].

It can be used to do ergonomic analysis such as spatial accommodation, comfort, and posture prediction, clearance/interference

of body segments, biomechanical stress, visibility check, reach and grasp, task evaluation and safety, multi-person interaction etc. [89, 214]

One major limitation of DHM is the fidelity or accuracy of predicting what task can people perform safely [60]

DHM requires further development for correctly predicting work task’s real outcome, i.e. hand access, push pressure and

pull forces, leaning and balance behavior, field of vision and high-level series of task [58,143].

The cognitive DHM is not well-developed as the physical DHM [58,214].

The computational prototype has lower validity and reliability than physical prototype [147]

In Computational prototyping, there is no real user so the there is a lack of interaction between the evaluator and user

and therefore it restricts the amount of feedback information [142]

Computation prototype does not provide any haptic feedback, feel of the material, weight, etc. [142,184]

Computational Prototype helps to identify flaws and modify the design early in the design process [51]

For relatively simple design problem, unsafe, hazardous, “what-if” scenarios, computational prototypes performs better than physical prototype [61,111]

1.3. Mixed

1.3.1.

1.3.2.

1.3.3.

1.3.4.

1.3.5.

1.3.6.

Mixed Prototyping uses the interactive and immersive technologies that enable human-product interaction which open novel

venues to create prototyping strategies to add visual realism, auditory realism, tactile realism, functional realism [44,175].

It is limited for digital applications where design interfaces are based on touch screens. Thus, it would become difficult if

not impossible to represent various interfaces with only one physical prototype [36]

Mixed prototype based on virtual reality is more suitable to assess reach, visibility and use of tools compare to

mixed prototypes based on augmented reality [33]

Mixed prototypes can be used for cognitive ergonomic assessment [22,25]

Mixed Prototype is a mix between physical and computational prototype, thus retaining the advantages and disadvantages of each type [36,44].

Mixed prototypes can be used where physical prototyping is infeasible or unsafe and where computational prototyping lacks accuracy [22,25,55]

2. Fidelity

2.1.

2.2.

2.3.

2.4.

2.5.

2.6.

A high fidelity prototype reveals more usability problems than the original low fidelity prototype. The instant visual feedback and more realistic

interaction helped to get more feedback from the user, thus, revealing more problems [110].

High fidelity prototypes require high cost of resources such as time and finances [110].

Potential problems can be identified from low fidelity prototypes which are low cost and time saving to build [110,237].

Low fidelity prototypes that are rough and quick to make but model the main attributes of design are preferable to time-consuming high fidelity prototypes [46]

It is found that low fidelity prototypes might not evaluate the physical attributes such as tactile, auditory and visual feedback properly [142].

Low fidelity prototypes facilitates multiple quick iterations which gives a sense of progression, reduces design fixation and concept expression [55,104,215]

3. Complexity

3.1.

3.2.

3.3.

Prototyping only a part of the system can reduce the cost [86]

Prototyping only a subsystem provides the opportunity to create prototypes focused only on the subsystem for in-depth exploration [66,123]

Hierarchical Task Analysis can be used to determine what part of the system needs to be prototyped. [16]

4. Build Phase
4.1.

4.2.

It is recommended to use prototyping early in the design stage to identify the human requirements [32,130]

Creating a prototype early in the design process causes better technical quality [83,92].

5. Scale
5.1.

5.2.

A scaled-down prototype can help in creating full-scale infeasible prototype thus reducing the cost of resources [66,177]

Increased or decreased scale of the prototype can be used for user interface evaluation [66]

6. Number of Iterations

6.1.

6.2.

6.3.

6.4.

6.5.

Iteration assists refinement, in-depth insights and gradually accomplishing the design goals, thus improving the end product [55,66,85,172,249].

Multiple iterations can be helpful to expand and/or refine a particular feature set of a prototype [205,217]

Parallel prototyping causes better design result by creating a variety of design concepts. It also help in design exploration [84,167]

Faster iterations reduces design fixation [55,229]

Designers can decide to iterate or not based on the expected outcome and expected cost of each additional iteration [215]
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Appendix B: Summary of Prototyping Findings

Figure 1: Step 2: Summary of Prototyping Findings
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Appendix C: An Example of Physical Toolbox and Standards

Figure 2: An Example of Physical Toolbox and Standards
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Appendix D: Pre-Prototyping Problem Statements and Solutions

Figure 3: Spread of Prototyping Problem Statements

1. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy that can assess a pilot’s per-

formance of following the standard protocol during an emergency of fire and

smoke in the cockpit. The standard protocol contains a sequence of events

such as a pilot is trying to reach an oxygen mask, switch off the power supply,

and reach the fire extinguisher. You are to conceptualize prototyping strate-

gies that can evaluate the pilot’s performance of vision (field of view), reach

posture (joint angles), and mental workload during the emergency event.

You are given high resources.

Solution:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learn
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Resource: High

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical (Multiple) and Cognitive

Interaction: High

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Mixed Prototype

Fidelity Level: High Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

2. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy that can assess a pilot’s per-

formance of following the standard protocol during an emergency of fire and

smoke in the cockpit. The standard protocol contains a sequence of events

such as a pilot is trying to reach an oxygen mask, switch off the power supply,

and reach the fire extinguisher. You are to conceptualize prototyping strate-

gies that can evaluate the pilot’s performance of vision (field of view), reach

posture (joint angles), and mental workload during the emergency event.

You are given low resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: High

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical (Multiple) and Cognitive
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Interaction: High

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Mixed Prototype

Fidelity Level: Low Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

3. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy that can assess a pilot’s

performance of following only a section of the standard protocol during an

emergency of fire and smoke in the cockpit. This section of the standard

protocol contains the pilot trying to reach only the oxygen mask. You are to

conceptualize prototyping strategies that can evaluate the pilot’s reach pos-

ture (joint angles) during the emergency event. You are given high resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: High

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical (Multiple) and Cognitive

Interaction: Low

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Mixed Prototype

Fidelity Level: High Fidelity
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Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

4. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy that can assess a pilot’s

performance of following only a section of the standard protocol during an

emergency of fire and smoke in the cockpit. This section of the standard

protocol contains the pilot trying to reach only the oxygen mask. You are to

conceptualize prototyping strategies that can evaluate the pilot’s reach pos-

ture (joint angles) during the emergency event. You are given low resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: Low

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical (Multiple) and Cognitive

Interaction: Low

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Mixed Prototype

Fidelity Level: Low Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)
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Problem 1 to 4 is adapted from the following references [24,25]

5. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy that can be used to design

an instrument panel of a submarine. There are multiple switches, buttons,

levers, each having its unique shape, size, and tactile feedback. Some of them

have limited accessibility due to shield guarding them. There are various per-

formance shaping factors at play such as brightness, climate, auditory, time

sensitivity, etc. You are given high resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: High

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical (Multiple) and Cognitive

Interaction: High

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Physical Prototype

Fidelity Level: High Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

6. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy that can be used to design

an instrument panel of a submarine. There are multiple switches, buttons,
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levers, each having its unique shape, size, and tactile feedback. Some of them

have limited accessibility due to shield guarding them. There are various per-

formance shaping factors at play such as brightness, climate, auditory, time

sensitivity, etc. You are given low resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: Low

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical (Multiple) and Cognitive

Interaction: High

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Physical/Mixed Prototype

Fidelity Level: Low Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

Problem 5 to 6 adapted from reference [36]

7. You are to create a conceptual prototyping strategy that can be used to

design a kitchen sink such that the user can have adequate reaching ac-

cess/clearance to every four corners of the sink. You are given high resources.

Solutions:
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Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: High

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical

Interaction: Low

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Physical/Computational/Mixed Prototype

Fidelity Level: High Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

8. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy that can be used to design

a kitchen sink such that the user can have adequate reaching access to every

four corners of the sink. You are given low resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: Low

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical

Interaction: Low

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Physical/Computational/Mixed Prototype
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Fidelity Level: Low Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

Problem 7 to 8 adapted from references [19,20]

9. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy to design a cockpit to im-

prove the pilot’s reaching and vision performance during landing an aircraft.

During an aircraft landing, the pilot visually confirms the taxiway through

the windshield and reaches flap switches and landing gear switches in the

instrument panel. You can adjust the orientation of the instrument panel

and pilot seat to enhance his/her vision and reach performance. You are

given high resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: High

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical (Multiple)

Interaction: High

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Physical/Computational/Mixed Prototype

Fidelity Level: High Fidelity
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Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

10. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy to design a cockpit to im-

prove the pilot’s reaching and vision performance during landing an aircraft.

During an aircraft landing, the pilot visually confirms the taxiway through

the windshield and reaches flap switches and landing gear switches in the

instrument panel. You can adjust the orientation of the instrument panel

and pilot seat to enhance his/her vision and reach performance. You are

given low resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: Low

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical (Multiple)

Interaction: High

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Physical/Computational/Mixed Prototype

Fidelity Level: Low Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)
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Problem 9 and 10 is adapted from the following references [16,23]

11. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy to design a loading cart for

a manufacturing plant. You are asked to find out the maximum loading and

unloading that an average male worker should perform safely to and from

the cart. You are given low resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: Low

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical

Interaction: High

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Physical/Computational Prototype

Fidelity Level: Low Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

Problem 11 adapted from the following reference [202]

12. You are to conceptualize a prototyping strategy that can be used for er-

gonomic assessment (tactile feedback, comfort) of three different types of the
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mouse (regular, slanted, and vertical). You are given high resources.

Solutions:

Prototyping Categories

Purpose: Learning

Resource: High

Ergonomic Assessment: Physical

Interaction: High

Prototyping Dimensions

Type of Prototype: Physical Prototype

Fidelity Level: High Fidelity

Complexity: Sub Complexity

Scale: Same

Number of Iterations: Multiple (Sequential)

Problem 12 adapted from the following reference [102]
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